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ABSTRACT
Emerging Identities: New Subjects w ith in Gay Adoption
by
Megan O H artzell
D r. Kathryn Hausbeck, Examination Committee Chair
Associate Professor o f Sociology
U niversity o f Nevada, Las Vegas
This thesis explores the identity construction and subject positions o f gay male foster and
adoptive parents. Using late tw entieth and early twenty-Srst century cultural texts, I apply
a Foucaultian perqiective to analyze how controversies over gay adoptions articulate
shifts in contemporary American discourses o f homosexuality and the fam ily. Identities
available to homosexuals have shifted since the nineteenth century; this thesis looks at the
emergence o f a new contested identity fo r homosexuals as adoptive parents at the turn o f
the tw enty-hrst century by employing Foucaultian methodological techniques o f
archaeology. This w ork contributes to the sociological literature on gender, law , and the
postmodern fam ily, and begins to move theoretical understandings beyond the current
state o f queer theory and poststructural discourse on identity.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
This thesis explores the id e n tic construction and subject positions o f gay' male
foster and adoptive parents. Using late tw entieth and early twenty-Grst century cultural
texts, I apply a Foucaultian perspecGve to analyze how controversies over gay stranger
adopGons and fostering arGculate shifts in discourses o f homosexuality. SpeciGcally, I
analyze statements made by those ^^ho oppose such arrangements fo r reliance on
parGcular discursive construcGons o f homosexuality, Gunily, gender, sexuality, and
religion. I examine the controversy over homosexual adopGon as a collision o f symbols
and codes w hich contributes to the construcGon o f an emergent subject posiGon fo r the
homosexual male G im ily man.
Subject posiGons are deGned as "em pty spaces or GmcGons in discourse Gom
vh ich the woHd makes sense" (Barker 2000:393). One could envision a linguisG cally
constructed Game encapsulating parGcular meanings and codes that serves to coGapse and

' Each case involves a gay male except the Pima County case v h ich involves a bisexual
male. Throughout this w ork I w ill use the term homosexual to re 6 r generally to the gay
parGcipants and the bisexual parGcipant involved in the legal cases I study. O f course,
this thesis oGers criGque o f these common categorizaGons.
1
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categorize speciGcally known subjects. In poststructural analysis the linguistic codes and
the interpretation o f these codes becomes im portant. I visualize a three-dimensional space
W ierein speciGc lines o f discourse converge to construct the subjective experience o f self.
Speaking o f subject positions. Barker explains "The speaking subject is dependent on the
p rio r existence o f discursive positions. Discourse constitutes the T ' through the process o f
signiG cation" (393). M y prim ary goal is to analyze the discursive construcGons
surrounding gay males attempting to faster or adopt in the U nited States since the early
eigbGes when this issue emerged. How does rhetoric about sex, gender, rehgion, law and
the fam ily merge to farm and inGuence this contested idenGty? This analysis focuses on
contemporary cultural discourses, including: (1) Gve speciGc cases^ (2) a selecGon o f
pertinent newspaper arGcles about these cases, (3) Flonda's "AdopGve Home
AppGcaGon," (4) a website constructed about the Eo/ion v. Aenmey case
(lethimstay.com), and (5) segments o f a fnm etrm e (ABC ) interview between Diane
Sawyer and Rosie O'DonneG that focuses on the

^ I exanune ju d icia l opinions fo r Zq/ÿon v.
E/eo/tA

KgAobf/rmrfve

v. K e a rn y case.

(157 F.Supp.2d 1372); Cox v.

(656 So.2d 902); Jmnef IK C (% f etrGoner v. FYondb

Depwtmenr q/^Efeo/r/: ow f KeAobr/rWrve Slgrvrcef (627 So.2d 1215 iL6.); 7» the Afzher
q/^tAe AdbpGon q/^CAw/gf R (1988 W L 119937 (Ohio App. 5 D ist.); 7A rg ./fdbpfron q/^
CAw/gf R (50 Ohio S t3d 88, 552 N.E.2d 884); 7A fAg M zffgr q/^fAg Xppgo/ m frm n
Cormfy mArvgnr/g .4cGon (727 P R. 2d 830), w hile I oiGy exanuned the m edia's rhetoric
surrounding the R abefj v. SkorgAzry,

Cormfy (526 N.E.2d 1261) due to the

m aterial case its e lf being setded out o f court.
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This w oik heavily relies on the FoucaulGan argument that a homosexual status,
contextualized w ith in given cultural discourses, emerged in the late nineteenth century as a
distinct ide ntity Gamewoik (Foucault 1978:43). Once homosexuals were idenüGed as
belonging to a m eaningful social categoiy, subjects were attributed particular
characteristics and a place in the social structure. SpeciGcally, Foucault argues that certain
pow erful people were able to Game homosexuals as deviant. As Pardic explains, "W hile
unlabeled experiences can go unnoGced and unappreciated, labeled experiences can appear
staGc and reiGed to the point vhere they seem to have an isolated existence o f their own"
(1999:93). The range o f idenGGes available to homosexuals and the ir meanings in society
have shiAed several Gmes since the nineteenth century. This thesis argues one o f the most
recent idenGty posiGon has emerged out o f a newly contested space fo r homosexuals as
adopGve parents. For Foucault, a subject does not exist p rio r to placement in a parGcular
discursive context O f course, this is not to assert that people did not pracGce a gay
lifestyle, or engage in same-sex behavior, instead I mean to emphasize that these acGviGes
did not hold a social sGgma and those engaging in such behavior were not denied
privileges based on these grounds.
To examine this issue, I analyze the cowMZMfonce (or surGice discourse) o f speech
about gay adopGon evident in cultural texts, and then connect this conwzMfonce to savoir
(the deeper Games o f knowledge and bounded thought)^. Here, connaissance can be seen
as the speciGc meanings and codes given both to the fam ily and to homosexuals (w hich I

See charter three fo r further elaboraGon and archaeological appGcaGon o f these
concepts.
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explore in ch^Aers four and Gve), \^dnle savoir would refer to the generalized szzrAzce on
vshich these discursive lines intersect. This sar^ce, or histoncally situated context, is
explored in chapter four.
Today, the term homosexual is linked to an entirely new system o f knowledge that
now intersects w ith the savoir o f the fam ily. I analyze sentences that allude to this new
merging o f homosexuality and the Gunily as they appear in certain contemporary texts.
This requires that I also analyze discourses "in terms o f the condiGons under w hich those
sentences w ill have a definite truth value, and hence are capable ofbeing uttered. Such
condiGons w ill lie in the "depth" knowledge o f the Gme" (Hacking 1995:119). In other
words, statements reGect larger cultural interpretaGons that are thought to be true, and
can only be eGecGvely arGculated to the extent they are reliant on the common sense o f
the Gme.
I employ the FoucaulGan m ethodological teclmique o f archaeology, w ith speciGc
focus on the fbrmaGon o f subjects, w hich incorporates a historical view o f the shifts in
discourse. Archeology focuses on the e xp licit analysis o f statements that, lik e threedimensional horizontal lines, slash across tim e through culturally constructed boundaries
and groupings. An archaeological analysis focuses on the structure o f knowledge and the
way parGcular objects (or subjects) are classiGed according to common sense. It can be
thought o f as encompassing G)ur elements: 1)

Emergence, 2) vfwfAorifies q/^

De/imzinGon, 3) Grzdk q/^i^qecÿïcahon, and 4) .^poces q/^Dissension. Foucault oGers
discussion o f the Grst three o f these elements as central to the GzrmaGon o f objects (here
subjects) in chapter Guee o fh is w ork The Archaeology o f Knowledge and the Discourse
on Language (1972). The Gnal element is adapted Gom his later discussion o f how
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lingu istic contradictions influence discursive form ations. An analysis o f jpoccf q/^
(fksezmoM involves studying p o W f q/^fncnngxgfbi/zfy and poznA q / ^ a s
discussed further in my methodology ch^xter.
I begin w ith the presumpGon that statements reGect a parGcular historical moment
and are inform ed by fam iliar interpretaGons. First, I analyze this

q/^gmgrgence, or

histoncally situated context, in my discussion o f how certain statements about
homosexuals have meaning and intersect w ith discourses about G im ily, gender, sexuality,
and religion. In this way, archaeology o fk rs an illuminaGon o f the aw /hcgf q/^ezMgrggncg
wherein marked statements are "m ani&st, nameable, and describable" (Foucault 1972:41).
These arbitrary (according to Foucault) categorizaGons are ediGed by those w ith
the power to produce discourse. ThereGrre, my second focus is on the owtAorrGgf q/^
dlg/zm:mhon who have the power to speak.

q/^ùk/imifaGon are "recognized by

public opirGon" as having jurisdicG on over locating a parGcular subject (Foucault
1972:42).
Third, I discuss the grrdk q / ^ t h a t

diGerentiate a given object (or

subject) in increasingly complex ways. Gnak q/^apecz^ca/ron can be visualized as a
network o f horizontal and verGcal lines that serve to locate an object (subject) according
to a histoncal surGice. Grzdk q/^jpgcz^caZzozz further denote "kinds" o f subjects (Foucault
1972:42) by attaching new codes to a known subject over tim e. In other words, as we
engage in abstract conceptualizaGons we categorize and group certain objects o f
knowledge, thereby locating objects. Once a parGcular social species is idenGGed, it
acquires diGerent and even contradictory meanings that force a new sub-species to absorb
these new meanings and in e fk c t be deGned by difference Gom the 'o rig in a l.' Foucault
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argues that once an object is located and embedded w ith in particular discourses, it
becomes increasingly partiGoned as new variaGons o f the object emerge. W ith this insight,
I analyze the new codes associated w ith homosexuals as adopGve parents as reGecGng an
increasingly complex subject.
Finally, I emphasize the space.;

z/üsgMszon. S^poces q/'cKssenszon are points

where compeGGve and opposiGonal discursive lines cross. From this intersecGon (wrought
w ith discord and controversy) we can analyze points o f convergence that serve to merge
disparate and contested classiGcaGons o f subjects into a novel and more complex subject.
SpeciGcally, I look at the fbrmaGon o f a new idenGty fo r homosexual adopters based on
this convergence. What concepGons o f fam ily, gender, sexuahty, and religion intersect
when locating this subject? A fte r the legal batUes over the appropriateness o f permanenGy
placing children w ith homosexuals, what characterizes this new subject?
This work has sociological impGcaGons fo r queer theory and poststructural
discourses on idenGty, as weU as the sociological Uterature on gender, law and the Gunily.
As I provide a view o f the histoncal development o f the homosexual subject and a
theoreGcal analysis o f contemporary discursive construcGons o f gay adopGon in the
American ju d icia l Qrstem and media, I also speak to the w ider debates about modernism
and postmodernism in relaGon to our shifHng fam ily form . By analyzing rhetoric, I oGer a
criGque o f the common knowledge about gay adopGon and the subjects involved.
The remainder o f this chapter addresses four central points. First, I coimect
Foucault's concepGon o f power w ith the fbrmaGon o f the homosexual subject. Second, I
provide a histoncal proGle o f the shifGng posiGons available to homosexuals in order to
further make evident the argument that the posiGon o f homosexual is not stable, or
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essential and to provide a Aamework fo r understanding the current statements made about
homosexuals. Third, I brieGy introduce the legal cases that consGtute the core o f my
analysis as reGecGve o f parGcular shifts in codes o f homosexuality. This histoncal view
leads naturally into a discussion o f the current legal cases. Here I preview the stones o f
the various men in Flonda who mounted challenges to the gay adopGon ban, the bisexual
prospecGve adopter in Arizona, the gay foster parents in Massachusetts, and the case o f
Charles B. Finally, I introduce the noGon that these shifts in subject posiGons reGect
conGicGng lines o f discourse.

Power
How do certain historical shifts lead to the fbrmaGon o f certain discursive subject
posiGons? Foucault can be thought o f prim arily as an historian o f ideas; he was interested
in tracing the discursive emergence o f parGcular objects and analyzing the statements
made about them. Foucault points out that it is often leA to those w ith situaGonal power
to designate labzeled subjects in accordance w ith their SpeciGcally bounded discursive
fbrmaGons. For example, authoriGes o f a given discourse (judges and the law , fb r
example) can m arginalize certain subjects i^ho come beA)re them through a parGcularly
infbrm ed gaze. Thus, Foucault seeks to illum inate the interplay between predominant
discursive fbrmaGons at a given tim e in history (such as discourses o f the state, the A im ily,
or sexuality) and the subjects produced by such deployments o f power. Who has the
power to construct and deploy statements about the homosexual as an adopGve parent?
Foucault's concepGons o f power become especially im portant in the archaeological
analysis o f the deployment o f discourses, and infbrm my research quesGon about the
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influence o f power on the farm ation o f idenGty posiGons. Power "circulates through all
levels o f society and a ll social relaGonships" and, after the influence o f Foucault, is
thought o f as both "constraining" and "producGve and enabling" (Barker 2000:390).
Instead o f conceiving o f only an overarching power possessed by a few, Foucault adds
com plexity to this model by conceiving o f situaGonal power. Power is best thought o f as a
"m ulG plicity o f force relaGons" (Foucaultl 978:92-3). O f course, certain antAorrize;
db/zznzfatzozz have more power over their own jurisdicGon.
Relatedly, in The B irth o f the C linic Foucault speaks o f a certain gaze adopted by
clinicians that transformed the subject (through objecGGcaGon and AagmentaGon) into
speciGc knowable and diagnosable parts (1973). Thus, as the newly medicalized gaze
focused on "homosexuals," they were now diagnosable as such. SpeciGcally, the
emergence o f a medicalized discourse, based on the gaze by those w ith situaGonal power,
inGuenced the fbrmaGon o f a new and distinct social category fb r homosexuals. A fte r the
diagnosable condiGon o f homosexuahty became a reiGed state, parGcular subjects were
viewed as ill, deviant, and dangerous (especially to children). This resulted in increasingly
complex social straGGcaGon and marginalizaGon o f those disempowered by this gaze.
The EnGghtenment o f the nineteenth century marked decreased jurisdicG on o f
religion and an increase in scienGGc 'experts' that provided a new fzzz]/üce and a newly
located sexual subject. "The concept o f homosexual and heterosexual individuals emerged
during Gie late nineteenth and imd-twenGeth centuries, as science and medicine replaced
reGgjon as the m zjor inGuences in society. The medical and psychiatric professions
invented the term "homosexuaGty" and began to study the illness it described" (The
Editors o f the Harvard Law Review 1990:4). As this medical discourse gained ground.
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laws were constructed to regulate this newly identified deviance. Irvine (1994) also notes
this im portant shift in perception, "A related historical development in the oiganizalion o f
sexual identides was the emergence o f the legal, and particularly the medical, professions
as central institutions in the regulation o f sexuality" (Irvine 1994:237).
This

was also madced by the emergence o f the nuclear fam ily form ; I

describe this further in chapter four. This medical and legal discourse then converges w ith
existing religious discourse, that then intersects w ith discourses o f the & m ily and gender,
and so on, unGl a subject, and a ll statements pertaining to a subject, are embedded w ith in a
complex network. Most im portanüy, those w ith situational power locate a subject in this
discursive network and are deemed the experts o f the tim e.
Power is exerted in mulGple ways, such as in the slant given to a story by the
media, the stares o f the concerned community, and through the more legitim ate veins o f
ju d ic ia l conclusion. "In v irtu a lly every case in w hich openly lesbian and gay parents
conAont the glare o f media p u b licity or the scrutiny o f ju d icia l or adm inistrative review,
they must endure spoken and unspoken prejudgements about their unfitness as parents judgments that arise out o f stereotypes to w hich in v is ib ility and silence oGer no challenge"
(Ricketts and Achtenberg 1987:90). As posited, "silence" and "in v is ib ility " offer no
resistance to the common deployments about the unGt nature o f homosexuals as parents
and one must embrace the identity o f the sexual deviant in order to resist unfair
reductionist thought. As contemporary queer w riters like Sedgwick (1993) note, there is a
constant tension when one must accept a classiGcation, albeit lim iGng, in order to initimte
social change. In this thesis, I offa- discussion o f the convergence o f discourses on fam ily,
gender, sex and religion, and those w ith the power to situate homosexual adopters.
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A B rie f H istory o f the Homosexual Subject
Homosexuals did not exist before the nineteenth century. O f course, same-sex
sexual a ctivity and relationships have always occurred, but there was no linguistic label or
master status to differentiate those who engaged in this form o f sex or in same-sex
relationships Aom those who did not. Foucault (1978) argues that before this distinctive
social category emerged, sexuality was thought o f in more Auid terms, and particular
activities or relationships did not, Arrever designate participants as members o f certain
social groups.
O f course, as M ary M cIntosh (1968-1969) suggested, not a ll "homosexual
behavior" necessarily leads to one being deemed a homosexual. One may engage in
homosexual sex and not take on the role o f the homosexual. She argued that
homosexuality, rather than a behavior, is best conceptualized as a role. Her w ork, iM iich
was published before the sim ilar (but hardly idendcal) argument by Foucault, argued that
this "homosexual ro le " Grst developed in seventeenth century England (M cIntosh 188).
She differenGates between these carved out posiGons one may take on and the actual
sexual behavior one engages in, and jusGGes her distincGon: " It may seem rather odd to
distinguish in this way between role and behavior, but i f we accept a deGniGon o f role in
terms o f expectaGons (w hich may or may not be fulGUed), then the distincGon is both
legitim ate and useful" (M cIntosh 1968-1969:184). M cIntosh argues that although there
were A w parts A r subjects to play (homosexual, heterosexual) in seventeenth century
England, there are a plethora o f sexual acGviGes to engage in, "Sexual behavior patterns
cannot be dichotorruzed in the way that the social roles o f homosexual and heterosexual
can" (1968-1969:184). Like Foucault, she effecGvely points to this plenGtude o f sexual
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expression, and states

such behavior is far from being monopolized by persons who

play the role o f homosexual" (M cIntosh 1968-1969:192). A lso like Foucault, McIntosh
argues that same-sex sexual behaviors existed a p rio r; the emergence o f the social role o f
homosexuality.
This newly available and carved out subject position thus birthed certain inherent
social idenGGes A r homosexuals. Epstein (1994) states, "A homosexual idenGty, in this
view , is created not so much through homosexual acGvity per se (what labeling theonsts
[Lem ert 1975] would call "prim ary deviance") as through the individuals reacGons A
being so labeled, and A the mtemalizaGon o f Ae imposed caAgorizaGon ("secondary
deviance")" (191). Therefore, an identity posiGon is best Aought o f as resulting Aom an
m terplay o f discourses, that are socially produced and reproduced everyday through
mulGple and converging mteracGons that so lid ify this presentaGon o f self (Gofhnan 1963).
Many pomt out that it is only m Ae last hundred years or so (Halperin 1990) that
we, A r many reasons, code sexuality as an im portant m Acator o f an inA vidu al's essence.
Irvine (1994) argues, "The organ!zaGon o f inA vidual idenGty around sexual feelings and
behaviors w ould have been unthinkable before the last century" (237). O f course, once Ae
noGon o f homosexuality took hold m A e laA rmieteenA century, meanings about this
distinct posiGon also emerged A code homosexuality as deviant; it was as i f a new
monster arose Aom the shadows and existed on Ae perimeter o f Ae normaGve.
SpeciGcally, before W orld-W ar H, "pubhc awareness o f lesbians and gay men was lim ited
A occasional lu rid newsp^rer arGcles lin kin g "sex perverts" A murder and oA er crimes
and A the advice o f "experts" warning against masturbaGon and "darker" e vils" (Adam
1995:44). During Ae [Senator Joseph] M cCarAy era, homosexuals were coded as a
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threat. "A 1949 Newsweek article called "Queer People" had already named homosexuals
as "sex murderers," echoing a consistent media theme identifying homosexuals as
destroyers o f society" (Adam 1995:62). It was im p lic itly assumed that homosexuals, who
already are breaking sexual norms, also had Ae potential A violaA oAer basic rules. So,
once A e A stinction was made between normative sexuality and homosexuality, this way
o f Gaming subjects Aen influenced the view o f the (now labeled) homosexuals as more
lik e ly than heterosexuals A engage m crhninal behavior, and generally A undermine social
order. Here we see a movement from the laA nineteenA century coding o f homosexuals as
distinct subjects w iA a diagnosable illness m A the early twendeA century sexual predaArs
who threaten society.
Those claim ing this idenGty m evitably m Am alized many o f A e Ascourses, and
eventually some homosexuals resisted. Shaped around a common sense o f idenGty,
communiGes arose. "Between A e 1870s and the 1930s, gay and lesbian commuiGGes
appeared m American ciGes and conGnued A grow during and afA r W orld W ar H " (The
EAA rs o f Ae Harvard Law Review 1990:5).
Seidman offers a helpful summary o f the w ork o f Adam (1987), D 'E m ilio (1983),
and Faderman (1981) vAen he states, "homosexual subcultures evolved from Ae largely
inform al networks o f pre-W orld W ar H, to Ae marginal, clandestine homophile
orgarGzaGons o f Ae GfGes, A Ae public cultures and movements o f afGrmaGon and public
contestaGon o f lesbian fem inism and gay liberaGon m the sevenGes" (1996:6). Marked
change has occurred m the mearmigs we attribuA A homosexuality.
Public policy debaA about homosexuality during the latter part o f the 20'"' century
strikingly contrasts w iA the lim ited public commentary m the im m eAaAly
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preceding decades. Before the m id-20th century, there were indeed Ascussions
about public policy Aw ard homosexuality. Debate, however, was infrequent and
one-sided, premised on the assumption that same-sex sex is boA a sm and a
menace A society. (Sm iA and Wmdes 2000:P.I)
Sm iA and Wmdes (2000) argue that our current discourse about homosexuality is
less overtly hostile, and less Aequently reliant upon religious discourse or noGons o f "sm "
and "menace." A FoucalGan perspecGve, as I w ill show, points A A e newly Arm ed views
on homosexuals and the attached subject posiGons as reGecGve o f an ever increasing
com plexity m the gridk

o f Ae homosexual species. The A llo w ing excerpt

describes a parGcular moment m hisA ry often referred A as a sigmGcant catalyst A r a
newly constructed resistance A the commonly d is p a rtin g codes:
The beginnings o f rapid social change are typica lly ascribed A an mcident m June
1969, W ien gay bar patrons, many o f Aem drag queens. A ught back w iA
uncharacterisGc violence against the New Y ork vice squad conducting a routine
raid on the SAnewall Inn m Greenwich V illage. A the afterm aA and m a social
context that included an established c iv il ngbts movement, a developing movement
A r women's liberaGon, and changing sexual mores, lesbians and gay men began
A im ing organizaGons deAcated A transform ing A e ir cultural and poliGcal status.
(Chambers and P olikofT2000:524)
A fter the c iv il nghts movement, the now distincGve cultural and poliGcal group
identiGed as homosexuals embraced this identity and began the long poliGcal struggle A
attach new meanings A the homosexual subject posiGon. As our Ascursive systems shift,
as our insGtuGons reel m attempts A keep up w iA our shifting mores, Ae homosexual
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subject embedded w ithin these discourses is, o f course, also lik e ly to be signiGcanGy
altered. "A the last th irty years, the social and poUGcal landscape A r gay and lesbian
couples has undergone radical shiAs. Changes A laws and social policies, new deGniGons
o f what consGtutes "G im ily," the AIDS epidemic, the queer movement, and the anGgay
backlash - a ll a fk c t gay and bisexual men, lesbian and bisexual women" (James and
M urphy 1998:99). These pro-gay/anG-gay controversies can be viewed Gom a
poststructural stance as carving out and producing new subject posiGons A r homosexual
subjects. Our discursive relaGons produce knowledge through a repeGGon o f statements.
This repcGGon contributes A Ae mamtenance o f stereotypes regarding Aose who are
(self) labeled as homosexual.
The lesbian and gay n ^ ts movement, along w iA Ae women's movement,
produced subjects deemed as m ilitan t revoluGonaries by the conservaGve nghL This
newly constructed posiGon as an acGvist A r the "gay agenda"* co-exists w iA remnants o f
the rhetoric o f the sex-maniac.
Thus, the distincGve homosexual social idenGty was reiGed even by those
supporGve o f Averse Arm s o f sexual expression A that A e premise o f Ae new movement
was based on shifGng the codes A r a staA assumed A be pre-existent As Ae homosexual

* This term is based on essenGalist noGons and is quoted here oA y A exem pli^ a
iheA ncal construcGon. I offer evidence A chapters A u r and Gve that the rhetonc
produced aboA homosexuals as adopGve parents is A part a reacGon A constructed
collision between the so-called "gay agenda" as opposiGonal A the best interests o f
children.
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sutject-as-poliG cal activist became dominant m the 1960s, Ae noGon o f Ae usefulness o f
the AsGncGve social categoiy o f homosexual was also promoted. "The women's
movement's attack on tradiGonal gender roles, mcreased openness aboA and lessened
taboos on sexuality, and the "cA ture o f protest" m Ae sixGes a ll contnbuted to Ae spread
o f "gay liberaG on"" (The EAA rs o f Ae Harvard Law Review 1990:6). I f one was not
poGGcally acGve, one was deemed A be impotenGy "m the closet" (Sedgwick 1993).
A academia, during the eighGes a standpomt perspecGve emerged that assumed
that Aose occupying speciGc subject posiGons had unique access A their own source o f
accumAated knowledge and their own characterisGc w orldview . Scholars (Ponse 1978;
Cass 1979; Troiden 1988) during this period sought A e expression o f Ae umque
experiences and voices o f gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered (g /l/b /t) subjects, and
attempted A incorporaA speciGc g /l/b /t standpoints o f A sA ry. This new concepGon o f Ae
umque g /l/b /t viewpomts cA across disciplines, and can sGll be detected m current rheAnc
assuming this umque view pom t SGll oAers, such as Plummer (1981) and Weeks (1987)
emphasized Ae sGgma and labeling o f Aese subjects.
Then, m Ae early nineGes, the term "queer" was retqipropriated Gom the past
deleterious usage (such as m Ae 1949 Newsweek arGcle associating queer's w iA sexmamacs) and commandeered as a batGe cry and a pomt o f pride (de LaureGs 1991).
Whereas "queer" was earlier a slanderous term , it now marked a shiA m academic Aought
and a new perspecGve on the usefAness o f idenGty caAgories (such as homosexuA) A r
expressing meainngfA inArmaGon aboA the s e lf ShoAd homosexuAs continue A be
promoted as a poliGcA body? IdenGty poliGcs, which are based on a standpoiA
perspecGve, began A be considered passe by self-idenGGed and empowered 'queers.'
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Some scholars now criGqned any system cre a tii^ a master status based on deviant
sexuality. The new coding o f the term 'queer' challenged Ae all-encompassing deGniGon
o f se lf based solely on sexual onentaGon (that was promoted by boA those A r and against
homosexual relaGonships).
Outside o f the w alls o f academia, a new wave o f self-proclaim ed gay men and
lesbians were quietly adopting children m the United States. "A the 1980s, inA vidual gay
men and lesbians began adopting children m signiGcant numbers, boA domesGcally and
mtemaGonaUy. Often, the adopGon agency knew that the adopting parent had a same-sex
partner, bA oA y one member o f the couple woAd be perm itted to go A rw ard as Ae
adopting parent" (P olikofF2000:731). For example, Don Harrelson adopted tw o boys,
Doug and JeG^ m the late sevenGes, and was the Grst homosexuA to spark naGonA
attenGon m this role.^ Harrleson, who was Aen m the closet and kept his sexuA
orientaGon a secret Gom the courts, was able A take Ae boys home Gom a public
adopGon agency m Los Angeles. Harrelson was described m anoAer arGcle^ as "a pioneer
o f sorts."
I am concerned w iA cases o f Aose W io are known A the courts A be gay and Ae
discourse surrounding the fq)propriateness o f permanenGy placing biologically unrelated
children w iA these men. As the Grst cases are heard m court, we are privy A the

^

Akw F o rt Tim cf printed an arGcle enGGed "Gay Coiq)les' W ish A A dopt Grows,
Along W iA Increasing Resistance" by Georgia Dullea February 7,1988 (M )F 7 1 26:1.

*

Dmer printed '"M a rried W iA C hildren,' but W holesome" by ScoG
H a rris J A ll,1 9 9 6 .
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emergence o f Ae homosexual as a legiAnaled (m some cases) A A er Gguie and fam ily
man. The rhetoric about the sex-maniac who threatens sociA order directly clashes w iA
the noGon o f the homosexuA as a safe caretaker o f a child and a fam ily man (especiAly
because fam ily is associated w iA A e fimcGon o f reproducing a legitim ated sociA order).

The LegA Cases
This new contested discourse o f Ae homosexuA as a fam ily man emerged m Ae
mid-eighGes as Ae courts began hearing controversiA cases. This secGon offers a b rie f
mtroducGon A each case and is meant as an onentaGon A r my later arguments, anAysis,
and A eorizing about the speciGcs o f each case. Chapter A u r offers anAysis o f the Lofton
and Babets cases m lig h t o f the merging discourses o f sex, gender, and religious beliefs on
Ae fam ily. A chapter Gve I look at the GnA three cases, including the Pima County case,
the Charles B. case, and the Cox cases as evidencing clashing Ascursive fbrmaGons.
The current case m Florida (157 F.Supp.2d 1372) was a centrA fbcus m a recent
(March 2002) interview between Diane Sawyer and Rosie O 'D onnell, and the fbcus o f a
popAar websiA (lethim stay.com ) that has spurred over 300,000 letters o f protest A be
sent A Jeb Bush, Ae governor o f Florida. A naGonA debaA has emerged over Ae faA o f
Bert, a ten year old boy who was placed as a A ster child w iA Steven LofA n and Roger
Croteau when he was im ie weeks old. H is placement w iA Lo fA n and Croteau oAy
recendy became an issue because Bert no loi% er tests posiGve A r H IV and Florida now
considers him adoptable (as opposed A being a A ster child). Florida does not allow
homosexuals A adopt, and herein we Gnd Ae crux o f this case. ShoAd Bert be removed
Gom his fam ily because Steven and Roger are homosexuA? Representing Lo fA n and three
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othwarfaiiûlies (QHboug^itan, Smith aodZSkaiwen) the fuoaerlcaii(]ivil]Lib<%1ies Union (AC LU )
61ed a challenge in 1999 to Florida's statute 63.042(3) that states "N o person eligible to
adopt under this statute may adopt i f that person is a homosexual." Arguments were heard
in federal court on March 4,2002. This case is s till pending.
The mass media surrounding the Babets case (526 N.E.2d 1261) serves as
evidence o f one o f the Srst national controversies over homosexuals as caretakers o f
children. Two boys were placed in the faster care o f David Jean and Donald Babets in
Boston, Massachusetts in 1985, and were subsequently removed after a flood o f media
attention. I study the construction o f these subjects in news articles and statements made
by M ichael Dukakis, W io, in response to the placement o f these boys w ith Babets and
Jean, supported a new policy that in eSect made it difS cult 6)r homosexuals to become
foster parents in Massachusetts. The C iv il Liberties U nion o f Massachusetts brought a
case against the Department o f Social Services (DSS) in 1986 in Superior Court on behalf
o f the Babets and others in order to challenge their policy that placed married
heterosexuals w ith parenth% experience befare single or gay parents in a constructed
hierarchy. The actual case focused on the release o f internal DSS documents. This policy
was later reversed in A p ril o f 1990, but the tw o boys were never returned to Babets and
Jean.
An interesting case (727 P.R. 2d 830) emerged 6om Pima C oun^, Arizona in
1986. Here a bisexual petitioned to be eligible to adopt children (no particular children
were involved), and was ultim ately faund unacceptable by Judge P hilip Fahringer because
o fh is bisexuality. The construction o f this applicant based on the line o f questioning he
was subjected to by the court is analyzed in chapter 6ve.
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In 1988 Ohio was given the opportunity to address this issue, as w ell. In 1988 M r
B, who had a stable counseling relationship w ith a boy named Charles B (w ith both
physical and mental challenges), petitioned to adopt Charles. M r B was q)proved to adopt
Charles in tria l court, but was found unacceptable in appellate court (1988 W L 119937
(O hio App. 5 D isL) be&re the Snal ruling o f the Supreme Court o f Ohio granting the
adoption in 1989 (50 Ohio S t3d 88,552 N.E.2d 884). As in a ll the cases, here the
question was raised about whether or not M r B 6 t the mold o f a proper care giver in lig h t
o fh is homosexuality.
James Cox challenged Florida statute 63.042(3) long befare the current Lofton
case, and petitioned to be eligible to adopt. Again, after approval in tria l court he was
denied on appeal and then again by the Supreme Court o f Florida in 1995 (656 So.2d 902;
627 So.2d 1215 n.6.) before ultim ately dropping the challenge. A t issue was the deGnition
o f the term homosexual, w hich produced interesting discussions o f sexuality by the judges
involved.

Discourse and Discursive Analysis
Foucault uses the term discourse in tw o ways: hrst, to descritre a ll texts and
systems o f meaning; and second, to describe technical 'lin g o ' generated w ith in certain
socially privileged disciplines. Fillingham (1993) states, "In its broadest sense it means
anything w ritten or said or communicated using signs" and that it speciGcally refers to
"technical knowledge" (100-1). For Foucault

"describes the congeries o f

discourses, practices, institutions, architectures, among other things, that variously
intertw ine and o v e rly in the construction o f an object o f in q u iry" (Turner 2000:51).
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Discourse, as described by Barker, is "Language and practice, regulated ways o f speaking
w hich deSne, construct and produce objects o f knowledge" (2000:384). In short, we
attach certain meanings and code certain objects as always belonging to a specific
(Agwsrfz/! This serves to re ify the entire system o f discourse and classiGcation. Through
this process, certain subjects emerge. Foucault w rites, "One o f the most productive ways
o f thinking about discourse is not as a group o f signs or a stretch o f text, but as 'practices
that systematically form the objects o f w hich they speak' (Foucault 1972b:49). Discourse
analysis can Gee objects and subjects "o f a ll groupings that purport them to be natural,
immediate, universal unities, one is able to describe other unities, but this tim e by means o f
a group o f controlled decisions" (M ^or-P oetzl 29). By using discursive analysis, 1 aim to
(1) deconstruct and challenge certain essentialist notions o f identity, and (2) explore the
power relations inherent in the discursive production o f sexed subjects.
In the sixties the social constructionists Berger and Luckmann wrote o f what is
now termed discourse by poststructuralists "Language becomes the depository o f a large
aggregate o f collective sedimentations, w hich can be acquired m onothetically, that is, as
cohesive wholes and w ithout reconstructing their original process o f frrm ation. [...] In
other words, legitim ations can succeed each other, Gom tim e to tim e bestowing new
meanings on the sedimented experiences o f the co lle ctivity in question" (1966:69). Berger
and Luckmann also wrote o f this reiGcation o f certain lin g u istica lly categorized objects:
"Language is capable not only o f constructing symbols that are highly abstracted Gom
everyday experience, but also o f "bringing back" these symbols and presenting them as
objectively real elements in everyday life . In this marmer, symbolism and sym bolic
language become essential consGtuents o f the reality o f everyday li& and o f the
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commonsense fgrprehension o f this re ality" (1966:41). As discourse on these grouped
objects shiA, the meanings given to these not-so-stable objects also shifL Discourse on a
subject who becomes the focus o f a particular gaze, fo r example, is much like a branch
Gom a tree rooted in previously constructed formations. This branch thus grows Gom a
established Game o f grounded and reiGed postulates into a novel oGshooL But Foucault
argues that this process is not linear, rather, one must picture a three-dimensional
discursive line intersecting w ith other lines in a constant process o f interrelations which
again re-situate and re-group objects o f knowledge.
Groiqis w ith diGering agendas (such as pro-gay/anG-gay advocates) can be seen as
acGve producers o f discourse. "They build arguments through language, employ
ideogr^hs, deploy condensaGon symbols, and spin narraGves out o f symbols" (Sm ith and
Windes 2000:35). Smith and Windes (2000), vsiio study rhetonc, argue that what is o f
most importance is the "process o f collision in w hich mulGple sym bolic words are created
and reconstructed," and the way in \^ c h "com peting texts weave around and through
each other in an ongoing naGonal town meeting on human sexuality" (Sm ith and Windes
2000:xii). From a FoucaulGan perspecGve, these collidin g meanings, these discursive
intersecGons, form a new subject niche.
Discourse is produced and maintained in three distinct ways, according to M ^o rPoetzl (1983). Fist, it involves the fbrmaGon o f subject posiGons and generalized concepts
in relaGcm to each other. Second, discourse is produced through the transfbrmaGon o f
existing concepGons o f a parGcular subject Finally, a discursive producGon must be
correlated and situated in relaGon to other discourses as part o f a larger Gamework
(1983:23). M ills characterizes discourse as:
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something W iich produces something else (an utterance, a concept, an effect),
rather than something i^hich exists in and o f its e lf and which can be analyzed in
isolation. A discursive structure can be detected because o f the system aticity o f the
ideas, opinions, concepts, and ways o f thinking and behaving which are formed
w ithin a particular context, and because o f the effects o f those ways o f thinking
and behaving. (1997:17)
Discourse analysis seeks to reveal opposing statements existing on the same plane.
For example, the categorizations o f homosexuality and heterosexuality exist on the same
plane (that is, as possible sexual orientation options) but are viewed as polarized. Queer
theorists challenge this dichotomy (as I further elaborate in the next chapter) and Foucault
argues fo r an outright tronsgresfron o f the rules that govern this plane. It is often useful to
analyze the "distincGon between lesbian and heterosexual" by studying Gie "series o f polar
opposites: the perverted and the normal, 'gay' versus 'stra ig h t', 'good' versus 'bad'
(Beresfbrd 1998:60). Once we effecGvely (through a pattern o f e xp licit discursive
statements) distinguish clear niches w aiting, in a sense, fo r individuals to enter, there
inevitably arises a pre&rred valuaGon o f one posiGon over the other. This straGGcaGon o f
valuaGons marks not only the inherent assumpGon o f essenGal differences between the
opposing posiGons, but also o f w hich posiGon is hierarchically superior. Spargo (2000)
states, "N o opposiGon exists in splendid isolaGon - a ll w ork through relaGonships w ith
others" (2000:46). Through idenGGcaGon o f the polar opposite o f a given state, we more
clearly see the object or state o f being (homosexual, fo r example) not as stable and w e lldeGned, rather, as existing on à plane alongside what it is not. In this way, we arGculate
the FoucaulGan premise that objects do not exist before the ir discursive fbrmaGon.
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Conclusion
This chapter introduced my fundamental research questions and offered an
overview o f the texts I analyze, my methods o f analysis, and the theoretical perspectives I
employ. I offered a discussion o f power as it relates to the form ation o f subjects and a
b rie f history o f the evolution o f the homosexual subject as evidence o f the constantly
shifting codes and meanings associated w ith this discursively situated subject. This
historical Gamewodc situates my discussion o f the late tw entieth and early twenty-Grst
century legal cases I analyze. I have explained the signiGcance o f discourse to this process
and the place o f discourse analysis in this study.
In chapter tw o, I expand the view o f homosexuals as a distincGve w ith
contemporary queer interpretaGons o f idenGty and idenGty poliGcs. I present the main
debates w ithin queer theory about the usefulness o f criGquing the inside/outside model and
Gxed idenGty posiGons and about how the noGon o f sex and gender per&rm aGvity inform s
FoucaulGan poststructuralism.
In chapter three I present archaeology, \&hich is inform ed by the Foucaultian
theory o f the process by which discursive subjects are formed. In an archaeological
analysis o f texts, the context, speaker, site o f speech, and repeated phraseology a ll become
im portant. Therefore, I have directed my analysis to the illununaGon o f the su/yücef q/"
e/w rgew e iqx>n w hich discursive statements are deployed, the our/wnGgf

dle/imiraGo»

who have the power to speak, and the grzGk q/^specÿîcoGon )^hich differenGate a given
object (or subject) in increasingly speciGed and complex ways. I emphasize the spocgf q/^
f&Mgwion that reveal the points o f convergence o f contested discourse (w hich speaks to
the farmaGon o f a new identity based on this convergence).
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Tided "The Confluence o f Sex, Gender, and Religious Discourses on Fam ily,"
chapter four looks speciGcally at the sw/üce, or context, currently Gaming noGons o f the
idealized fam ily form to compare this ideal to the meanings given to homosexuality.
SpeciGcally, I analyze texts associated w ith the Babets and Lofton (526 N.E.2d 1261 and
157 F.Supp.2d 1372 respectively) cases G>r the discursive construcGon o f the homosexual
subject in response to discourses on the fam ily. I analyze the website lethimstav.com in
order to explore new meanings given to homosexuals as adopters. I present Flonda's
"AdopGve Home ApplicaGon" as evidence in my discussion o f the construcGon o f sex,
which then inform s my analysis o f the proper gender performances associated w ith
legitim ized fam ilies. M y focus then moves to the frzmcGyne telecast not only in a study o f
gender, but also in an analysis o f re liio n s statements that intersect w ith the social
construcGon o f the "proper" fam ily.
In chapter Gve I analyze the intersecGon o f codes that inform the new ly emergent
homosexual as an adopGve parent. I speciGcally look at the statements made in the Charles
B. case (50 Ohio St.3d 88,552 N.E.2d 884) that set up the "gay agenda" as expliciG y
hostile to the best interests o f children. I also look at the power o f certain OMtAonGef
dle/zmifoGon who not only look upon homosexuals w ith a parGcular gaze based on
parGcular codes, but W io also acGvely produce both normaGve and deviant sexuali^
(vh ich speaks to Foucault's repressive hypothesis). I pay special attenGon to the debate
over the term "homosexual" in the Cox case (656 So.2d 902; 627 So.2d 1215 n.6.), and to
the craving o f Judge Fahringer in the Pima County case (727 P.R. 2d 830) to require a
standardized testing to measure the bisexual applicant's propensity fo r m olesting children,
which inform s my research quesGon about power on the fbrmaGon o f idenGty posiGons.
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In conclusion, I p u ll together m y analysis o f texts to show how, given a tim e line,
certain late twentieth and early twenty-Grst century rhetonc constructs a new but
contested posiGon fo r homosexuals as adopGve parents. This idenGty is inGuenced by the
collision o f disparate discursive fbrmaGons that arGculate (on one hand) the safe (properly
sexed and gendered) 6 n n ly, and on the other, the sexual deviant who exists only outside
the role o f parent. This new subject is, fo r the Grst Gme, speciGcally coded as fam ilyonented as opposed to v h o lly sexually-onented. The homosexual posiGon, then, results
Gom a public declaraGon o f idenGty, an intemalizaGon o f this distinct idenGty, and a social
recogniGon and carved out space fo r those vh o adopt i t IdenGty posiGons result Gom
internalized states as w ell as socially available and recognized posiGons. This new posiGon
stands on shaky ground; each discourse Gom w hich it is tenuously balanced views this
subject Gom a diGerent angle, and thus emphasizes diGering charactensGcs. This new
ground must address that w hich it is home Gom, qieciG cally, the intersecGon o f
conservaGve Judeo-ChrisGan discourses, discourses on sexuality, the fam ily, gender, law,
and the so-called radical agenda o f those who promote gay nghts.
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CHAPTER2

THEORY AND LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter I present the tk o re tic a l Gamewoik fa r this thesis. I build on
Foucault's discussion o f the devdopment o f the homosexual as a distinct social species
(presented in chapter one) and analyze Foucault's qiistenology in order to infarm nqr
examination o f texts in chapters faur and Gve. However, my discussions o f Foucault and
homosexual identity positions cannot proceed w ithout Grst turning to quew theory, its
history, and its cu rra it contributions to sociology.
Queer theory is infarmed by Foucaultian poststructuralism and can be cat% orized
into three speciGc schools o f th o u ^ . The Grst challenges identity poliGcs and is waged by
queer theorists like Seidman, BuGer, Vance, Spargo and Turner. It Gallows logically that if
queer theonsts quesGon the useAdness o f accqating a common poliGcal identity based on
sexual onentaGon that some also Gnd seamal onentaGon cat%ones lim iting and even
empty. ThereGare, my second Gaois connects conceptually w ith the challenge to identity
poliGcs, but diverges in parGcular ways. Here queer theorists (Sedgwick 1993; Nameste
1994; Fuss 2001) have worked parGcularly on criGquing the inside/outâde model, whida
presupposes a MarmaGve cente^ o f sexuality (namdy heteroseamality) and envisions
homosexuals as outsiders. Finally, I present sex and gender as perGarmaGve (inGarmed by
the inGuartial w ( ^ o f Judith BuGer) in cormecGon w ith Foucaultian poststructural theory.
26
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To b%m, numerous studies, arguably enough to warrarrt their Gndings robust,
have established that children raised by homosexual paraits s u f^ no measurable ill eGects
(Silverstein and Auerbach 1999; Stacey and Biblarz 2001; Perrin 2002) and that parenting
styles are not signiGcantly diGerent between gay Grthers and haerosexual Athers (Bigner
1989). In Gict, "In 1995, the American Psydrological Association issued
AzrgMfiô^. ^ Jkw w ce

ow f Gqy

a review o f fb r^-th re e em pirical studies and

numerous other articles that concluded that 'no t a single study has found children o f gay
aiW lesbian parm ts to be disadvantaged in any âgnihcant req)ect rdative to children o f
heterosexual parents'" (Chambers and PolikoG"2000:539).
An article claiming signiGcant risks exist G)r childrœ o f gays and lesbians (Dailey
2001) is, like other articles o f this kind, not published in a credible, peer-reviewed journal.
A book by Lemer and Nagai (2001) that Gnds that the numa^ous studies used in support
o f gay and lesbian paraiting are all m ethodologically Gawed is often cited by those who
oppose gay adopGon. O pponaits o f gay adopGon, in a sim ilar line, argue that the
American Psyclmlogical AssodaGon and the Amencan Academy o f Pediatncs are basing
th d r posiGon on studies w ith Gawed methodology and are o v ^ iy concerned w ith the
rights o f gay individuals and not enough w ith the safety o f dnldren.
As evidarced in the case o f Charles B, this construcGon o f the "gay agenda" as
oppoâGonal to the w ell being o f children is common. Given that the preponderance o f the
sdenGGc evidaice ongrnates w ith the larger organizaGons, this thesis begins w ith the
premise that children raised by gay and lesbian parents are not signiGcantly harmed, and
goes on to dissect the social concerns over placing children wiGi homosexuals.
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Queer Theory
Queer theory, a interrdation o f concepts that on the whole criGque Gxed identity
categories, emerged in the late eighGes (Epstein 1994) as an academic extension o f the
radical gay nghts movement. "Queer theory

is indirectly related to the emergence o f

an increasingly visible queer poliGcs, a conG"ontaGonal farm o f grass-roots acGvism
embodied in ACT UP, Queer NaGon, and other direct-acGon groups during the last
decade" (Stein & Plummer 1994:181). Queer theory GHed an academic void; the silence in
the discipline o f sociology on the topic o f sexuality is oGen pointed out (Seidman 1994,
1996) and related to "privileged gender and sexual posiGons" held by some sociologists
(1994:167). Seidman argues that queer theory emerged aAer the rise o f AIDS and the
related backlash, as a reacGon to rising controversies w ithin the gay movement, and
largely due to the spread ofFrench poststructuralism and Lacanian psychoanalysis
(Seidman 1996:11).
Queer theory is a Gedgling endeavor, and is greaGy shaped by parGcular w riters
and their Gxais. Contemporary queer theorists include Judith BuGer, K i Namaste, Diana
Fuss, Eve KosofWcy Sedgwick, Steven Seidman, M ichael Warner, Ken Plummer, Arlene
Stein, Steven Epstein, and Janice Irvine. Others who study g /l/b /t issues, but are not
necessarily queer theorists^ include David Halperin, the sodal historian Je&ey Weeks, and
John D 'E m ilio. OrGz (1993), Hacking (1999) and Vance (1987) each o f& r an in-depth
summary o f the controversial ddrate regarding essenGalism versus construcGonism, iM iile
Eskndge, Jr. and Hunter (1997) study the conGuence o f sexuality and the law.

^ One can study issues surrounding homosexuality w ithout adopting a queer perspective.
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In onlo^ to better articulate the construction o f sexual boundaries," I w ill now shiA
my Axxrs to the three main tenets o f queer theory including: the opposition to identity
poliGcs; challenges to the inâde/outâde model; and the perArm atrvity o f gender and
sexuality.

Queer Theory as a Challenge to Identity PoliGcs
Nhich like postnx)demism, queer theory is difGcuk to deAne. Some characterize
queer theory as theory produced by queer people, about queer concerns (Kepros 2000). A
broader argum ait ^rpears in the works o f Seidman (1994) who asserts that queer theory
is a new way o f thinking that criGques Axed identity categones. I f the dassiAcaGon system
used to distinguish gay, lesbian, bisexual ami transgender people is Aawed and
constraining, how can the essence o f this new theory be exclusively based on idenGcally
Aawed idenGty classiAcaGons, as is the case w ith standpoint theorists? In other words, to
say that queer theory is only to be employed by those that id e n tic themsdves as queer is
constraining. I f idenGty politics should be a thing o f the past (Seidman 1994) q u e * theory
is not 'by and A rr' queers (unless queers are deAned as those that shed all identity
classiAcaGons). Only if we alter the meaning o f queer to encompass more than those w ith
marginalized sexual onentaGons, the Arst deAniGon of&red by Kepros is feasible. As
BuGer aptly argues, as we deconstruct the term "queer" we should, instead o f rendaing it

Gayle Rubin (1993) provides an im portant piece on the speciAcs o f constructed sexual
boundaries in her woGc "Thinking Sex: Notes fo r a Radical Theory o f the PoliGcs o f
Sexuality."
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a meaningless term, "extend its range" (BuGer 1993:229). The prim ary thought that
motivates queer theorists is the idea that we can deconstruct Axed and fbundaGonal
identity categones in order to better arGculate both the subjective and structural
components that inAuence certain subject posiGons, especially those carved out A)r those
labeled homosexual. This insight builds ofT o f Foucault's w ork on the lim iting nature o f
categorizaGons o f the sel^ and the need to "queer" (as a verb) such readings o f Axed
identity states.
BuGer is highly attuned to the structural constraints on even the most
deconstructed identity posiGons. She states, "One might be tempted to say that identity
categories are insufBcient because every subject posiGon is the site o f converging relaGons
o f power that are not univocal. B ut such a A]rmaGon underestimates the radical challenge
to the subject that such conveging relaGons im ply" (BuGer 1993:230). By stating this, she
reafSrms the m ultitude o f societal constraints on the individual. I, along these lines, argue
that the homosexual subject (although not deAned entirely by this c a t^o ry per se) is
constncted (to adopt. An example) by discourses on the idealized nuclear A m ily, p ro p *
gend* perArrmances, sexed cat%ones, and religious discourse that views homosexuality
as a sin.
The w ork o f Steven Seidman contributes an im portant element to our discussions
o f the discursively constructed homosexual subject through his arGcles "Queer-Ing
Sociology, Sociologizing Q u e * Theory: An IntroducGon" and "From IdenGty to Q ue *
PoliGcs: ShiAs in Norm ative Heterosexuality," as weU as through his books EmbatGed
Eros: Sexual PoliGcs and Ethics in Contemporarv Amenca (1992) and Q ue*
Theorv/Sodoloev (1996). FBs criGque o f the essenGalism inherently seen in identity
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politics brings us to what has been deemed an unresolvable d *a te . M y thesis speaks to
this debate as I oGer an analysis o f shifting identity posiGons in chrqrters Arur and Ave, and
then criGque codes associated w ith the evidenced identity posiGons Aar their usefulness in
my concluding chrqrter.
It is often pointed out that marginalized charactensGcs sewn to take on great
inqxrrtance as identity markers and serve eva i as trearers o f a master status. Add to this
the academic trend o f standpoint theory, and we are leA w ith a systan that reiAes the
homosexual as a socially distinctive subject type. Sexual onentaGon becomes a
fundamental ideoGAer. Foucault, too, noGced the tendency toward embracing a
marginalized idenGty. "There is no question that the appearance in nineteenth-century
psychiatry, jurisprudence, and literature o f a vdiole senes o f discourses on the spedes and
subspecies o f homosexuality, invasion, pederasty, and "psychic heraphrodism" made
possible a strong advance o f social controls into this area o f "perversity"; but it also made
possible the AirmaGon o f a "reverse" discourse: homosexuality began to iqreak in its own
behalf [...]" (1978:101). Homosexuals, then, daim this discurmve idenGty construcGon as
their own, and deploy new codes in associaGon w ith it. Wedcs (1987) states that sexuality
is very uncertain, "Y et we constantly strive to Ax it, stabilize it, say W io we are by td lin g
o f our sex" (31). Dd)ate arises as g /l/b /t perstms who daim this identity seek to, as a
social bloc, challenge social policies that restrict the rights o f homosexuals.
Smith and Windes (2000) argue that daim ing the homosexual identity is an act that
yields social power. "In the poliGcs o f representaGon, social identrGes become
qpistemological strategies in \dnch the ascripGon and ownership o f characterisGcs become
inextncably involved in struggles fo r p o w *" (95). I f we can name it, we can th a i daim
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rights fo r this known position, and clearly point to discrim inatory practices. In certain
political araias, it is more pow er&l to claim a common group essence. Although
politically m otivating, Seidman argues that these separatist movements need to be
critiqued fo r their inherait reliance on identity cat%ories. Q u e * theory emerged as a
response and as resistance to essentialist ideology. This acceptance o f the homosexual
subject poMtion, although theoretically lim iting, may be necessary politically. Thus the
ddrate o v * identity continues. Many have argued that this tension, between the realization
o f the non-deGnable sdA and the organizational imperative to clearly demarcate identity
positions, is unresolvable (Vance 1987:30; Seidman 1992:4; B u tl* 1993:230; Spargo
2000:57; T u rn * 2000:54).
As w ith many second generation w riters concerned w ith issues o f sexuality, I
critique the assunq)tions *nbedded w ithin identity cat% ories. Stein and P lum m *
(1994:179) point out that w hile the Arst wave o f q u e * academic w riters sought to e v *more iiMaeamr%ly describe, in detail, aspects o f the homosexual community and the
etiology o f homosexuality, contemporary w riters seek Arremost to challenge identity
categories by ^dnch we make distinctions.

Challenges to the Inside/Outside M odel
The inside/outside model is evident in rhetoric that positions homosexuals as
somehow outside o f the ce n t*, such that homosexuals must 'come o u t' to erqrress this
dif&rentiated poâA oii W hile some draw Aom the m odd o f homosexuals as distinctive
others, many works o f& r a "challenge o f the rqnesentation o f lesbians, gay men, and
transgend* persons as 'o u ts id *s ' w ithin l% al cultures" (M oran, M onk and B *esfbrd
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1998:1). In his article challenging the inside/outside model, Namaste (1994) states,
"Drawing on both Michel Foucault and Jacques Derrida, queer theory explores the ways
in which homosexual subjectivity is at once produced and excluded w ithin culture, both
inside and outside its borders" (220). Namaste, a Canadian sociologist, adds to this body
o f w ork that challenges common constructions as he looks at the concepts o f
heterosexuality and homosexuality using D errida's Aamework o f supplementarity, and
argues that "what appears to be outside a given system is already h illy inside it; that which
seems to be natural is historical" (1994:222).
Heterosexuality does not exist in a perfect, w ell-delim itated state o f naturalness,
rather, it is deAned by the very thing it is not. In Arct, it is the ever-looming state o f
homosexuality that serves to give heterosexuality any meaning. "The "good" self-concept,
grounded in heterosexist parameters, is again protected by establishing a clear boundary
line, through repression or suppression, between oneself and everything one associates
w ith homosexuality, whether the associations are valid or not" (Pardie 1999:100). So,
homosexuality is a necessary conqxment o f the noAon o f heterosexuality, because w ithout
the other to deAne the one, the one has no meaning.
As homosexual identities emerge, so does the sense that these identrGes are
diGerent Aom the norm. What is commonly thought o f as an excluded thing is actually an
int% ral part o f the construcGon o f normative sexuality (Namaste 1994:222). W hat can we
conclude about Namaste's posiGons on the discursive construcGon o f the homosexual
subject? Namaste's w ork, especially through his arGculaGon o f the limitaGons o f the
inside/outside model, aihances the noGon o f certain idenGty posiGons as completely
embedded w ithin discourses. Statements and terms (homosexual/heterosexual) are
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produced Aom w ithin these discourses deemed binary in nature, and re i^ distinctive
identities based on these linguistic dichotomies. Through the realization that linguistic
binaries are not, in A ct, representations o f some essential diGerences, and are not even
independently constituted, we also deconstruct any subject position solely reliant on such
terms.
Many, along w ith Namaste, are concerned w ith the deviant label afBxed to those
marginalized. "The label "homosexual" stands in sharp contrast to the term "heterosexual"
and creates diGerence by forcing individuals to choose exclusively between their sameand opposite-sex attractions - in eGect, to choose to be "deviant" or "norm al," as society
has deGned those terms" (The Editors o f the Harvard Law Review 1990:8). Therefore,
"heterosexuals" are not immune to this linguistic reliance on an oppositional concept; the
often taken-fbr-granted state o f normalcy is constrained by that which it is not.
Diana Fuss, in her article "Theorizing Hetero-and Homosexuality" (2001) argues
that we cannot simply dispense o f the inside/outside model, no matter how appealing this
may be, fb r
Inside/outside functions as the very Ggure fb r signiGcation and the mechanisms o f
meaning production. It has everything to do w ith the structures o f alienation,
splitting, and identiGcation which together produce a self and an other, a subject
and an object, an unconscious and a conscious, an in te iio rity and an exteriority.
(347)
We must realize that "Homosexuality, in a word, becomes the excluded [...]"
(348). Fuss interestin^y argues that this exclusion may not necessarily mean lack, in A ct,
it may be heterosexuality that is most lacking, and therefbre in "need fb r an outside to
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contain" it (349). A k h o u ^ homosexuality is seen as deviant Aom the center, this view
argues that w ithout homosexuality as a d istiiK t deviance, heterosexuality wmdd have little
meaning. OAen, discursive positions are best deGned by all that they are not; the
homosexual as an adtq)tive parent is only iM u t 1%is because he is not hetaosexual
In her Aequently cited piece "E pistenology o f the C loset," Eve KosoAky
Sedgwick (1993) proposes a ll W estan knowledge is based on a Gawed presupposiGon
based on binary thinking. Much in line w ith Namaste and Fuss, Sedgwick also notes the
"psaido-sym m etrical opposiGtm homosexual/heterosexual (o r gay/straight)"
categorizaGons, and points to Foucault Arr a histoncal view o f the emergence o f this
parGcularly- Anrned, skewed perspective (55). She sees this orgarrizaGon as "a radical and
irreducible incoherence" in that the homosexual subject is always compressed by
contradicGorw (56). She argues that the closet, o r the state o f hiding (irrtenGonally or not)
one's sexual onentaGon, is imposed by the ever-present sodal assurrqrGon o f
heterosexuality (46). A relendess quesGon arises in social situaGons: Should one disclose
one's sexual onentaGon in order to challenge the assumpGon o f het*osexualrty? In a
Foucaultian move, she attributes a producGve G m *ion o f this constant holding o f sexual
secrets.Using legal cases as exemplars, she claims that "The most obvious A ct about this
history o f jud icia l AnmaGons is that it codiGes an excruciating system o f double binds,
systemaGcally oppressing gay people, iderrGGes, and acts by undermining through
contradictory constrmrrts on discourse the grounds o fth e ir very being" (Sedgwick 1993:
47). In Sedgwick's view, the idenGty posiGon carved out A)r gay people is very lim iting,
diserrq)ow*ing, and incoherent. In chapters Arur arxl Gve I analyze the tangible
ramiGcaGons o f holding a parGcularized idenGty poGGon coded as deviant.
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Gender and Sexuality as Performative
Judith Butler, who is a foremost poststructural theorist o f gender, mqrlains that
"gender and sexuality are not only constructed, but per&rm ed" (Kepros 2000:290). This
insight, that enqrhasizes a more social aspect o f self presentations, can also be applied to
the roles carved out fb r homosexuals, and the expected perArrmances attached to this
subject position. Judith B utler's discussion o f identity politics and her w ork on the
intersection o f gender and the gay and bisexual id m tity is fundamental w ithin
contemporary q u e * theory. She clearly points to this conAuence o f gend* and sexuality,
and argues that reiAed gend* ideals spill o v * into visions o f an idealized het*osexual
man and woman (1993:237). As one realizes that "Identity categories [are] a necessary
error" (B u tl* 1993:230), one then begins to internalize the noGon o f the subjective self as
non-deAnable y * labeled in certain ways fb r speciAc societal purposes. Much like
Foucault, B uG * does not conceptualize a subject a/vVorr to the perfbrmance, and is
inGuenced by the Lacanian concepGon o f the subject as constantly striving to realize a
symboAc version o f the self
Perfbrmances are not akogeth* Aeely chosen; they exist as the result o f an
intersecGon o f sodetal constraints. B uG * nevertheless conceives o f agency in a very
interesting way. Agency (here we may think speciAcally o f the homosexual subject) is
produced w ithin the gaps o f the idealized idenGGes and the actualized sel^ the diGeraice
between the expected role and the actual perfbrmance:
B uG * argues that discursively mandated perfbrmance must produce agency Aom
w ithin its e lf in the fbllow ing way: g e nd* as perfbrmance o v * Gme necessitates
repeGGon; and repeGGon inevitably involves failure or slippage, which in turn
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creates a self-reAexive stance; the consequence is a produced agency - by the same
&scursive regulations vdnch produce gendered subjectivity. Central to Gns is
B utler's paralleling o f anthropology (or structural) psycboanalyms's process o f
gendered subject form ation and Foucault's notion o f discourse as productive.
(Strozier 88)
B utler's discussion o f the Aenzied and constant attenqks to reb^ this perfbrmance
is salient. She describes a state o f "anxiously repeated e & n f that serves the ctm tinuation
o f gender norms (B utler 1993:237). O tk rs also note the A agility o f our constructed
perfbrmances, based on our contextual meanings and values. Values have only rdational
meanings. "The relativity o f values is the best p ro o f that they depend closdy upon one
another in the synchrony o f a system which is always being threatened, always being
restored" (Laclau & MouGe 2001:77). We must continually remind oursdves and others
o f the carved out role e?q)ectations, not only regarding gender, but also governing
sexuality.
It is this comtant discourse, this nev*-ending d ia tt* , that we can analyze An the
inherent discursively constructed identity positions appropriated to those who practice
certain sexual bdiaviors. The naost im portant thing to realize is not only that there really is
no essential nature to reveal, but also that this fbcus on squeezing every individual into this
Wnaiy system o f m a le ^na le, lm t*o/bom osexual, is an immmse tragedy o f reductionian,
and must be spokm o f as such. The conGuence o f such discourses leave litGe room A)r
Aeedom, and oAen leads the sup*G dal thinkers to stigmatize and condemn those

do

not conform.
Spargo (2000) also sees sim ilarities betw eai Foucault and B u d *, and argues that
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B utler, in a stroke o f genius, deconstructs any remaining essentialist strands remaining in
certain concepGons o f gender while oGering the noGon o f perfbrmaGvity:
Like Foucault's analysis o f the interimplicaGon o f knowledge and power in the
producGon o f subject posiGons, gender per&rmaGvity lite ra lly desGoys the
grounds o f poliGcal movements whose goal is the liberaGon o f repressed or
oppressed natures, whether gendered or sexual, but opens up possibiliGes o f
resistence and subversion closed down by identity poliGcs. (Spargo 2000:57)
This leaves us w ith a performative gender, ^%Gich is more usefW than the concept
o f gender as reGecGve o f the essence o f being male o r female. BuGer emphasizes the
intersecGon o f societal constraints that simultaneously w ork to bound an individual.
Therefbre, we continue the producGon o f a gender infbrmed by idealized versions o f male
and female and heterosexuality and homosexuality.

FoucaulGan Poststructuralism
Foucault's w ork in The H istory n f Smnmlitv was translated into English in 1978
and has since become a canonical piece o f both poststructural and queer theoreGcal
insight. Foucault's w ork is viewed, along w ith the w ork o f M ary M acintosh's "The
Homosexual R ole" (1968-69) as the most inGuenGal w ork in the development o f the
newly Arm ing queer theory, which is currently molded by academic w riters like BuGer,
Namaste, Fuss, Sedgwick, and Seidman. The A llow ing paragraphs connect, respectively,
Foucaultian insights w ith the current tenets o f queer theory.
To begin, in poststructural thought a subject (such as a homosexual) does not exist
a /rrro n discursive placement. As I arGculated in chapter one, homosexuals as a distincGve
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social species did not exist before the convergence o f discourse about them. W ith this in
mind, how could a subject not be deGned by his position, as claimed by those W io
challenge identity poliGcs? It is only when certain charactensGcs are given meaning, and
become a master status that problems w ith identity arise. Here, I must point out a
fundamental diGerence between discourse and actual people; discourse can locate a
subject (like a homosexual as adopter) according to interwoven construcGons (like that o f
fam ily, garder, sexuality, and religion), can constrain a subject (Gom adopting, A r
example) when certain authoriGes remain reliant upon such construcGons, can become
internalized and reappropriated by the subject, but fundamentally can never converge to
pinpoint the subject in his entirety (thus the moGvaGon to transgress lim iting
categorizaGons).
Preceding challenges to the inside/outside model made by Fuss, Namaste and
others, Foucault argues that siAjects are best deGned not in their coherence, but in the
distances that separate them Gom other subjects on the same plane (Foucault 1972b:35).
Thus, Foucault is interested in describing the linguisGc sywtems

(1972b:37)

that reproduce parGcular relaGonships and distances between objects (subjects), otherwise
termed discursive fbrmaGons. He states that the "«MauMT is best thought o f as essmGal to
"the determinaGon o f [a given Gelds] very existence" (Foucault 1972b: 110). Objects are
deGned by what they are not; this is essential to their discursive existence.
It is vita l, in order to dispel the naturalizaGon o f the linguisGc categoncal systems
so oAen criGqued by poststructuralists, to recall that "The archaeological w ritings operate
not on a binary system but on a ternary one: inclusion/exdusion/transgression" (M ay
1993:13). May o fk rs insight into this oAen overlooked th ird opGon and explains the
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transgression challenges the inside/outside model by breaking the Aregone rule requiring
the linguistic placement o f subjects into set sexual categories. Options include not only
heterosexual o r homosexual but both or neither. Here we are challenging not only Ae rule
o f engagement on a particular plane by disrupting the common linguistic Glter that serves
to delineate speciGed subjects into parGcular niches, but also the logic preceding such
ordaing. "Crossing and recrossing A e lim it between the included and Ae excluded,
[transgression] is pursued by the Arces o f reason, health, and order, who seek eiA er to
appropriate it or to conGne it" (May 1993:14).
M ichel Foucault's w ork challenges the noGon o f ontological knowledge and stable
truth. NoGons o f tru A are reiGed through constant reA rral to an elusive but onginal
source o f knowledge. TruA statements, even if Aey are notably Gawed, are said to arise
Gom an onginal text. Foucault's vision o f Ae constant reA rral back to some elusive
onginal source o f knowledge parallel JudiA BuGer's argument o f the Genzied attempts to
perpetuate parGcular gender perArmances. As Foucault argues that certain statements are
granted a tru A value because they reA r back to some past moment can be connected to
legal statements made based on ediGed statutes.

Conclusion
This chapter b u ilt oG A e argument by M cIntosh and Foucault that homosexuals
have been constructed as a distinctive social species, and G irAer extended this noGon w iA
contemporary queer intapretaGons o f identity and identity poliGcs. A queer reading o f
identity emphasizes the relaGon o f deGniGonal categones to what they are not, in this way
the queer challenge to the inside/outside model parallels a Foucaultian emphasis on Ae
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nature o f objects (here homosexuals and heterosexuals) existing on sim ilar discursive
planes. Foucault's (1972:91) notion o f the "re l^e o tia l" can be related to notion that
heterosexuality is reliant upon reArence to homosexuality; boA possibilities exist on
sim ilar levels and abide by sim ilar rules o f Arm ation. This Ges in w iA the q u e * reading o f
homosexuality as n e ith * inside nor outside o f the ce n t*, ra th *, as existing on the same
plane as het*osexuality and being lite ra lly deGned by it. The rules governing sexuality are
b ro a d * than the cat%orizaGons o f heterosexuality or homosexuality and speak more
generally to the notion that it is even possible A diGkrentiate speciGc states o f sexuality.
Relatedly, BuGer's noGon o f perArmaGvity is inArm ed by a poststructural emphasis on
the constraints placed rqmn given subjects A act out speciGed roles based on sexualized
ge nd* e)q)ectaGons. This connects to the FoucaulGan insight that the subject posiGon
(su di as homosexual) does not exist a /w ron placement into a discursive Gamework which
includes speciGed sexed and gend*ed expectaGons. According to Foucault, we perGarm
discursive ArmaGons.
In chapters A u r and Gve I amdyze speciGc evidence (such as Florida's ^rplicaGon
A r adopGon) o f these discursive ArmaGons w iA respect A contenqxnary contAverâes
o v * gay male strang* adopGon.
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CHAPTERS

ARCHAEOLOGY AS A METHODOLOGY
This ckqrter eaqdores Foucaultian archaeology as a method A r analyzing cultural
discourses on gay adoption. I b% in w ith my rationale A r selecting speciGc texts, and Aen
discuss Ae logic guiding archaeological analysis. &nbedded w ithin archaeology are
Foucault's assumptions about knowledge. ThereAre, beAre I b% in nqr discussion o f my
method o f analysis, I must present his distinction between levels o f knowledge and the
basic qristem ological assunapGons o f archaeology. Next, I discuss analyGcal tools
including: the illum ination o f the sw/üces

emergence upon i^ c h discursive statements

are dq)loyed; the amAor/fres

vA o have the power to speak; the gndk q/^

.ÿ%cÿ!caGa» that difkrenGate a given object (o r subject) in increasingly spedGc and
complex ways; and Foucault's use o f statement analysis. Finally, I explain the spaces q/^
dksennon that reveal the pmnts o f convergence between contested discourses.
A an archaeological analysis o f texts, the context, speaker, site o f speech, and
repeated phraseology all become inqrortant. How do we know what A Gacus on, w iA the
plethora o f discursive statanents produced about the homosexual as an adoptive parent?
This leads A my dedsAns r^a rd in g the sdecGon o f parGcular texts that dqnct Gacal
points o f power in the contenGous discursive battle over homosexuals as adoptive parents.

42
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Sdection o f Texts
I spedGcaUy soumit evidence o f contentious disccmrse in order to bettw analyze
the points o f convergence and divergence that Same the discursive construction o f gay
male adoptive parents. AAer aud^mgrdewHünncRÆcb% theLexis-Nexis database (uâng
the terms "jgay suiDpdicMn" aiKl'Tbcwiwoseooualiadkyptiorf'fuid se@axdbiagfc»rs;*eciEk:lcn(r9fn
(:ase@), tl%Bj4jiManK%ui][HgpBst!Systetn,]La3v Review artkde*^, boolo^ arwliïMaliainesomnœsI
sdected q)ed&c cases and media sources A)r analysis. I ccmducted a comprdiensive
review (xfttwB]0k>ceruiwdI]igp%*(Vlrneank%KO jDygest S^fstem) fo r the years 1981-2001 using
the kaeymmibeT sysAeai TTwo reswaunch tracdcsvAere empilcryedL rodm ihig starting w ith
keynumbers provided in spedGc cases I already possessed (these cases lead me to the

keyk&ni/d)CHrrH}RO,andsecond^^tunngtheZ)R%7#%#wglFbnf7mdk%ushy;dM;vMHd
"FkMno*BaadU\dopdon"(dnsistheonhrrdahxlvMMdiqgofR%edinthei3a%7gm#MefFanf
Vndez).
I sought eady(XMüeaed(%sesvdMaehialaKMvnlKMnosemnd!üüBnpüxl to adopt Of
6)ster an unrelated child. A signihcant criterion few sdection involved the production o f
contested discourse in order to best illum inate the

Æ&KMao» between the

commonly dq:^(^ed codes about homosexuality and the connoonhrdepkyyMlcodkssixHA
dKÊunüyiudchüdnaL Another mgnrRranf criterion fo r sdection was the necessity that
the case provide evidence o f a newly emergh% discourse on the homosexual subject, such
as adjectives desmibing the subject, as w ell as reasons fo r and against the placement o f
d u ld m i w ith him. The perceived abilityAn^asubgect to take on the rc^e o f a caretaker is
also inhuenced by sex and gaider performances, which is why I narrowed my focus to a
particulady sexed and gendered subject to study, namdy, the homosexual adopter.
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In ()rd c f toloetter articulate shifts in discourse over time, I ctwose to look at very
early cases that occurred in the eighties (Af re
m f fMO CoMMty

A,

vdcAow; AzAet; v. &crg6zry,

progression o f cases throughout the nineties in Florida (Cox v. Dg?r

and a
<&

/üe/KfhrAHknÜoej&zrvâoes; .Jbomwaf ]%{ C (% fg r/frw K r v. /%v?dhDeparnMenr q/^j% a/rh and
^k&o#^%k#n%^&yvKxw)kadhy;up to a nationally recognized, paxling case^ (Zq/ion v.
AgoTTKy). Thel% al cases involve a gay male couple (or single nianinthwslPima county
case) who are (is) not biologically related^" to the children in question. Further, the
im portant "stranger" cases that generate media attention focus on gay and bisexual
struggles to foster/adopt, and exclude the experiences o f lesbians and transgenders." From
this starting point, my criteria fo r selection o f cases was set prior to the actual discovery.
This helped reduce researcher bias in the selection process.

^

On March 4, 2003 the federal appeals court heard arguments in the Lofton case (the
judgement is pending at this tim e).
"Stranger^ adoptions occur when the person o r persons seek to adopt a child whose
biological parents are unable or unw illing to rear the child and the child is not related to
either o f the putative adoptive parents" (Adams 1996:589).

" It happens that generally lesbians are more often involved in either custody battles, in
vitro fo tiliz a tio n or second-parent adoptions in which they already have some
biological lin k to the child involved. I bdieve it would be an entirely diSerent, and
interesting, track to focus on the positions and discourse o f lesbians (presuming this
term is useful on a discursive level).
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M y analysis o f the mass media texts include national newspaper articles," a
website about theZq^on v.

case (lethimstay.com), and a frim g/nne television

interview conducted by Diane Sawyer discussing the Iq^ow v. ÆgwTKy case in Florida.
Also associated w ith the Z q /k » v. Aieomgy case is Florida's "A doptive Home
/^p lic a tio n ," W iich I analyze in chapter four. I selected newspaper articles that refer
directly to one o f the six speciSc l% al cases, provide a substantiative discussion (are not
only a few summary sentences), are national in scope (except fo r the articles about the
Pima County and the Chades B. case which did not receive national exposure), and most
im portantly, provide controversial and contested discourse directly referring to
homosexuals as adoptive parents.
The website (lethimstay .com) was created to draw national attention to the
struggle o f a gay couple in Florida to retain custody o f a boy they have raised since
inAncy. It is now a part o f the national dialogue about the Zq^on v. Agomgy case, and
must be analyzed fo r the inherent constructions o f the issue and subjects involved, as w ell
as fo r the rhetoric deployed by those wdio support gay adoption.
The F/rmgdmg television interview and the website (lethimstay.com) are
rejections o f the massive media attention surrounding the Zq^oM v. A gorw y case, and
must be included in a thorough analysis o f the national discussion on this issue. As Diane
Sawyer discusses pertinent questions about the Zq/k»M v. Agomey case w ith Rosie

" Although I could have studied a m ultitude o f media texts (radio ta lk shows, news
telecasts, etc.) I lim ited my analysis to newspaper articles either found in a search o f the
LEXIS database or referred to by literary sources due to tim e and focal constraints.
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O 'D onnell, she also Aames the national dialogue surrounding this issue. Analyzing the
ways the media articulate this struggle between the state and homosexual parents is
fundamental to the study o f disw rsive constructions.

Forms o f Analysis:
An Archaeology o f Subject Formation
As I state in chapter one, my prim ary goal is the analysis o f the discursive
constructions o f the subject positions fo r gay males attempting to foster or adopt in the
last decade. To do so, I must illum inate the systems o f knowledge and power that merge
to form this new position o f gay men as adoptive parents. As such, Foucaultian
archaeological analysis is an appropriate method, as it aims at uncovering and revealing
the discursive realms shaping our current state o f reality. Much like digging fo r traces and
indications o f a civilization's existence, archaeology sifts through our deployment o f
statements to reveal the power possessed by speakers wdio are able, &om certain sites, to
shape and produce our knowledge. This form o f methodology focuses on the structure o f
knovsdedge. "Rather than focusing on what was known (history) or why knowledge is
possible (epistemology), [Foucault] investigates how Helds o f knowledge are structured
(archaeology)" (M ^or-P oetzl 1983:21). This focus on the structure o f knowledge brings
into light the linguistic fam es o f knowledge about an object springing hom other pre
existent fam es (although not necessarily in a linear Ashion), and the increasingly complex
w ^ o f categorizations all knowledge is reliant upon.
Foucault's usage o f the terms relating to levels o f knowing, cowan&suwe and
sm vrr, is sig n ifcant. W hile

refers to specifc knowledge reAting to a subject
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or object, savorr is used in a generalized way to describe the rules that govern particular
Arm ations ofcoMMowaaMce. A.M . Sheridan Smith, the translator ofFoucault's The
Archaeology o f Knowledge (1972) shares his understanding o f cawan&soMcg and

describes it as "a particular corpus o f knowledge, a particular discipline" w hile saw w is
"knowledge in general, the to ta lity o f coMwzûaaMce" (15). To examine rhetoric inArm ing
the homosexual adopter, I analyze the coMMWjauMce (o r surAcediscm irse) o f speech
about gay adoption evident in cultural texts, and then connect this

to s o w ir

(the deeper fam es o f knowledge and bounded thought). Here, coMMar&KMce can be seen
as the specifc meanings and codes givœ both to the fam ily and to homosexuals (w hich I
e?q)lore in diapters faur and fv e ), w hile a a w ir would le & r to the gmaralized

on

which these discursive lines intersect. This swjjüce, or historically situated context, is
@q)lored in duqrter four.
These levels o f knowledge *q)ply to my archaeological f)cus on the form ation o f
subjects in spedfc ways. For example, amAontres

dkAmf&xAoM produce cawKnxsance

and are reliant upon the am orr o f the time. Specifcally, in d iq A * four I show how the
aa vof o f the fu n ily as ideally nudear is based on a modem w /ü c e . StatemerAs about this
idealized structure are able to emage. The postmodern fu n ily (also spoken o f in chapter
fx ir ) would then, as I carry this exanqile out, be seen by an archaeologist as a new A rm
refecting the growing conq)lexity o f the

q/^

o f Am ily.

Foucault has a unique epistanological slant in that krmwledge does not exist a
p rio ri discursive formations, and subjects do not await discovery (Turner 2000:51). As
described in chapta tw o, Foucault "wanted us to stop looking A r an ultim ate truth bd rirxl
the appearances that w ill give them p ropa articulation once and A r a ll" (M ay 1993:71).
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Again, this can be connected to B u tla 's notion o f the f enzied attempts to reproduce
genda based on some elusive conception o f idealized vasions o f man and woman;
Foucault agues that all statements reA r back to some elusive original moment or
purported original text. For Foucault, the prototype is non-existent and origins are not
grand but become so th ro u ^ the re if cation o f certain texts and statements made by those
who claim respect and homage to the past, a more "real" tradition, or reference to a "true"
word.
Thaefbre, one must make apparent to social Arm ation o f certain lines o f
knowledge by tracing their emergence, not to bolster the argument o f an original truth,
ra tha, to show the context in which catain statements Grst became available (such as
statements about gay male adoptive parents). This depiction o f shifting, em aging
statements serves to reduce essaitialist notions o f the subject. Foucault demystifes catain
conventions that remain reliant on some original text as a ju s tif cation fo r their contirmed
perpetuation. As T um a states, "Those processes-or practices- are, A r Foucault, arbitrary
in the sense that practices o f prisons, or o f sexuality, obey no transcendent or
transhistorical Aws; in no way do they reflect the operation o f some uniGed subjectivity, a
deepa, teleological A rce o f history, or the operation o f any sort o f natural Aw. A t the
v a y least, one who would understand those practices fu lly must begin by reAsing the
com Arts o f such explanatory or ju stifca to ry schemes" (2000:44).
Turning to l% al discourse, we can view statutes Aom a Foucaultian perq>ectrve in
that they are often cited and re ifed as original sources o f knowledge. In the elusive "secra
origin" which serves to legitim ate e d ifed systems o f pow a, this legitim ation, this
"manifest discourse" which A explicit and surface-level, is often "based on an 'already-
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said'; and that this *already-said' A not merdy a phrase that has already been spoken, or a
text that has already beat w ritten, but a 'never-said', an incorporated discourse, a voice as
s ila it as a breath" (Foucault 1972b:2S). For example, Florida's statute 63.042(3) A an
example o f an "already said" position on gay adoption constantly ediSed as an original
source.
U kim atdy, Foucaultian ana^sA aims at critically analyzing the Arm ations and
juxttqw sitions we take A r granted as knowdedge by retracing our path backwards Aom,
and then again toward, common sense understanding. The historian as an archaeologists
sedcs to illum inate the A ct that there never was an original truth. As Foucault wrote, "W e
must question those ready-made syntheses, those groupings that we normally accept
beAre any examination, those links whose validity A recognized Aom the outset [. ..]"
(Foucault 1972b:22). Knowledge about a spedHc object (o r in thA study subject) A the
result o f dominant discurdve Arm ations about that object. An object A located in
particular linguistic categories that are historically bound. Once one realizes that people
construct these diaracterizations and codes, it A then o f great importance to illum inate the
power structures by which these codes are deployed; Foucault argues that "Aeeing [coded
objects] o f all the groupings that purport to be natural, immediate, universal unities"
sa"ves to underline the construction o f these groupings by means o f "controlled decisions"
(1972b:29). M y research questirm r% arding the inHuence o f power over the A rm ation o f
identity positions A thus inArm ed by a Foucaultian examination o f the "ready-made
syntheses" that are purportedly based on real, Aced, original truth.
Once we realize that discourses have no transcendental origins, and originate (on
an everyday levd ) Aom those who have the power to q>eak, we also become aware o f the
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power relations inherent in any discourse that labels another as deviant. "The way in which
people become labeled as homosexual can now be seen as an im portant social process
connected w ith mechanisms o f social control" (M cIntosh 1968-1969:184). M ills
(1997:26) enq)hasizes the shiAs o f discourse that inform subjects and often are so A m iliar
we A rget their arbitrary nature:
Foucault's archaeological analysis o f discourse [is ] not interested in simply
analyzing the discourses [but] the arbitrariness o f this range o f discourses, the
strangeness o f those discourses, in spite o f th d r A m iliarity. He also wants to chart
the development o f certain discursive practices, so that we can see that, rather than
being permanent, as their A m iliarity would suggest, discourses are constantly
changing and their origins can be traced to certain key sifts in history.
Although discourse A arbitrary in one sense, it A a mistake to dismiss the reach o f
discourse into everyday practices and institutions; there A a very real material component.

Analytical Application
In this section I briefly describe the process and the steps employed in my
archaeological analysis. To illum inate the contours o f the new homosexual subject, I
analyze pro-gay and anti-gay rhetoric that locate homosexuals through the intersection o f
discourse on the A m ily, gender, sexuality, and religion. SpedHcally, I analyze the
construction o f homosexual adopters through the gaze o f judges as inArm ed by particular
notions o f gender, sexuality and Am ily. I also include descriptions o f these subjects by
journalists, neighbors, and other interested parties (including statements made by these
subjects themselves).
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I examine Gve cases and the mass media surroimding each case by studying
ju d id a iy Hndiogs

all cases except Babets), reading relevant literature about each case

and gay adoption in gaieral, quoting statements Aom news artides, examining the rhetoric
about the LoAon case on lethimstay.com, and quoting statem «its Aom the A-mMtnwe
special about the LoAon case. I analyze each o f these textual statements in speciAc ways. I
organize chapters Awr and Ave according to the l% al cases; A r each case I apply the A xir
elements o f the archaeological study o f subject ArmaAon (discussed bdow ) and connect
q)eciAc statements w ith Foucaultian and queer theoretical ins%hts.
A order to best analyze the power relations involved in the Arm ation o f the new
subject position, I Axms on A u r distinct areas. First, I analyze the historically based
"anyücef o f [...] emergence" (Foucault 1972b:41) lending to the ArmaAon o f the
homosexual adoptive parent. Our qredAc 21" century anyüce weaves and juxtapose
discourses o f the Am ily, law, rdigion, sex and gender to A rm the subject poAAon o f the
homosexual as an adoptive parent. This

may be analyzed according to the codes

attributed to both the sexualized homosexual and the idealized A m ily man; I engage in this
analysis in chapter A ur.
This analyAc Axms establishes the context o f other supeAdal objects o f discourse
that make the emergaice o f a parAcular group "m aniAst, nameable, and describable"
(Foucault 1972b: 41). As the subject posiAon o f the homosexual adoptive parent emerges,
I compare this position and the statements about it w ith those produced about
heterosexual adoptive parents, and the nuclear A m ily structure. SpedAcaHy, this context
allowing the newly Anmed subject to emerge is guarded by those w ith spemAc power to
govern and arbitrate the establishment o f an object (o r subject as an object).
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Certain individuals and public bodies hold the power to make influential statements
about homosexual as adoptive parents and to present these ideas as A ct. Given my Acus
on power, the archaeological Acus on illum inating omhonAes

dk/WAzAoM is logical.

Certain agents possess "an authority recognized by public opinion" and have power wdnch
is thus legitim ated (Foucault 1972b:42). SpedAc ontAonAes q/^dk/rm/mAo» I analyze
include Judge King Aom the LoAon case. Judge Fahringer Aom the Pima County case,
and the judges o f the Cox case who used their pow » to re ij^ a lim iting view o f
homosexuality. Others i^ to exerted their situational power include a local activist who
was instrum eital in the removal o f tw o boys Aom the Babets home, Michael Dukakis
(also in association w ith the Babets case), and Anita Bryant who focused ha^ aiergy on
the promoAon o f right-w ing rhetonc in the late sevenAes that directly inAuenced the
institution ofF londa's statute barring homosexuals Aom becoming adoptive parents.
There are also outAonAes q/^dk/W W ron T ^o are supportive o f gay adopAon. Rosie
O 'Donnell used her posiAon as a celdm ty to speak about the LoAon case to Diane
Sawyer, and contributed to the national discourse on gay adopAon. Archeology "reveals
the nature o f constraims on Aought ami bdiavior" (M ryor-Poetzl 29). Internal controls
are governed by the commentary o f Aose w iA the power to speak.
In order to best answer my main research quesAon about the emergence o f the rww
posiAon A r homosexuals as adoptive parents, I seek to difkrenAate statements about the
homosexuals as adoptive parents Aom previous codes attached to homosexuality. In
analyzing the scope o f an object, namely, the emergent homosexual adoptive parent, I
look at the gndk q/^jpecr/kaAeM that further sped^ types o f homosexual subjects
(Foucault 1972b:41-2). As this posiAon intersects A A rm a certain subject, many
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diAêrences Aom other very sim ilarly coded subjects are articulated. SpedHcally, I look at
statenents that r e ^ to the d if^ a ic e s between homosexuals as adoptive parents and
oAer categories o f homosexuals. Foucault argues that objects change as discourse shiAs,
and this transArm ing object becomes increaângly complex as new s^m e its are
diAerentiated as gridk

A notable transArm ation o f the homosexual

subject occurred as a new q>eciAed type emerged Aom the group. Thus, it is o f great
importance to mark Ae gap between A e hornosexual and A e homosexual as an adoptive
paraît.
This shiAing in the superAdal statem oits and the deepa Aame o f reArence is
crudal and is qiedAcally emphasized in the study o f vecforr, or the changes in statements.
Foucault pays special attention to the A iA ing o f statement. Statements are neva stable;
the shiAing o f statements and meanings is indicative o f the shiAing o f the savior that,
based on the historical context, allows certain meaningAil uAerances. The repetition o f
phrases in news articles is a (xim e exanqile o f the one-dimensional reiAcation o f
statements, w h a d iy th ^ become naturalized as true. B ut these constructions are not
w ithout contradiction or beyond challenge. As such, this thesis analyzes the g ^ s and
discontinuities that emerge and are apparent in textual perArmances w iA "rqieatable
m ateriality" (Foucault 1972b: 107), and examines the mechanisms o f social control bdnnd
the deployment o f certain statements about the homosexual as an adoptive parent.
When describing gaps, I look at the spaces q f dksensioM (Foucault 1972b: 152).
Foucault writes, "[. ..] one deAnes the locus in wdnch it takes place; it reveals A e place
where the tw o branches o f the ahwative jo in ; it localizes the Avagence and Ae place
wkere the tw o discourses are juxtaposed" (1972b: 152). Archaeology, in its analysis o f
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discursive Arm ations, sedcs to "compare than, oppose them to one another in the
sim ultaneity in wAich they are presented" (Foucault 1972b: 157). In studying the spaces
dkw/zaoM, I Acus Grst on the distance between disparate notions I then examine the
A llow ing intersection in o rd a to illum inate the Arm ation o f the subject. I must AereAre:
Determine the possible /w m A q^

o f discourse. These points are

characterized in Ae Arst irutance aspornA q/^mcon^pafrMrry: tw o objects, or tw o
types o f emmciaAon, or tw o concepts may appear, in A e same discursive
Aarmation, w ithout being able to enter - under pain o f maniAst contradicAon or
inconsequence - the same series o f statements. They are Aen characterized as
/w m A q/^eqwnw/ewe: the tw o ÛKonqiaAble elanents are Armed in the same way
and on the basis o f the same rules; the condiAons o f their appearance are idenAcal.
(Foucault 1972b:65)
For exanqile, what texts reveal

q/^m congwAW fy wAae noAons o f

homosexuality contradict notions o f a sa& caretaker o f children? Do pornA q/^eqwrwzfgMce
emerge to A rm a new subject aAer the collision o f inconqiaAble noAons?

Conclusion
I have directed my analysis to the ilhrminaAon o f the aqyüc&r q/°gmergeMce upon
which discursive statanerAs are deployed in duqrta^ A ur, the w A onA es q f

AzAow

who have Ae pow a to speak in A e Pima County and LoAon cases, and the gridk q/^
^pecf^coAo» that diAaenAate a given object (o r subject) m increasingly qieciAed and
complex ways. I emphasize the spaces q/^dksenao» revealing the points o f convergarce
o f contested Ascourse (speaking to the A rm ation o f a new identity based on this
convergence). SpedAcally, in chapta A u r I A)cus on the current histoncal sw/üce that
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intersects notions about genda, sex, religion and the Am ily. How do catain Arm ations
intersect in the Babets and Lo fA n cases? In chapta Ave I explore the construction o f the
homosexual adopta through A e eyes o f catain owAonAgf

An

achaeological analysis o f the jpoces q/^dÿ&semROM apparent in statements Aese auAorities
make A en reveals the Arm ation o f A e new subject on Ae g n d q / ^ E a c h

of

these A)cuses involves the asking o f particular questions, and oH&rs a unique insight into
the A rm ation o f the subject. A o rd a to clearly convey my A u r methodological Axmses, I
conclude this c h ^ rta by connecting achaeological concepts, their meanings, my research
questions, and textual exanqiles o f application (Table One).
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TmMc One: FoucmM'» ArchmeobgkmX Foau on A c Fonnmdom of Objects
CONCEPTS

fmeFgeMce

MEANING

RESEARCH QUEgnON

EXAMPLES

Hstm ical
context that
inAmns
statements

What social movements are of
mOucmoe? What ideal ^fpes inform
statements Aont Ae And^r, sex,
and gBodet? Which traditions are
leiGed through Ac iqKtttion of

Chapter Aair Sex and gender
essentialism Religious
influences on t k shiAmg
postmodern Aurdly A relation
A the nudear ideal. The
carrqraign A"Savethe
Children" A 1977 that
AAuenced Florida's statuA
63.042(3).

economic or rdigioiKinaclioes
inAmencetheAmnationofAis
sdgect? What arc Ac current laws
govemmg this subject?

of

Havedie
power to
discursively
locate
subjects

Differentiate
agiven
subject in
increasingly
complex
ways

Locate points
of
convergence
ofooideaed
discourse

ChrqtAr Ave: judiciary power.

Who has the power to qteak*out
this issue? As evident through
particular statements and a
particular gazc^m what wry does
this authority construct the
homosexual adopter? Rdatedly,
when analyzii% particularjudges,
ladcD oes Aisauthori^
neccsshaA the subject A endure
paiticolar sanctions imt required of
oAcrs altenqaing A adopt? Are
pnvilqpsgramcd A oAcr denied
Athissdgect?

Chapter Axrr: The gaze of
Judge King and Rosie
O'Donnell A the LoAon case.
Michael Dukakis, Randy BaU,
journalists writing about the
Babets case.

What codes previou:^ located
homosexuals? Are there new
dharacteriyations, asevideAm
particular statements? A what
w ^ and A what point, do
particnlaT statements d ifk r so
mudt from previous
charactenzations that th ^ indicaA
anewlyAmnedsidgect?

Charter Anrr leAimslay.com
gives new meaning A Steve
and Roger as Am % oriented.
The construction of Donald
Jean and David Babets as good
gsys.'

What crmcqits are conqdeteby
oppositional? A what wiys are
oppositiomalrAtionsre-&amedby
Aoseqreaking aAer the ordlishm
o f diqraraA discourses?

Charter four Discord evident
A qteciAc texts between the
"g ^ agenda" and the welfare
o f children.

Chapter Ave: The gaze of Judge
Fahdnger APirua Coun^. I
Judge Resmck A the Charles B
case. The judges A (]ox who
locaA a subject based on their
constructions of normative and
deviam sexuality.

Chapter Ave: M r. B asa
proAssional who has bonded A
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Pima County as not flamboyant
or promiscuous.

Chapter Ave: Statement A the
Charles B. case that
homosexuals are "hostile" A
the "natural Am ily."
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CHAPTER 4

THE CONFLUENCE OF SEX, GENDER, AND RELIGIOUS DISCOURSES ON
F A M ILY
This chapter looks at the Babets case and the LoAon case A)r evidence o f the
conAation o f sex, gender and rdigious expectation on state policies that reAise to
l% itiinate homosexuals as adoptive or faster parents.
First, I begin this chapter w ith a discussion o f fam ily, as informed by Judith Stacey,
in order to provide a Aamework fo r analysis. I present Stacey's discussion o f the shiA
Aom the modem to postmodern fam ily form , and then thread this discussion throughout
the remainder o f the ch u te r in my analysis o f texts.
Second, I analyze the Babets Case and the portrayal o f Donald and David in
certain newsp^ier articles fo r .gxzcgy

dksewfow between rhetoric o f the nuclear A m ily

and o f homosexuals, and between the so-called "gay agenda" and the "best interests o f
children." What rhetoric do those who oppose homosexuals as caretakers o f children use?
In comparison, how did a supportive journalist portray Babets and Jean, and how does
this portrayal speak to the form ation o f a new subject position? W hat circumstances led a
neighbor to claim a "breakdown o f society" when tw o boys were placed w ith the Babets?
Third, I inAoduce and examine the LoAon Case and texts and individuals

57
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assodaled w ith the case. Here I examine the fw /ü c g j

ewg/gewg Aom vdiich Florida

statute 63.042(3) arose. In the next section, I analyze lethimstay.com fa r the positioning
(in the gndk q/^.^ci^cafzo») o f a new subject, and analyze the contours o f this subject
through the newly associated codes. This section presents the ite to ric deployed by those
who are supportive o f the new role fa r homosexuals as adopters.
Fifth, I look at Judge King, wdio heard arguments in the LoAon case, as a central
Agure w ith power to speak as an owiAonry q/^dkAmAüAo». SpedAcally, the discursive
formations o f propo^ caretakers promoted by Judge King in the LoAon case inform s my
analysis o f gender expectations on the A m ily. Here I analyze the usefulness o f ^p ly in g
Judith B utler's noAon o f sex and gender pafbrm aAvity to Judge K ing's reliance on the
state's argument that homosexuals do not provide "proper gender identiAcaAon" (157 F.
Supp.2d 1372, *1383).
Sixth, in analyang the Flonda "A doptive Home ApplicaAon" and informed by the
woAr o f queer theonsts Namaste, Fuss and Seidman, I argue the categones deployed are
outdated and based on the now discredited inside/outside model. This material arAAct
allows no space fo r the transArmaAon o f the homosexual subject.
W hile the secAon on Flonda's applicaAon A r adopAon depicts texts constructed
on the basis o f sex categones, the next segment "F or the Sake o f the Children" illustrates
the connecAon between these assumpAons about sex w ith gender essentialism. W hy is
Aere such resistance to releasing the modem A m ily A rm as ideal?
"That book says that He created, in the beginning, a man and a woman, [...] and
that homosexuality is w rong." Finally, inArm ed by this statement made on the Frung/ûne
telecast, I examine the way rehgious discourse contours the homosexual adopter.
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How do each o f these texts, some opposing and some supporting the placement o f
children w ith homosexuals, intersect and conjoin to A rm the parameters o f this new
subject as both sexual and a A m ily man? How does our current snr/ücg blend notions o f
gender, sexuality, religion and Am ily? What are the sociological im plications o f these
discursive constructions A r our evolving understandings o f the postmodern Am ily?

Family Forms
We know that there are lim ited Arm s that w ill be recognized and legitimated as
A m ily ;" this lim itation is articulated by Foucault who argues that discourse is always
restrained by particular articulations, and the exclusion o f "a ll the possible volume" that
theoretically could be induded (Foucault 1972b:67). Who has the power to articulate,
thus narrowing, what a A m ily is?
Family is associated w ith the private sphere. "B y the 1920s among the white
middle class, the ideology surrounding the A m ily described it as the means through which
men and women Arm ed satis^dng, m utually enhancing relationships and created an
environment that nurtured children. The A m ily became the setting A r a "personal liA ,"
sharply distinguished and disconnected Aom the public w orld o f w ork and production"
(D 'E m ilio 1993:469). W ith this separation o f the private Aom the public, shiAs in the
private sphere have generated great conAoversy Aom those who are concerned w ith the

"

Family law, including laws on Astering and adoption, is "generally governed by state
rather than Aderal laws. This means that each state can develop its own deGniAons o f
Am ily, as w d l as its own rules regulating A m ily maAers" (Robson 1995:63).
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so-called "breakdown o f the nuclear A m ily "" (Adam 1995:116). This concern speaks to
the discursive Arm ation o f the ideal parents, that, if taken Aom the statements supported
by Judge K ing in the LoAon case, must reA r to only those who are married and provide an
approved dispAy o f sex and gender. For example, as I present later in this chtqiter. Judge
King supports the state o f Florida's assertion that homosexuals carmot provide "proper
gender identiAcation" (157 F. Supp.2d 1372, *1383) or stability; these belieA re i^ the
notion o f A m ily as proper only i f it is heterosexual.
Judith Stacey (1990, 1996) articulates the myth commonly held o f the traditional
nuclear A m ily (which she terms the modem A m ily). In her book Brave New Families
(1990), she articulates the canonical Aunily A rm against which all else is measured. She
charts its emergence in the late eighteenth century, its dominance in the nineteenth
century, and its decline in the late twentieth century.

" UnreAted to any o f the particular cases analyzed here, Oklahoma's Representative
Steve Largent, m response to children being placed w ith gay and lesbians who seek
jo in t adoption, argued against such placement stating, "B u t these are real kids we are
talking about here ... Those kids have a right to a A m ily" (P olikoA 2000:744). L a rg a it
is tolerant o f single p a rait gay and lesbian adoption, "B ut on jo in t adoption o f children,
we have to draw the line." IDs conception o f A m ily, then, may mclude one homosexual
parent but never tw o homosexual parents. He has "ignored the beneAt to the child Aom
having tw o parents m order to make the ideological point that lesbian and gay couples
are disAvored A m ily units" (P olikoA 2000:745). H is statement "Those kids have a
right to a A m ily" impAes that alternative unions do not qualify as fam ily.
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This ideal A rm includes "an intact nuclear housdmld unit composed o f a male
breadwinner, his A ll-tim e homemake^ w iA , and their dépendait childrai. This is predsely
Ae A rm o f A m ily liA that many mistake A r an an dait, essential, and now-endangered
institu tion" (5). We are now in a new age, and A e modem, nuclear A m ily is m decline;
Stacey does not lament its dqiarture. She argues that it is more useAl to think o f Am ilies
as postmodern m that today there exists a m u ltip lid ty o f A m ily Anns. The modem pull
Aw ard a single A rm o f eqwession is lessening. Homosexual Am ilies are seen as viable in
h * postmodem conception".
Stacey, vAo co-authored a m udi discussed overview o f studies into the w dl-being
o f children growing up in gay and lesbian hmiseholds, argues that the new, more open
conception o f A m ily provides more possibilities o f expresmon, and ultim ately is beneAcial
to society. "Basically, children who are raised in a tradidonal A m ily are now in the
m inority, and the child development literature must revamp its d f to consider children's
developman w ithin alternative models. Furtho", what is "nm m al" devdopment, "typicaT
development, "optim al" devdopment, or "m odal" devdopment w ill need redeAniAon,
parAcuIarly w iA r% ard A Ae socialization o f children" (G ottAied and GottAied 1994:6).
JuAA Stacey's insights in A the dnAng A m ily conAguraAons inArm s my analysis o f the
emerging possibility A x homosexuals A be l^A m a A caretakers o f d iilA e n .

" Stacey disrupts the naodem, patriarchical narrative o f A m ily w rA her Aaninist criAque
that points A the modem A m ily as contributing A ecrmomic inequahty thm ugh
instituted iiAeritance laws and garder inequality. In the modem ideal, women typically
engage in childrearing and keeping house (acAviAes not regarded as prestigious).
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The Babets Case
The story b%ins in 1985 in Massachusetts as David Jean, a gay man, kindly gave
an acquaintance a ride home. During this ride he expressed to h a his jo y over receiving
the new arrivals in his home. David Jean and Donald Babets, his partner, had just been
awarded custody o f tw o young A ster boys who were bruised and needed to be placed in a
saA home. The boys' mother knew o f Babets's and Jean's homosexuality, and had,
th ro u ^ The Department o f Social Services, signed a consent A rm allowing the boys to be
placed w ith tl%m. The Department o f Social Sendees (DSS), w h id i had long scrutinized
Babets and Jean, Anally entrusted tha n w ith children. This happy story was soon disrupted
(B aikov 1994:86-98). The woman David was giving a ride home A just happoied to be
the w iA o flo ca l activist, vA o vehemently disagreed w ith such a placement. News o f the
placeman was out. Jean and Babets realized something was wrong as they read the
morning p q ia (Benkov 1994:88).
Altlm ugb on the surAce it may seem that sexuality is not oAen discussed in pohA
society, Foucault argues that sexualhy is in constant producAon (1978). Smith and Windes
(2000) noA the AsdnaAon o f the media w ith deviant sexuality, "The media give r% ular,
even dramaAc, coverage A public poAcy quesAons concerning homosexuality" (3). This
early (1985) case o f a gay couple attempting A Aasta children spurred a media Aenzy that
can be compared A the current attenAon surrounding the

v. Akomey case in

Flonda.
The Arst news story that can be viewed as a catalyst fo r the Aood o f subsequait
media attenAon on homosexual A)staii% and adopAon was w ritten by Kenneth J. C oopa
of

GJohe on May 8, 1985. Instead o f viewing Kenneth J. C oopa's acAons as
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craddng a case and uncovering an im portant situation, it is more useful to view this article
entitled "Some Oppose fo s te r Placement \W th Gay Couple" as giving birth to a new
subject and a new ddiate through his juxtaposition o f concepts and portioning o f phrase.
This article, i^n ch shocked the Babets the morning o f May 8*, states that the
placement o f tw o boys w ith a gay couple has "caused some o f their nm gltors [ ...] to
eqxess objections" (C oopa 1985:21). B ut the cause o f this objection was actually the
re p o rta knocking on their door to inquire about their opinions on such a m atta.
Neighbors were systematically "inform ed o f the placonent," as C oopa states in his article.
The most signiAcant social action is not the placement o f these children, ratha, it is the
group o f people who took it upon themselves to go door to door elidtin g reqxmses Aom
the community. There was no preexisting controversy a

this social acAon.

It is intaesAng that Ben Haith, a man described as an "activist," is quoted in the
morning papa, " I see it ultim ately as a breakdown o f the sodcty and its values and
morals" (1985:21). Is he the one who called

Boston G A k to break the story? Is he

the husband o f the woman who Donald gave a nde home? In analyzing these statonents, I
And H aith's concern o v a the "breakdown o f sodety" as indicative o f the uncertainty as
we dnA Aom a modem to a postmodern A m ily Arm . This postmodern A rm , w ho i viewed
Aom a modem stance, is sear as existing below the line o f what is appropriate
Haith is said to be tolerant o f Babets and Jean's lifestyle, but simply cannot
stomach the placement o f children w ith them (1985:21). In 1985, the noAons o f the
sexualized homosexual were diAB-acted Aom thoughts o f children; i^A le H aith did not
mind Babets and Jean e^qnessing their sexuality, the thought o f them also raising diildren
was intolerable. This is direct evidence o f the sexualizaAon o f homosexuals.
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A neighbor named Fletcher W^ey "inform ed o f the placement" responded: "They
did what? That's crazy. You got to be kidding me" (1985:21). This sexualization o f these
potential A ster parents is further evidenced by the statement " I would say this situation
falls below what is normal and healthy, W iley said. "And I am by no means disparaging the
lifestyle o f someone who has a sexual preArence different Aom my ow n." What
"situation" is he referring to that is so disturbing? Fletcher H W iley, a "prominent lawyer
who lives atop Fort H ill" according to the article is tolerant o f homosexuals as long as
they ronain com pletdy sexual, but believes it is abnormal and sick A r homosexuals to
want to A ster children. Heterosexuality is then normal and healthy, w hile homosexuality is
abnormal and sick. It is interesting to hear the hierarchical boundaries and delim itations
evident in W iley's statements as he questions "Is there any place where a line can be
drawn, below which it would not be considered healthy A r the development o f young
children?" The article continues:
" I never heard o f the state doing it beAre, " said Edna Langley, who has operated a
day-care center in low er Roxbuiy A r three decades. "They make such issues w ith
me about m inor things that make no diSerence - why would they do that? They
pass these diildren around like they're nothing."
An assumption is made by Langley that children who are placed in non-nuclear
homes are somehow disserviced. For Langley, homosexuals attempting to care A r
children is the opposite o f a "m inor" thing w ith little signiScance and she wonders W iy the
state bureaucracy would legitim ate this. In other words, she wonders why certain
ontA oritfgf

dk/fW ftatfon, who should have a set gaze o f homosexuals as sexually

deviant, would allow such a privilege.
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This clashing o f notions about A m ily and notions about deviant sexuality qxirred
many subsequent articles, the A s t o f t^dnch induded "Tots Taken Aom Gay Foster Home"
(W ire Service May 10:A14), "Homosexual F osta Parents D diated" (Clendinen May
19:24),"Curbs Imposed on Homosexuals as F osta Parents" (Clendinen May 25:24),
"Homosexuals Protest Foster Parent P olicy" (June 21:A12), "Gays as Foster Parents: The
Real Issues" (Turner June 26:A17).
It is this "sudden irruption" (Foucault 1972b:25) that must be "treated as and vdien
it occurs" (Foucault 1972b:25). Power, in this instance, can be seen in the situatiomd
reaction o f the ndgbbors, the actions o f Cooper, and later in the response o f the Dukakis
adm inistration (r^nch I discuss shortly). What

allows A r this sodal reaction? It is

only when Jean and Babets are seen as distinct sexual poverts existing outside o f what is
proper that the action o f taking tw o boys Aom their hmne is logical. This noAon that
homosexuals as outsiders, although cnAqued now by queer theorists, was apparently at
woAc.
The boys were quickly removed "as more reporters and television camera crews
descended on the ndghboibood, the state abruptly took the children back" (Clendinen
1985a:24). The Babets lost tw o young boys because certain persons in powerAd posiAons
(the in itia l rq x x te r and then those associated w ith the Dukakis adm inistration) judged
them Arem ost by their homosexuality. This deviant status became theA master status, and
a parAcular gaze rendered them powerless to retain the children.
This view reduces an entire person to merely a Acet o f his mulA-dimensional se lf
It is common A r a m inority status to deAne a parAcular group, and become a deAning
characteiisAc o f an individual, as Munsey argues " it is only im portant because the ruling
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class and the mob assert it to be so, and act upon it in ways deleterious to the scapegoated
m inority" (1998:12). He continues, " It is always a m inority's property that is considered
essential, like a defect or a disease" (Munsey 1998:13). The instantaneous and
overwhelming attention Aom local and national newspapers served an im portant Amcdon.
Each statement, pressed and copied A r mass consumption, carved out a new debate over
the via b ility (or lack thereof) o f homosexuals as state-approved parental Agure.
Michael Dukakis hdped promote the policy that emerged in response (in
rationalization) to the removal o f the boys. This policy Avored married couples w ith
parenting experience, and placed those w ithout child rearing experience last in line A r
A ster kids (in effect barring homosexuals). The A ster issue emerged while Dukakis was
campaigning A r presidency against George Bush; this coincidental

gave Dukakis

and his administration the opportunity to speak (as an anf/w nty

on the

matter as he defmded Massachusetts new policy A voiing married couples w ith child
rearing experience. The state o f Massachusetts was very careful in the wording and
promoAon o f this policy, and attempted to satiate the homosexual advocacy activists by
not blatanAy restricting homosexuals the possibility o f Astering and adopting.
Jean and Babets eventually challenged (BaAets v.

AggbJt Con/iry) the

Department o f Social Services (DSS) regulaAons governing the placem oit o f children
(codiAed at 110 Code Mass. Regs. 7.100 et seq. 1986), but the ruling focused on the
release o f internal documents and the actual suit was settled out o f court. The boys were
never returned to Jean and Babets. When a court ordered the release o f the internal
documents about the ArmaAon o f this policy, it was revealed that the agency was
operating w ith a construcAon o f homosexuals as radical activists who, through their selAsh
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strides, may endanger children. The memos consisted o f the "detailed attempts to balance
the needs o f A ster children against the political imperatives o f placating the homosexual
community while assuring the general public that 'nontradidonal' placements would be
used only as a last resort" (Longcope 1990:1). We see here the "false dichotomy"
(Benkov 1994:95) o f the m ilitant homosexual rights advocates versus the defenseless
A ster children caught in a public and controversial struggle.
In further applying an archaeological analysis, I see the Massachusetts policy as
evidence o f the .çxzcef

dkaewro» resulting Aom the intersection o f the "gay agenda"

(as conceptualized by DSS) and the 'best interests o f the children.' As these seemingly
contradictory Arm ations collided, DSS produced a policy that did not ban gay Astering
outright, but did assume that the traditional nuclear A rm served the interests o f children,
which reflects a particular historically situated view.
De&nding his support o f the Massachusetts policy, Dukakis stated, "Because I
think the placement o f a youngster in a home w ith a A ther and a mother and other
children, or prio r parenting experience, all things being equal, is the best placement"
(Toner 1988:22). Former President Bush, who ran against Dukakis in 1988, echoed
Dukakis's sentiments, " I think a child should be placed in a hom e...with a mother and
Ather, and this in my view is the way it ought to be. M uch more love in a situation like
that, lasting love" (W ire Reports 1988:6). The Bush A m ily has done its part to prevent
homosexual Astering and adoption. Jd) Bush, current Governor o f Florida, dismissed
over 300,000 letters Aom supporters o f allowing B ert to stay w ith his A m ily in the LoAon
case. The noAon that children need "a mother and father" assumes expected gender
perArmances by a woman and a man, which speaks to the conAuence o f sex
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(heterosexuality), gender (appropriate gender roles), and A m ily (heterosexual nuclear
A m ily ideal). AAer the hrst headlines about homosexuals as foster parents grabbed
national attention, Massachusetts b%an to rethink its controversial and discrim inatory
policy that, in eSect, barred such placemans. In 1990 the controversial Massachusetts
foster care policy that Dukakis supported was reversed.
As state ofBdals debated the issue, scHneiseemtoixakuaia Eawed sense o f history

(mdœnoüonthatnudearfMnUkBfuetnKÜüona^inthensuppoAofthenudea^
heterosexual fam ily unit. Specifcally, Rep.V^lliam Flynn (D-W eymouth) was vehemently
against liftin g this discrim inatory policy. 'TBut Flynn, who was "outraged" by the new
policy, called it "a radical threat to the true 6 m ily u n it" (Lehigh 1990:19). Statements
dqrloyed about the nuclear fam ily often rd y upon rxrtions that the nudear & m ily has
always been the ideal form , and reflect the particular

fo m which such "outrage"

can emerge.
Foucault posits that tradition, such as the notion o f the traditional 6 m ily "is
intended to give a special temporal status to a group o f phenomenon that are both
successive and identical (o r at least sim ilar); it makes it possible to rethink the dispersion
o f history in the form o f the same; it allows a reduction o f the diference proper to every
beginning, in order to pursue w ithout discontinuity the endless search fo r origin; tradition
enables us to isolate the new against a background o f permanence [. ..]" (Foucault
1972b:21). Rep. Flynn's comments are reflective o f the superfcial, surface level
cowMwaoMce o f the & m ily unit. Those who have no deeper historical knowledge or
reference assume that the nuclear & m ily is the "true fam ily u n it." As we situate ourselves
historically and look through an archaeological lens, we soon come to the realization that
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this structure emerged in the modem era, as Stacey explains in her w ork (1990). The term
"true" in "true 6 m ily un it" is a refection o f M r. Flynn's culturally bound and historically
myopic norms and values, which he fears are slipping away.
M ost o f the discourse deployed about the Babets originated fo m the local media.
One article frs t described this couple w ithout in itia lly referring to their m inority status,
and opened w ith, "Last spring a Boston couple in their 30's, responsibly employed,
churchgoing people w ithout children, applied to the Department o f Social Services to
become foster parents" (Clendinen 1985a:24). This tactic o f deploying certain sentences
and characterizations that indicate an entirely new cowKn&sawe o f this couple is elective
because it contradicts the cowKn&RZMce journalists usually draw upon when dismissing
Jean and Babets. Sentences and phrases about church run contrary, in this complex
network o f knowledge, to the knowledge and classifcations about homosexuality.
Contradiction can be viewed in a Foucauhian way as illuminating the

q f dkag/Mio»

between these conficting notions. Later, the article states:
M r. Babets is a senior investigator fo r the city's Fair Housing Commission. M r.
Jean is [a] business manager o f a nursing home. They were active in community
af&irs and local political campaigns. M r. Jean is the music director o f his church.
They had counseled w ith the clergy about the responsibility they sought, and they
had letters o f recommendation fo m M r. Babets's priest and M r. Jean's pastor.
(24)
Those in support o f homosexual fostering and adoption construct this issue in
particular Ashions; not all statements are deployed by those in dissent o f homosexual
fostering. For example, the article "They Want a Chance to Care; Gay Couple S till H urt
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&om Decision that Took Away their Foster ChHdren"(Doten 1990:85) ofGars a
synyathetic accounting, creating a new relationsbip and space between the discursive lines
o f the 6 m ily and o f sexuality. New codes are associated w ith the subjects as new
discursive rk to ric is deployed (by those w ith the power to make statements, such as this
journalist).
Journalist P atti Doten b%ins, "Disillusionm ent and hurt s till color their voices
i^m n they ta lk about May 8, 1985. That was the day Donald Babets and David Jean's tw o
faster children were removed &om their home in R oxku y." Doten characterizes them as
"Devastated by the abrupt breakup o fth d r 6 m ily

The story is told fo m their

subjective perspectives, w ith this couple as the consmentious and sensitive actors who
heroically manage and deal w ith the villainous Departmœt o f Sodal Services and the
Dukakis administration. Their ages are givœ aAer their names, making them human. Each
o f their minute actions and responses are depicted and rationalized in a positive lig h t; fa r
exairqile, "fnaD y consented to sit down w ith a rq m rte r" and "They also ^ k e carefully
and edited each other's remarks during the inta view so that rmthing they might s*y would
be misconstrued and hurt their chances o f again becoming faster parents" (Doten
1990:85). T k y are depicted as victim s o f a terrible moment in history, a m om ait o f harsh
and unfdr sodal judgements.
As the article continues we are told that, like many everyday couples, they "qaent
time househunting and settled on a roomy, rustic house." They "b u ilt the animal pats" on
A a r small Arm (Doten 1990:85). They are said to be putting th a r "energy" into care
taking fa r their many farm animals, ^A ich is then blataiUly conqaared w iA A d r d ^ ire A
care take fo r fa s ta children. Babets said, "W e have a w ell o f bottled-up parental feelings
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that go fa r deeper in our hearts and souls than the care we provide our animals." He
continued. "Those deepa feelings are just w aiting to be released." Babets is portrayed as
hard w orking and responsible in A e sentence, "Babets gets up at 5 each morning to m ilk
the goats before taking a bus to Boston to his job as a fa ir housing specialist fo r The
Boston Housing A uthority." I fn d the deliberate characterizations o f Babets as a
homemaka as evidence o f the new branch o f discourse sprouting fo m the collision o f Ae
disparate notiom o f fam ily and homosexuality. Here we dearly see A e new homosexual as
a caretaker.
D uring the interview, the re porta wrote that Jean was "busy in the large, woodpaneled kiAhen preparing a brunch o f homemade breads, hash, and blackberries fesh ly
picked fo m the side yard" and "spent the previous day making je lly w iA his visiting
parents." This coryures up images o f mom baking a fe sh apple pie, w iA home grown
apples.
A pasonal account is ofered from Babets, who believed he could give something
to a child in crisis because he had been abandoned as a child and then adopted. " I know
what it feels like to be abandoned," said Babets. " I know Aere are a lo t o f kids out Aere
who are suGering Gom abuse, neglect and abandonment. I want to help heal that hurt. A
hurt I experienced." Jean, who came Gom a large and close-knit A m ily, said that through
A e years he had encoimtered generous and giving persons who had listened to him and
helped him sort out his li& . "Those experiences le ft me w iA wanting to be a special
person A r som dxxly someday," said Jean. " I want to provide a safe haven A r someone in
need, someone who feels that A e ir liA is out o f control. Don and I think that the situation
we have created here, on the Arm , would be a great experience A r a child - learning about
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animais, about putting up vegetables, about some peace away Gom the conjQict o f a
dysGmctional home." As Jean discusses his desire to care A r children, he produces a new
narrative in direct conflict w ith the narrative o f the homosexual as a threatening; he also
commandées the rhetoric o f'A e best interests o f the children' as an argument fo r the
placement o f children w iA homosexual adopters.
Babets and Jean were active in their church, and Armed bonds w iA community
members. Thomas Payne, a pasAr vAo wrote a recommendation A r one o f the men to
DSS, describing the couple as "a stable A m ily in the community" (Coope^ 1985:21).
Payne does not believe Aere is "anything A A ar." Interestingly, here a pastor is
stq)portive o f Babets and Jean In A ct, later in the article another Unitarian pastor beheves
Ae issue is "being made more explosive than it really is" (Cooper 1985:21). Why Ad at
least tw o pasArs support Babets arW Jean?
Babets and his parAer are portrayed as 'good' gays W io are 'lik e ' idealized
hetoosexuals in their gender perArmances, class backgrmmd, saise o f religim isity, and
aqnrations A reproduce an apparently monogamous and quiet nudear A m ily setting. They
were not radical activists or promiscuous bar-hoppng 'queens ' Their ties to the churdi
gives them the backing o f particular religious authorities. This new diaracterization o f
these good' gays, as seen in this artide, bridges the gap between the ideal Arm ly and the
homosexual, and reflects a new subject, new coding, and anoAer level in the grtdk
o f Ae homosexual as a distinctive social spedes. This new pm trayal hdps
reduce the inside/outside m odd and challenge the codes o f the ovedy sexualized and
Aminized homosexual.
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A t A e same Ane, Ae media focus produced and maintained certain myths and
steeotypes aboA homosexuals, and papetuated rationales regarding why this group
A ould never have custody o f dnldren. A some places, people were resisting the
commonly deployed statements, but in eGect were deploying them even as they denied
A e ir validity. One observer states that Massachusetts is, m eGect, "saying that gay people
are legally defned as child molesters. It's A e most bigoted thing I'v e seen in my Hfe"
(Clendinen 1985b:24). A A ct, the statement that homosexuals pose a threat o f abuse is
not m erdy a Adden assumption; statements are deployed that blatantly reAr to this
possibility, as seen m the article "Gays as Foster Parents: The Real Issues" (Turner
1985:A17): "Homosexual housdmlds are not normal, and such placements pose a threat
to A e children o f imsavory inGuence or actual abuse, according to [one] view ." Here we
see the active reconstruction o f homosexuals as too sexual to be A dose proxim ity to
children because o f unnatural and immoral behaviors that may corrupt the vulnerable
innocence o f children.
The

q f emergence A r statenents about homosexuals as possible molesters

is informed by a q>edGc point m tim e udiere people construct homosexuals as a distinct
species and coded as sexual perverts. Again, before the nmeteœA century notion o f
homosexuals as distinctive, the above statements about not placing diildren w iA them
would not have been available A r deployment. B y the san* token, the thought o f placing
children w iA homosexuals during the hdght o f the sexual revolution and gay pride
movements would also have seemed absurd; homosexuals were then prim arily coded as
sexual beings by American popular culture.
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Have our codes shiAed enough that homosexuals can now shed this overly
sexualized identity and take on the role o f legitim ate caretakers o f children? This section's
focus on A e Babets case oGered an analysis o f A e Grst breaking news story that spurred a
controversy over gay Astering. As seen m Rep.W illiam Flynn's concerns over Ae "radical
threat" to the nuclear A m ily and Dukakis's statements about the importance o f having a
mom and a dad, I A id direct evidence o f the inGuence o f sex and gender expectations on
legitim ized A m ily Arms, f omts q / " e x i s t between deployments about Ae
idealized, saA nuclear fam ily and the codes attributed to homosexuals as prim arily sexuaGy
dangerous. We also see Ae clashing o f the so-called "gay agenda" w iA that o f Ae 'best
interests o f dnldren.' It is here, Gom the point o f A e intersection o f these tw o disparate
Arm ations, that we begin to see the devdopment o f a new subject position A r
homosexuals as saA caretakers, as depicted m the sympaAetic article "They Want a
Chance to Care; Gay Couple StiU H urt Gom Decision that Took Away their Foster
ChGAen" (Doten 1990:85). As Babets and Jean are portrayed as 'good' gays, the jgxzcef
q/^dksewA» between conActing narratives shiG and lose ground. W iA this im portant
insight, I turn now to a current case pending in Florida.

Introduction to the LoGon Case
W ith the help o f celebrity Rosie O 'D onndl, this current case m Florida (Zq^io» v.
ÆewTKy) has attracted national attention to the issues o f gay adoption. AlAough B ert has
been w iA Steven LoGon and Roger Croteau since he was nine wedcs old, Florida is now
Gghting to remove this thriving sixA-grader Gom his home.
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From the beginning o f gay adoptions, gay and lesbian parents were oGered
children w ith AIDS and other 'undesirable' traits.^* When B ert no longer held the identity
o f an "undesirable" child w iA HTV, he also was Aen not seen by Florida's Department o f
C hilA en's Services as inherently attached to his caretakers i%ho retain A e ir m inority
status. It is important to note that because Ae agency realized Bert was not H IV infected,
he immediately surpasses Steven and Roger in a constructed hierarchy that then placed
him as deserving and mtiGed to a "better" Am ily.
Florida's controversial statute 63.042(3) states that "N o person eligible to adopt
under this statute may adopt if that person is a homosexual." This ban, which took eGect
in 1977, has beai repeatedly challenged by the American C ivil Liberties Union A r
unconstitutionality and violations o f the "rig h t o f privacy, substantive due process, and
equal protection" (Conte 1998:9). Such a policy, in light o f the critical shortage'^ o f

The gay community oGen takes in hard-to-place children, however, "N oting that
there is a large number o f hard-to-place cbilAen, and that there are gays and lesbians
w illin g to adopt such chilAen, does not mean that gays and lesbians should be lim ited to
adopting only unwanted children" (Adams 1996:602-3) A fact, the trend o f placing
these m inority groups together is suggestive o f an inherent stigm atization, "NoneAeless,
it is the gay and lesbian community that has oGen stepped A rw ard to care A r these
otherwise abandoned children. This has been particularly true w iA regard to H IV
positive chilAen"(Adam s 1996:603).
PolikoG (2000) discusses the shortage, "A A e United States Aere is a critical shortage
o f adoptive parents A r a substantial numba" o f chilAen m Ae A ster care system.
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adoptive parents (especially in Florida)'* is so unreasonable that it places A e state is a
position to be sued by any one o f Aousands o f children who are Arced to remain in the
system.
qfdkaewroM between Ae "gay agenda" and 'the best interests o f chilA en'
can be seen in rhetoric in Florida cu rra itly and back into the seventies, and is reGective o f
A e discursive clashes between sexuality and c h ilA e i. Anti-gay rhetoric o f A e tim e relied
heavily on Ae construction o f homosexuals as a threat to chGdren and was instrumental in
the Arm ation o f the statute that currently bars homosexuals Gom adopting in Florida.
Rhetoric was deployed by right-w ing religious conservatives like Anita Bryant, whose
group Save Our ChGdren coGected 65,000 signatures in 1977 (Benkov 1993:83) to
protest an anti-discrim ination bül A r homosexuals:
ReArring to homosexuals as "human gaAage," A e criticized AebiG as an attempt
to "legitim ize homosexuals and A a r recruitment o f our chG drai" Appealing

Federal legislation has taken several steps to AcGitate adoption, and local government
agencies oGen promote adoption through news stories, pubGc announcements, and
oAer outreach campaigns. A this context, to entirely exclude any group o f people Gom
adopting is undesirable. Mainstream dnld weGare organizations routmely oppose a ban
on gay and lesbian adoption" (714-715).
" Florida is now the only state to ban homosexual adoption outright, ahhough Mississippi
and Utah ban adoption by same sex partners and persons Gving m intim ate relationships
outside o f marriage. Thus, because o f Ae language o f the law, single lesbians and gays
(m Utah who are not living w iA A e ir parAers) could adopt chGdren m boA states.
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especially to fundamentalists i%ho carried out much o f the w ork, her campaign
propounded an image o f lesbians and gay men not only as siimers but as a
corrosive Arce in sodety that would inevitably destroy Ae fam ily. (1994:83)
We see here Ae inGuence o f one religious discourse o f gay "sirmers" out to recruit
chilAen (which runs paraUd to A e belief that Satan's demons are constantly attempting to
sway the A ith fu l); this is a powerful and polAcaUy m otivating sentiment. Here Ae
heterosexual norm, in aG o f its glory, is bang threatened by sinners out to "destroy Ae
AmGy." Again, this is indicative o f the discom fort in A e shift Gom modem A m ily
structures A postmodern AmGies. The reUance on reGgious imagery thus serves as a moral
reArence point in anomic times as gender, sexual, and AmGy norms shiG Gom Ae modem
to the postmodern. The notion o f homosexuals in 1977 as a threat to dnldren continues to
weight in contemporary dialogue and reGects a particular historical sw/bce q f emergeMce.
The dd)ate continues in Florida, W iich purportedly is very worried about
homosexuals w iA dnldren yet Gequently aGows homosexuals to A ster chGdren I point
this out speciGcaGy to illustrate Foucault's point about Ae arbitrary nature o f the scope o f
particular discourses; here the rule is set against homosexuals adopting akhough it is
deemed appropriate A r homosexuals to A ste r."'

WhGe adoption involves a legaGy sanctioned perm anait placement, Astering is
temporary, "Adoption is deGned by the ChGd W elAre League o f Am aica [1978] as a
legal and sodal process that gives fuG A m ily membership to chGdren not bom to the
adoptive parent(s)" (SulGvan and Baques 1999:84), whGe "Foster care, by contrast, is
intended to supply a temporary home untG A e dnld can be either returned to his or her
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This indicates homosexuals can l% a% only 'tem porarily m im ic' Ae idealized
A m ily, but Florida w ill not sancdon or validate homosexuals as pamanent adopters. Their
mimicking w ill never reach A e level A W iich it would be appropriate A place diildren

w iA them permanently. Thus, this group is daned the right A legitim ately mimic the
nuclear A m ily ideal, although this ideal is neva tru ly be realized by anyone.
The A llow ing A u r sections o f this chxqxta present particular texts associated w iA
the LoAon case and apply Ae A u r da n a ks o f an ardiaeological analysis o f the Arm ation
o f subjects. Realizing Steve and R oga are prim arily judged on the m asta status o f being
homosexual, I turn A an analysis o f the w d)â A actively produang new codes in
association w iA their homosexuality.

Lethimstay.com
I chose A analyze this p a rticula w d)siA due to its novel construction o f
homosexuals as adoptive parents and the prominent role it has come to play in the dd>ate
surrounding the LoAon case This particular w d)siA is directly associated w iA a contested
legal case, and servM as a response A the notion that a homosexual caimot adopt children.
The wd)srA is dedicated A inArm ing the public about the battle in R orida A keq) Bert
w iA his A m ily (lethimstay.com), and oAers a conq)lex network o f links aimed at
describing d ifkre n t aspects o f the LoAon case.
The wd)ske o fk rs pictures o f the LoAon A m ily smiling at a picnic table, arxl B ert
lo(Gdng healtlqr and active in a qm rting hdm et and gloves eadi te ll a new story o f A m ily,

rmtural pararts o r adopted" (The Editors o f the Harvard Law Review 1990:133).
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and increasingly spedGc A e homosexual subject as new codes are deployed. I analyze one
q)edGc segment o f this w d)site A r my ]wrposes o f studying Ae constructed subject
positions o f this couple who wish to adopt their A ster child Bert. This segment can be
Aund Gom the home page through the lin k "The LoAon Fam ily." From here, a lin k to
"Steve and Roger" diq)lays a personal stoiy about this couple. Here it states that "Steve
LoAon and Roger Croteau met and AG in love vAGe they were boA in coGege in
C aliAm ia, neady 20 years ago, and theyVe been AgeAer ever since." This emphasis on
the A ct that they have renamed together is made as a direct assault on notions o f
homosexuals as engaging in unstable, promiscuous relationships. The A ct that they "AG in
love" indicates their relationship is not completely sexual in nature.
SpedAcaGy, I see these statements as the result o f converging dialogues coGiding
on a particular plane, and then continuing Gom this intersection A A rm new subject
spaces fa r Aose who are homosexual. For example, the AGowing excerpt directly
challenges the

dksgmAw between the best interest o f the chGd' and the so-

caGed "gay agenda." Here we see Steve, a pediatric nurse who took in many chGAen w iA
H IV , pladng the needs o f these chGdren above his own. "Because the kids' medical needs
were so intense, the staA asked Steve A quit bis job and care A r the kids AGI Ame, which
he did w ithout hesitation." This couple is also portrayed as social servants in the AGowing
passage:
Their broader commitment A chGAen has continued over the years - in their own
home w iA the AmGy theyte raising, in their community through the wodc AeyVe
done to establish day care carters A r kids w iA AIDS, and at the poGcy level in
their involvement in the ACLITs class-acAon Aderal Aw suit on behalf o f gay
adults who cannot a d o^ in Florida and kids who need homes. (Accessed on May
1,2003 http ://lethimstav. com/) oAons steveroeer.html 1
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M ost im portantly A r my analysis, a statement is made directly about A eir assumed
identity, "W hile Steve and R oga joke that they completely lost th a r idaA ties that day in
1988 when the A s t baby came home - A re v a becoming known as the kids' dads, and
A re v a Acused on the kids beAre all else - they wouldn't trade it A r the w orld." It is
interesting that, in a lighthearted manna, Steve and R oga "joke that they completely lost
their identities

What identities, speciAcally, could they have "lost?"

The most signiAcant m asta status eadi previously held, because it is conâdered a
m inority status which deAnes those who hold it, was o f bang a particularly constructed
homosexual. What deAned Steve and R oga, beAre the wave o f dnldren entered their
home, was their sexual orientaAorL E adi discursive statemart about homosexuality
inextricably reArs to a deviant sexuality while producing a species o f subjects who may
e n ta and internalize this id a kity. A the griak

o f the homosexual subject,

A e picture o f Steve and R oga smiling at the picnic table w rA th a r chilAen is inAcative
o f a newly contoured, more Am ily-orierked q>ace. This new space bridges the gap
between noAons o f the Aagnosably sick homosexual and the idealized nudear AunGy Arm .
A Ae .yoces

dksaiaoM , beAre our eyes, conAicting discourses irkasect A

A rm a new subject coded as prim arily concerned w iA the w dA re o f children. As Steve
and R oga batde what is seen as the uigust Florida statute, they are said A be AghAng A r
all o f the ch ild ra i m the A s ta care system. Thus, the .gxrces q f dksgMaon between 'the
best interests o f the children' (as sear m the B ryant's 1977 rhetonc) and the so-called "gay
agenda" collapse as Steve and R oga AgA A r 'the best irkaests o f the children' A Flonda.
This rheA ric is now commandeered and dqrloyed A a novd way.
ThereAre, as Steve and R oga "joke " that they have "conq)letdy lost th a r
id a kitie s" it can be surmised that th a r irkaoalized codes have shiAed and a nevdy
constructed space as homosexuals and as parerks is emerging. Humor, m this sense, serves
a AmcAon o f addressing a real concern (o f some) w hile not AUly giving m to the mherent
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battle o v a the *q)propnateness (around children) o f being homosexual. This statanent o f
"lost ideoAAes" edioes the sakiment shared in the fnm eAw e special in which R oga, in an
extremely im portant statement, says " I lost my identity years ago. I'm somebody's dad,
and I'm ju st happy to be th a r dad." O f course, hetaosexual parents can be heard
expressing sim ilar statanents about how ch ild ra i become the focal point o f a li& once
Ailed w ith o th a kinds o f pleasure. B ut hetaosexuals w ae neva deAned prim arily by
sexuality, and the shiA into parenthood does not m aik as signiAcant a convergence o f
diqiarate identity ArmaAons.
Pro-gay ih a o n c serves to coikour this new subject in a parAcular Ashion. " I don't
think America knows what a gay parerk looks like. I am the gay parerk" (O 'D onndl). This
statement refers to the ju x t^ s iA o n o f the discursive lines o f "gay" and "parent" in such a
way that it is a newly Arm ing coMMOwsamce ofb o th what and vdio a gay parent is. Rosie
O 'D orm dl embraces this juxt^m sed posiAon, and oAers herself as a conceptual mold.
Later in the interview, A e, like Steven and Roger, distances herself Aom being fu lly
deAnably by her sexual orientaAon. She states, "Part o f the reason why Tve never said that
I was gay u n til now was because I didn't w aik that adjective assigned to my name A r aH o f
eternity" (O 'D onnell). In her statement we can clearly visualize the skdding o f an old
identity solely based on the right A sexually mqrress w ith membas o f the same sex, arxl
see the transArmaAon o f this to ta lly sexed poAAon irko a new discurAve molding in which
subjects can be both parental Agures and also (in a juxtaposiAon) attracted to members o f
the same sex. As these individuals each depAy common statements about their shifAng
idakities, they each also shrqx the newly speaAed homosexual. In an analysis o f tbegrrdk
q/"

o f the species o f homosexuals, we now see a newly Arm ed discursive

trend. O f course, not a ll agree w ith the noAon o f homosexuals as parental caretakers,
w h id i brings me to my next secAon.
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Judge King
This section focuses on the Judge presiding o v a the LoAon case. From a
Foucaultian paqiective, it is vita l to uncova localized sites o f pow a and those
owfAonAes o f dk/nwAuAom who are able to q>eak in given puWic Arums. W ithin the walls
o f The James Law raice King courthouse, this building's namesake made a judgement
about the future o f the LoAon-Croteau A m ily. Foucault writes, "W e must also describe
the institutional a fa r Aom which the [judge] makes his discourse, and Aom i^ c h this
discourse derives its legitim ate source and point o f application (its speciAc objects and
instruments ofveriAcaAon)" (Foucault 1972b: 51).
The characterizaAons o f homosexuals who are attempting to adopt do not exist in
a vacuum, but are juxtaposed alongside and in contrast to the po AAons o f the o tlw
players involved. For exanq)le, an arAcle was dq)loyed at the time o f the LoAon ruling
that spoke only o f U.S. D istrict Judge King (the Judge who uphdd the ban on homosexual
adopAon). What is the rdevance o f certain characterizaAons (and idenAty constructs) o f
this Judge? It is n y argument that this rq w rte r (Carlson) is deployir% discursive
statements that have rm rdevance o r purpose except as ediAcaAon o f his ruling and his
ultim ate right to dq)loy l% itim ized statements.
Coralie Carlson, in her arAcle "Judge udio ruled against gay adopAons is a
req)ected vetean" w rites, "U.S. D istrict Judge James Lawrence King, who uphdd a state
ban on homosexual adopAon Thursday, made the ruling Aom a 12-story building in
downtown Miam i named in his horxxr" (Carlson 2001). To describe the number o f Aows
in this federal structure serves the tactical purpose o f aABrming his judgement. Each choice
o f words reveals the reporters position, "A his career, the 73-year-old M iam i native [. . .]
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has won several national awards

and he is said to have "ended several hunger

strikes" as a result o f a (non-related to this thesis) ruling in 1997. Jd) Bush supported
Kings ruling, according to his spokeswoman. This, o f course, comes as no surprise given
the Bush fam ily stance on akemative fam ily Arm s and common decency, generally.^
The Equal Protection Clause was subjected to a rational basis scrutiny, and King
Aund that it was not violated because "married heterosexual families provide children w iA
a more stable home environment, proper garder identiAcation, and less social
sAgmaAzaAon than homosexual homes.
BeAre analyzing more carefully these assumpAons about gender, sexuality, and
fam ily, I wish to cormect the arguments about The Equal ProtecAon Clause o f Ae
FourteenA Amendment to Ae ConstkuAon to queer reconstrucAons o f identity. This
clause protects those classiAed as a suspect class, AereAre k is beneAcial A r homosexuals
attempting to adopt to argue they should be categorized as a suspect class. This is a set
identity posiAon guaranteeing that certain fundamental rights w ill not be violated. D istrict
Court Judge King Aund that Flonda's ban on homosexual adopAon Ad not violate the
Equal ProtecAon Clause, and that homosexuals could not occupy the posiAon o f a suspect

™Recall the statements I presented earAer made by George W. Bush in 1988 that "lasting
love" was possible only when a child has a mother and a faA er (V A e Reports 1988:6).
O f course, Judge King should not raAonalize his decision based on possible
sAgmatizaAon; this only reaASrms public prejuAce and was Aund not to be a valid
raAonalizaAon in a previous case that deak w kh possible racial sAgmaAzaAon
(Palmore v. SidoA, 466 U.S. 429 (1984).
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class (157 F.Supp.2d 1372). This immediately can be seen as indicative o f Ae political
usefulness o f accqking a generalized identity position, such that homosexuals may one
day q u a li^ as a suspect class. From a queer theoretical stance, it is less useful to hold such
Axed classiGcaAons but possibly necessary poliAcally.
Judge King chose not to chaGenge Florida's asserAon that married couples
provide chGAen w iA more stability; how can Florida hold being unmarried against a
couple who is not legaGy aGowed to marry? "Homosexuals are not permitted to marry and
Aerefbre caimot meet this standard heterosexual measure o f "sta bility" (Amup 1999:6-7).
Here, we see Ae intersecAon o f AsciiminaAon Aom tw o merging issues; as arguments are
deployed that homosexuals caimot adopt because Aey are not married, statements are also
deployed that homosexuals cannot marry because this would increase Ae likelihood that
dnldren would be placed w iA Aem, as explained by Chambers and PolikofF(2000:528).
As homosexuals are viewed through a parAculaiiy informed gaze, thqr are denied
pnvGeges.
This discourse juxtaposes concepAons o f stability w iA that o f a nuclear A rm o f
marriage^ and Am ily. A order to be normal, saA, and stable one must also be
heterosexual. As heterosexual couples marry they are seen as maintaining social order by

^ The Defense o f Marriage A ct became law m 1996, "Under DOM A, no state would have
to recognize a same-sex marriage Aom another state. The statute also deAned marriage,
A r purposes o f aG federal statutes, as A e union o f a man and a woman. A the wake o f
DOMA, 32 states passed laws stating that they would not recognize a same-sex
marriage legaGy perArmed in another state" (PolikoGT2000:736).
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A e ir assumed desires to hold consistent connections m the community and raise and
properly sodaHze childrai all the vdnle perArm ing spedAed gender roles M arri% e brings
not only social support, but also economic and bureaucraAcally instituted privileges (such
as insurance inclusions and beneAts and the authority A make critical healA decisions)
denied to Aose who cannot legitim atdy marry. FurAer, we blatantly see .gxKer q f
fùswTMroM between noAons o f stability and construcAons o f homosexuality.
This places the LoAon-Croteau AmGy m an inqmssible situaAon; they caimot
legally marry, thus are conàdœ d unstable, unsaA and abnormal. Judge King also chose
not A chaGenge Flonda's concern that homosexuals cannot pro\ide "proper garder
idartiAcaAon" (157 F. Supp.Zd 1372, *1383) and that the chGdren may Ace
sAgmaAzaAon. K ing's verdict "was recepAve A the concern eaqnessed that married
paroits afGwd supoior genda idenAAcaAon and greata stability" (Crowley 2002:262).
Judge K ing's statanents about "p ro p a genda idenAAcaAon" and the stability o f marriage
are rdiearsals o f Florida's purported reasons A r the ban. The court did not oqiGdAy
afBrm or deny the vaGdGy o f these concerns, but instead, unda baâc equal protecAon
analysis, viewed these cormems as providing a raAonal basis A r its Anding. PreAaring
heterosexual homes was an arguable basis A r the prohibiAon.
The judgement was based on the noAon o f homosexuals as distinctive social
spedes, in Foucaultian terms, and on the construcAons and codes associated w ith this
spedes, namdy that homosexuals are (based on what they are not, i.e stable and propa)
unstable and engage in unpropa genda perArmances.
W hile King uses the term genda idenAAcaAon, B uA a's noAon o f genda
perA rm ativity may lend a deepa analysis. Here, a judgement was made against the
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plamdSs because neither displayed the proper performance o f gender according to this
particular authority Agure. Here we see a situaAonal relaAonship o f power wherehy an
authority (Judge King) is able to name another deviant and deny certain privileges (the
e lig ib ility to adopt) based on this label (homosexual). W hile acdvely denouncing certain
performances, the Judge also reiAes propa genda performances and the associated
propa sexuality (and is, in this way, productive and not repressive). This reiAcation o f
particularly situated gendered subjects can also be seen in the form atting o f Florida's
q)plicaüon A r adopAon, to which I now turn.

Flonda's "Adoptive Home ApplicaAon"
This secAon analyzes, Aom a quea perspective, the applicaAon so many
prospecAve adoptive parents have faced in Ronda (including Steven LoAon). Ronda's
"Adoptive Home ^p lic a A o n " (Appendix) A rm is best viewed as a material artifact
revealing speciAc embedded cultural assumpAons about the subject posiAons o f those
attempting to adopt. One must be ô th a a man or woman, w ith a space in itia lly given A r
both to All out their names and social security numbers. Instead o f stating "A pplicant's
Name," this A rm ngidly Arces one into a predeAned category, which is juxtaposed beâde
the opposite and complementary sexed category. "Legal culture expects and requires
conArm ity to its own constructs o f sexual and genda identity" (BeresArd 1998:63).
These are also arranged in a hierarchical Ashion, A r as one reads Aom leA to nght, the
posiAon A r the male applicant to w rite appears beAre the woman's space. A secAon D, a
space is given A r "M an's Rdigious_______

Woman's

R eligious___ ," which

evidences the influence and intasecAon o f religious discourse.
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M ost interestingly, on the second page, section E, a table is placed w ith the
heading "Husband's (M an's)" and the "W ife's (W oman's), that (o f course) juxtaposes the
sexed position w ith the qrpropriate m arital role. This serves to conqxxmd the lim iting
nature o f the fam ily A rm w hile excluding all others. These categories reflect the canonized
model o f the properly gendered sexual subjects and the properly related subjects (as
husband and w iA ). One can imagine the confusion o f a homosexual couple attempting to
A ll out this A rm (like Steve and Roger).
This A rm , current as o f October 10, 1997 (w hoi Steven LoAon and AGow
plainAADouglas E. Houghton were subjected to it), was constructed aAer the
controversial 1977 Florida ordinance^ banning homosexuals Aom adopting chGdren.
There is hardly any jusdAcaüon, other than a pure and direct n%aüon o f alternative AunGy
Arm s, A r certain authorises in the Department o f Social Services to construct an
appGcaAon A rcing the appGcant to be either a husband or a w iA w ith, o f course, the

^ A number o f earGer cases have chaGenged this statute: "The Flonda statute was declared
unconsAtuAonal by a Flonda's tria l court [Sedrol v. Farie, 17 Fam. L. Rep. (B N A ) 1331
(16* Cir. Ct. Fla. 1991),

nr State D e p t o f Health & RehabiGtaAve Servs. v.

Cox, 627 So. 2d 1210, 1221-29, (Fla. D ist. Ct. App. 1993)], but Ae Flonda Supreme
court upheld the statuA pending a remand on the equal protecAon claim [Cox v. Flonda
D ep't o f Health & RehabGitaAve Servs., 656 So. 2d 902, 903 (Fla. 1995)]" (Adams
1996:589).
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properly associated sex attached to each sanctioned status. Positioned in the section aAer
questions about one's arrest record, segment G, in Adi states:
Section 63.042(3), F.S., states that "no poson eligible to adopt under this statute
may adopt if that person is a homosexual."
I am a homosexual. Yes N o

I am a hisexual. Yes No

Husband fM a n l_____O O

Husband (Man^______ O O

W iA fWnman^_____ O O

W ife (Woman)______ O O

Nowhere else is statutory language errqrloyed in such a Ashion; if there are statutes
against felons adopting, they are not stated in section F which asks about one's arrest
record. It is, on some ironic level, amusing to note that in Florida "the only persons
cat%oricaHy excluded are homosexuals" (Adams 1996:604-5). The astute quickly realize
that this means that felons, not to menAon a plenAtude o f other un&vorables (who may
pose a signiAcarrt risk to children), are not immediately screened out. Based on the
ArmaAon o f this docum oit and the language employed, it would seem Flonda's prim ary
concern is in excluding homosexuals Aom adopAori The tw o quesAons about sexual
onerrtaAon are the only quesAons that would immediately disquali^ someone if he or die
answered incorrectly (there is an obvious nght and wrong answer). A ll other quesAons are
open, as if simply coUectirig speciAc inArmaAon w ith no inherent judgements attached.
This form 's answer categones assume that one's sexual onentaAon is Axed and essential,
and conArms to the very lim ited and histoncally based dassiAcaAon system.
M ost intnguingly, there are direct quesAons about homosexuality and bisexuality,
but none about heterosexuality. Why is this Anal category altogether missing? The statute
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does not require that adoptive parents are heterosexual, only that they are not
homosexual. % potbetically, i f one who considered him or herself as heterosexual, be or
she w ould be Arced to answer "no" tw ice, but never to actually claim a distinctive sexual
identity. The conAruction o f this A rm in the complete lade o f mention o f heterosexuality,
thus deAies the unstated normative dassiGcation by what it is norl This discursive default
ctqkures all that is not abimimal, thus creating a p riv il^ e d and rdGed space A r normal
people to occupy (w ith no need to ever question or reveal their sexual onokaAon as
heterosexual).
How does this applicaAon give space to homosexual adopters? Simply put, it does
not. By denying the opportunity A adopt. The Department o f Sodal Services continues to
rd% ate homosexuals to conqiletdy sexualized and deviant roles in Flonda. The lim ited
and myopic answer cat% on% oGkr no opportunity A r this subject to transArm.
Flonda's adopAon applicaAon was produced 0 q )lid tly to deny certain pnvil% es to
parAcularly labded subjects who are assumed A share some essential conqmnent
rordering them harmful A children. The lim ited answer categones are based on Ae
ÛKÎde/outdde modd that assumes heterosexuality as a wdl-deGned and p ropa cerka that
no one actually eva has to eq)G dtly claim, as in the hypotheAcal hetaosexual appUcaik
vh o merdy denies deviark sexuality. This provides evidence fo r quea irwights
emphasizing that categorizaAons are b e tta deGned by what Aey are not than by ;^ ia t they
are. Holding orko this insight, the next secAon looks more deqrly at the binary genda
cat^ones and th d r associated e:q)ectaAons.
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"F or the Sake o f the Children"
On M a rd i 14,2002 the nation was introduced, via a special ABC broadcast o f
Afm etnne w ith Diane Sawyer, to a story o f a p o to itia l splitting o f a fam ily. Diane Sawyer
opened, "F w most o f the dnldren awaiting adoption tonight, the 100,000 diildren
awaiting adoption in A m oica's foster care system, it is n 't a choice between heterosexual
parenting or gay parenting, it's really about whether tbey'H ever have a pomanerk parent
at all. And these are oAen A e most Aagile chilAen, moved Aom home to home u n til they
lose hope." H oe again, in these opening statements, I A id the new construction o f
homosexuals as attempting to help dnldren, i^ c h is a complete reversal o f previous
discourse about A e threat thqr pose. The^çMKxaqfdksgwroMare A ifA ig .
This spedal entitled "Rosie's Story: For A e Sake o f the C hilA en," was promoted
to the public as the Arum through udnch Rosie O 'D orm dl w ould come out to the w orld in
her attenqk to shed light on the travesty in Florida, namdy, the possible removal o f a
young boy Aom his perActly saA home. Rosie O 'D onnell's view poirk is emphatically
stated:
The state o f Florida should A o n t the Lofton's. They took in four black, H IV
poàtive diildren, one o f vAom died. They've cared A r Aem relentlessly, to a great
extent, to the detriment o f th d r own personal lives. They've been unbelievably
giving. They should be hdd up and heralded as the perfect AmGy, not as one that
needs to be puUed apart because ofhatred. (Rosie O 'D orm dl on frrm efrm e)
O 'D orm dl, as an awtAonfy q f delrnwAzAoM, claims Steve and Roger cared A r
chGAen "to the detriment o f their own personal lives." This is another direct example o f
the merging o f discmirses to A rm the new homosexual A m ily man, i^ o is completely
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devoted to his children. She also argues that Aey represent "the perfect fam ily" W iich
speaks to the shift o f A m ily models Aom Ae modem A the postmodern.
There is a w ealA o f inform ation and possible tracks o f focus offered in this
national broadcast; in this section, I analyze only statements deployed in Ae
special that directly refer to, Aus construct, Lofton and his partner. The focus o f this
Aesis is on the construction o f individuals, and Ae shifting o f codes used to describe
subject positions. This broadcast actively responds to the contested position o f
homosexuals as adoptive parents, and in doing so, constructs a new position A r
homosexuals.
O f course, the subject positions carved out A r LofA n and Croteau result not only
Aom Ae statements directly referring to them, but also Aom Ae deployments about those
elements (such as the construction o f children, the state o f Florida, and the childcare
system) intersecting theA positions.
For exam ple, in this broadcast the state o f Florida (in its reiAed whole) is
characterized by the ofGcials \A o w ould not speak o f the issue; Diane Sawyer said that
Fn/netzme attempted A contact staA o fficia ls A r comments but were unable to do so.
Florida is Aus a distant, unhuman, unyielding bureaucracy defending a discrim inatory
statute.
The childcare system in Florida is deemed A be, by a social worker interviewed on
fnmetz/Me, the worst system in the United States according to the numbers o f children m
the system and Ae lengA o f tim e A ey are leA m lim bo. Diane Sawyer characterizes the
children m the system as "lo s t" and "struggling." An expert deems Aem "troubled,
difGcuh, damaged" and Aen describes a scene m vA ich a young boy experienced "sheer
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te rro r" as he was separated Aom Ms sister. The actual social workers are described as
"good people" in an "ovenAelm ed" system. The broadcast in itia lly paints a picture o f the
displaced and abused children that desperately need good homes, and Aen introduces Ae
audience to a politician who s till beheves Bert should be takor Aom his home.
Wearing a suit and tie, state legWature Randy B all was given a A rum to qieak
B all, as A e Representative o f D istrict 29 o f C qie Canaveral Florida, serves as an awAonry
qf

so & r as he uses his position to speak in order to characterize Roger and

Steve through a particular gaze:
"So, [long pause] heterosexual parents are better parents?" - Diane Sawyer
" I would say yes. Absolutely." - Randy B all
"BecauseT - Diane Sawyer
"A child is greatly boreAtted in Ms social and in Ms, ah, emoAonal development if
he can urxlerstand and eaqierience Ae relationsMp o f a man and a woman. I f you're
in a rdationsMp o f . .let's say you are lesbian couple. You don't get to see men and
women, in general, w orking togeA a. And A r instance, where a dad he might tend
to be, you know, bold and daring, mom is a Gttle more reserved. He doesn't get to
see that. He doesn't get to see the rdationsMps oi^ um, moAers and A A o s w iA
their cMldror. WMch, i f you go to kind o f any playground you can see dad u tÿn g
the cMld on to great 0 q)loits, mom saying "w d l be a little more careAl A ere."
And then th o e 's the rdationsMp o f husbands and wives. How a man treats a
woman; how a woman treats a man How Aey tenderly love each o A a . When you
take away those three rdationsMps Aom a child, it greatly stunts Ms developm oit
onotionally and psychologically." - Randy B all
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"So, no homosexual parent is good? Or, good enough to be allowed to be a
parm t?" -DianeSawyer
eBüDeplicMi lk) the ride msry exist in «m exzmiple]. ITie rule tsIimtlKHiwDsemcual
(xxiples do w t provide the kind o f stable, wholesome environment that would
juwBüfy t k state having a law that allows them to adopAcdiQdneiL" - Randy Ball
"D o you know that Steven LoAon and Roger Croteau have had five side kids that
they have iBHsed to Ihaddi hi the fbder (are syskan7"-]lhuK Sawyer
"I'v e heard that they did, indeed. I wouW say what they have done has hem
commendable. B ut they are not going to be adoptive parents." - Randy B all
B all, inAinned by a particular 21" century

Aom wHch his statanents about

men and women can emerge, actually ring a b it outdated due to their embedded
essentialist and reductionist assumptions. We see nxxlem ist ideals o f "man" and "woman"
in B all's conceptions. How oAen are these traditionalized gendered assumptions inAuential
over our laws and in our court-rooms?
Each statem ait about "woman" and motha^ as the one who engages in b% ging the
child to be careAil, and the A ther as the "bold and daring" is indicative o f not only B all's
reliance on particulady essentializing and lim iting discursive lines, but the generalized
discursive form ation o f man and woman in this particular historical moment. BaesAird
critiques this form o f judgement when categoriang probable behavior in term o f sex or
sexual orientation dassiAcations, and states "thinking in terms o f universal, narrow, binary
opposites does not allow fo r much diversity, and again leads to essentialism" (1998:65).
Ball contests this new homosexual adopter, this new subject produced Aom an
ever complex g riff

even though Steve and Roger should be "œmmended"
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6)r their eSbrt to hdp children. There&re, I And that although the noAons o f A m ily and o f
homosexuality merged in Ae

fg&sgMaon A r some, Randy B all w ill not accept

homosexuals as adopters. He does not, in any A rm (even the most A m ily oriented A rm )
accept this particular derivaAon Aom his set noAons o f the homosexual, and w ill im t create
space, through his discourse, A r an increasingly complex

q f jgwcÿîcoAo» o f the

Immosexual subject. For Bah, homosexual Aunilies are unstaWe and unwholesome.
Can men take on the entire role o f caretaker A r children? Essentialist goider
assumpAons continue to pervade our discourse on caretaking, w ith woman constructed as
more able to engage in caretaking bdiavior efkctively, as clearly seai in Randy B all's
statements about "mom" and h e gende nature. This can sevoely hinder a gay man Aom
successAlly managing a new identity as a A m ily man, and Anthers A e Foucaukian
between discourses o f the saA A m ily and discourses o f the sexually dangerous
male.
We see this lim ited construcAon o f sexed possibiliAes in the tw o boxes available m
Florida's applicaAon A r adopAon, in D ukakis's and Bush's dqrloyments o f the necessity
o f combinaAon o f particularly a "m other and A ther," and in Randy B a ll's construcAon o f
A e A m ily as sexed opposiAons. BeresArd (1998) draHenges the noAon o f some
Amdamental nature leAected in our systems o f gender, "The presumpAon o f a birw iy
gender system im plicitly retains the ideological belief in gender 'm im icking' or being
deAned by sex" (65). So, women are ^n in in e and men are masculine; Aey each naturally
carry out certain peArmances. Statements are made by these politicians (B all, Dukakis,
B uA ) that are inArmed by biological detam inism and essm tailist raAonalizaAons. The
only problem is that this m yA is always being unravded, and thus constantly sewn
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together again by hurried lines o f discourse. AlAough we may see the lim itations in B all's
view, he, through a national broadcast, rq)roduced the dominant heteronormative
discourse on the properly Arm ed fam ily. Discourse is always productive, even, and maybe
mostly, as it is denunciative. B all puts A rth a public censure o f particular expressions o f
sexuality, therdty retracing normative sexuality.
Why is it so important A r Florida to draw legal borders around sexual mq)ression?
W hat if children really are influenced and persuaded to involve themselves in same-sex
sexual relationships later in liA ? What would happen i f everyone stopped engaging in
proper gender perArmances? What is A e underlying fear?
Social cohesion is inextricably associated w rA a set o f compdhng norms agreed
upon by social actors; is Aere a fear that is we begin to break sexual sanctions that no
other boundary w ill be respected? I f we did not have Aenzied displays o f maiAood and
womaiAood would the social inequalities and stratiAcation between Ae sexes A il to look
as necessary and inevitable? W ould the Avisions o f labor cease to be motivated by
esserrtailist noAons o f man and woman? W ould the modem fam ily A rm , w iA its funcAonal
uses in our patriarchical, capitalist society crumble to its AundaAon along w iA iiAeritance
pnvileges? W hy are essentialist discourses so compelling at this histoncal moment?
"A strong masculine presence in the home togeAer w iA a contrasting female one
is necessary A r sound maturaAon" (Thomas & Levin 1999:172). This statement was made
by Levin, an academic, who is completely convinced o f his posiAon arguing against
altemaAve fam ilies, and goes as A r as to quesAon wheAer or not "tw o eSeminate males
or masculinized females can substitute A r one normal male" (Thomas & Levin 1999:172).
The statements mark a parAcular histoncally-bound construcAon o f gender roles. This
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sentiment reflects Ae entire discursive body Aom which it is able to be spoken, and reveals
a aq/üce informed by numerous current noAons about religion, law, the fam ily, sex and
gender addressed in this chapter. Gender essentialism translates to AscriminaAon based on
sexual preSaences, Aus lim iting acceptable Aunily Arm s to almost exclusively A e nuclear
(modem) Arm . W hile this and A e previous secAon focused on the essentialism attached to
sex and gender mq^ectaAons, Ae next secAon, using the fWweAme telecast as text, focuses
on the influence o f religion as a fundamental aspect o f the current

The IntersecAon o f Religious Discourse
Why is homosexuality coded as unnatural, immoral, and plainly wrong? This
secAon discusses a statement made on the fWmeAme telecast that speaks volumes to the
influence o f religious doctrine on the contemporary, histoncally-bound a/r/üce that gives
nse to certain statements about homosexuality.
The United States was founded by extremist (by Great B ritain's standards Aen,
and ours now) religious sects; this AundaAon can sAll be A lt and detected in current
deployments. "Contemporary sex statutes are generally traced through Anglo-European
history to early Christian religious law. A this tradiAon, sexuality that was not directly
related to producing legitim ate children was punishable as a "crim e against nature" or a
"crim e against God'"(Robson 1995:18). Ga^e Rubin, also noting this im portant influence
on our current mores, argues that C hristianity deems sex as sinful and tolerable only A r
procreative purposes " if the pleasurable aspects are not enjoyed too much" (Rubin
1993:11).
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Whœ analyzing subject positions, it is important to realize that those who shape
certain discursive subjects (certain onAonAes q/"dIg/fmf&UfOM) do so by wielding culturally
powerful images. "A key aspect o f identity maintenance by fundamentalist groups is to
endow boundaries w ith sacred power" (Smith and Wndes 2000:23). Adams oSers an
historical connection to Ae current intersection, "Sym bolic o f the once dominant rural
w hite Protestant class in the history o f the United States, evangelicals have been hghting a
caUury-long campaign to retain moral and poliAcal influence in an increasingly diverse and
secular society" (1995:119). W hile this statement correctly depicts the historical inAuences
on current discourse, I And A e term "secular" problematic to the extent that it remains
reliant upon the sacred/secular Achotomy.
The impact o f the "gay agenda" is oAen critiqued, especially when it is constructed
as overrunning Ae best interests o f chilAen, yet other inAuential Ascursive lines are oAen
overlooked. Gender essentialism is only one element inAuencing Ascourse on Ae
homosexual, postmodern A m ily. Religious references to so-called original (as in inspired
by pure knowledge) texts are also very apparent, as seen in this statement deployed during
the national broadcast o f the AûneAme special: "That book says that He meated, in Ae
beginoing, a man and a woman, [. ..] and that homosexuality is w rong."
A Foucaukian view Asmisses the weight given to the always elusive origins o f
discourse, and instead focuses on Ae statements deployed here and now that re i^ a
particular hierarchy ami structure o f localized power. Here again, in this religious
reference to a "H e," there is a distancing o f A e speaker A"om the tru A value o f the
statement; k is true because something or someone else, in a separated space, deems it to
be so.
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This kind o f thinking is prevalent in religious indoctrination and supports the view
o f some sacred or secular essences. Believing that some (w ith normative, God blessed
sexuality) are closer to some sacred essence serves to further delim itate people based on
abstract linguistic Aames. The differentiation between A e sacred and the secular can also
place A e A ith fu l in a subservient position (as they look to the sky).
\^ A the inAuence o f Judeo-Christian religious Ascourse, objects are placed in a
Aeld that is skewed toward patriarchical and hierarchical Arm s o f domination. Embedded
and intersecting assumptions are reliant upon the Achotomy o f the sacred versus the
proAne (which further separates the self Aom the symbolic God and also widens the gap
between Ae self and the symbolic self), and most im portantly A r this discussion, are
skewed toward a heterosexual norm. Religious Ascourse includes not only a conception o f
the homosexual subject, located in a particular plane, but also the constructions o f God,
and even Ae heterosexual self deAned by what it is not.
Discourse begins w iA the central, idealized, and canonized projection o f the
heterosexual man. One may picture the image o f a heterosexual man lite ra lly projected
onto a great screen in A e sky, along w iA vast other magisterial images such as that o f
God. Thus, we hear arguments that homosexual relationships are against God's w ill,
unnatural, and even disgusting. One must realize that Ae AundaAon o f much o f the
AscriminaAon against homosexuals is based in religious dogma, that, most im portantly, is
its e lf a social construcAon serving spedAc funcAons. The Judeo-ChrisAan concepAon o f
A e God up in the sky can be criAqued on the basis o f Ae ways this dogma inAuences our
society in patriarchical ways that A vor a heterosexual norm. Church and state are
purportedly separated, but Ascursive lines continue to intersect.
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Conclusion
This new subject is inextricably bed to Ae postmodern shift m fam ily structure,
and is partially Armed in broader dd*ates over the idealized fam ily. Those holding tightly
to modernistic notions o f the A m ily also rd y upon essentialized gender expectations, and
view homosexuals as existh% bdow Ae borders o f appropiiatœess. As fam ilies A il to At
the nuclear mold and clashes appear in news articles, a new space anerges A r the
homosexual adopter. As legislators release myopic notions o f the nmdem Aunily, the new
postmodern A m ily gains social recogniAon.
In this chapter I addressed my main research question about the ArmaAon o f a
new discursive ami sodal space A r gays as adoptive parents. Using the Babets case in
Massachusetts and the current L o fA n case in Florida to demonstrate Ae Ascourses
produced when homosexuals petition to foster or adopt children, I errploy the
methodological tools o f ardiaeology (aw /bcer q f emergeMce, uwAorfAes q/^dk/WArfroM,
gridk q^ .yeci/îcaAw f, and .gxxcer q f dksenaw r) to analyze discursive asserAons about the
ideal American A m ily aixl about homosexuals role w ithin it. I tp p ly a FoucaulAan,
poststructural perspective to the Babets and LoAon cases and look A r mdicaAons o f the
producAon o f discourses about the emerging sexual suhgect.
The discursive line that opposes that o f the homosexual as an adoptive parent
posits the ideal heterosexual parent, which is based on the noAon o f homosexuals as
sexual pwverts existing on the outskirts o f society. Queer theorist denounce this
inside/outside model as overly sim plistic and A r its corrplete lack o f atterxAtm to the
signiAcance o f deAniAons based on diAerence. Queer theorists diaHenge not only the
noAon o f homosexuals as outsiders (as i f there is an inside) but also the cat% orizaAon o f
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homosexual its e lf (which can be difBcult legally and politically in attempts to commandeer
the status o f a subject class). Denying certain subjects privileges based on these
dassiAcations makes little sense.
Through the analysis o f the Babets case, the Florida "Adoptive Home AM)licaAon"
and its lim ited and heteronormative answer categories, and Ae statements made by Randy
B all about gender and religion on Ae A w reA ne telecast, I And a common construction o f
the gay rights agenda as oppositional to the welAre o f children. Seen in Ae essentialized
geraler expectations placed uptm idealized caretakers and the outright denial o f cetain
privAeges, I And the current cwmutsKznog to be based on homosexuals as a distinctive,
sexualized species. For example, in the Babets case some nei^A ors expressed their
tolerance A r Babets alternative liA atyle (read sexual practices) but that the placemart o f
childrar w iA Babets and Jean was bdow some bourxlary line. ThereAre, there is an
acceptance A)r Babets and Jean to eqxress themsdves sexually, but outrage when dnldm r
are inserted into t k picture. A this diapter I have idortiAed arW analyzed constructions o f
homosexuals by Aose wAo oppose placing childrœ w iA them as: prim arily sexualized;
inctpable o f taking tm the role o f caretake^ in a Annly; engaging in urmatural and immoral
acts that may corrupt children; and as A ilin g to display gender identiAcation properly.
Yet, a new, more corrplexly woven subject is ^p a re n t m statements made by a
synpathedc journalists in the Babets case (Doten) and the wdxsite that serve to A rm a less
sexualized, more Am ily-oriented homosexual subject posiAon. SpeciAcaDy, in the
argument presented in court in the LoAon case (157 F.Supp.Zd 1372, *1383) that children
are actuaUy better served by being permanently adopted by homosexuals indicates a new
discursive line in which the homosexual as an adoptive parent is coded as saA A r chilAen.
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As Foucault argues, once an object is found w ithin a discursive Aamewodc, grzdk q f
Anther ddineate the object into increasingly sntaAer parts; here the
homosexual as a generalized pedes is now speciAed into A e sexualized homosexual o f
the gay rights movement, and the newer spedAcaAon as an adopAve parent. Most
inportantly, I And an active resistance to this seen m the new coding o f homosexuals as
Athers wAo are "just happy to be th d r dad" (Roger Croteau). The lethimstay.com wdxdte
codes Steve and Roger as prim arily &müy onented, thus constructing another g rn f q/^
A r homosexual subjects. I And rhetonc m support o f homosexuals as
adoptive parents (as produced by Rosie O 'D onndl and lethimstay.com) constructing
horrKxsexuals as Aose who put d n ld ra i's needs beAre A d r own.
B uilding on these Andings, ch p te r Ave analyzes the power held by certain
authoriAes to deAne homosexuality in parAcular ways (as seem in Cox) and to request
addiAonal and standardized testing (to detam ine speciAed deviants likelihood o f molesting
children) A r those wAo do not claim the proper sexual onentaAon (asm the Pima County
case).
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CHAPTERS

THROUCm THE GAZE OF POWER
We have seen the discord between tl% discourse o f Ae nuclear A m ily (w iA Ae
embedded sex and gender expectations) and A e newly em aging postmodern A m ily
structures. Now I w ill turn to the mechanisms o f pow a and control exerted w ithin speciAc
cases to A u A a explore the aq/bce

emagence existing A r pardculady Aamed subjects.

SpedAcally, I A)cus on the structurally rdnA rced gaze through w h id i certain authorities
view homosexuals a tta in tin g to adopt. This chapta explores Foucault's concepAon o f
pow a and mechanisms o f control by peciAcally analyzing statements made by Ae court
in the Pima County case and the Charles B case. The Pima County case I analyze in this
c lu p ta depicts the batAe o f the state and the spedAcally constructed bisexual applicant,
w hile the case o f Charles B explicitly illustrates the disharmony between the discourse on
adopAons and the discourse on homosexuality.
I Arst look at jusAAcaAons of&red by Aose who daned the bisexual p p lica n t's
peAAon to adopt in Pima County, which explicitly placed his sexuality as the Arem ost
matter o f concern. Denial was A irA er jusAAed through rhetonc about 'the best interests o f
the d rild .' I present the arguments o f tria l court Judge Philip Fahringer and the opposing
interpretaAons and construcAon o f A e bisexual ^ lic a n t as of&red by Pleading Judge

102
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Howard. Careful archaeological analysis illustrates the very situational and even misguided
logic leading to what become reiAed rulings, as seen in the A llow ing case. How is this
judge Aaming the applicant as he converses w ith him?
In A e Ch&des B case I analyze Ae opposition o f Ae "gay agenda" and A e wel&re
o f ch ild ra i and A e concerns that arise vAen a homosexual is granted the ability to adopt.
A this case, M r. B is accepted as an adopter and is characterized m parAcular ways that
inA rm my Ascussion o f the ever complex gridk o f .ÿxgcf/iazAoM A r homosexuals
I then move into a discxission o f the producAon o f sexuality by the detailed and
explicit dialogue o f the jusAces in the Cox case in order to furA er Ae Foucaultian anArepressive Aesis (The H istorv o f SexuahtvY I analyze A e construcAon o f normative and
deviant sexuality amd the desire to properly socialize children to become heterosexual
adults. I analyze the judges in Cox as ont/KxrArgf o f dk/rmrnAo» over legislated sexuality.
A line w iA Foucault's inâght into the situaAonal nature o f power, this chapter
analyzes the sodal mechanisms o f control by w A d i certam subjects are able to promote
statements that thm signiAcantly alter A e outcome o f given cases. The general
jusAAcaAon fo r court room l% al ddxate is the promoAon o f a raAonal, w ell-inArm ed
ruling. However, raAonality is also a s tra t^ ic deployment that reiAes whatever localized,
Aghly moralisAc and ethically-based ju A d a l dedsion is made. Foucault challenges logic
and reason as he promotes a transgression Aom common linguisAc Aames. For Foucault it
is this raAonal compartmentalizaAon o f subjects withm Ascursive ArmaAons (produced by
onA ariA gj o f dkAnAüAo») that must be illum inated A order to transgress such
categoiizaAons. To view debates as the actual clashing o f discursive ArmaAons allows us
to Aen Asengage Aom A e lure o f pure reason and raAonality, and to see the ediAcaAon o f
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statements made by particularly powerful people. Once a ruling is given, it becomes Aen a
potential reference A r all related future cases. A judge's ruling, then, becomes ediAed as
an original text.

Pima County Meets the Bisexual Adoptive Parent
7%e

Zkmfy A d r covered a case in which a bisexual peAAoner was found

"unacceptable" to adopt in an arAcle title d "C ourt Upholds Denial o f AdopAon by
Bisexual," (Turner 1986) that did not receive naAonal coverage. This arAcle addresses the
ddxate over wheAer sexual onentaAon was the m ^or reason A r the rqecAon o f this
bisexual man's peAAon to adopt.^
Judge Fahringer, who heard arguments in this case, argues that"A e man lived
alone, had held at least dght jobs in 11 years, had sought counseling fo r perscmal problems
repeatedly and had a "lim ited" A m ily support system" (Turner 1986). The Arst bolded
subheading o f the news arAcle reads "A ll evidence was in A vo r" and implies that the
bisexual ^xplicant probably should have beœ accepted as an adoptive parent. Under this
subheading, the response is given to the previous dem ogr^hic characterizations, "[. ..] he
is AnandaHy secure w iA a $32,240 annual salary, has substantial expenence as a
counselor, is a big brother in B ig Brothers o f Tucson and regularly baby-sat the sons o f a
couple vAo knew o f his bisexuality but who s till designated him as their sons' guardian in
case o f their deaths" (Turner 1986).

^ Jn (AgAAaer q f Ae

in fim n Grwniy Arweniie yfcAon

(727 P R . 2d 830

Arizona Supreme Court, Aug. 30, 1985)
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Here we see this petitioner Arst diaracterized in a disparaging manner by Judge
Fahringer, Judge Hathaway, and Judge Fernandez (who held the m ^o rity opinion) and
Aen held up by Judge Howard as a responsible member o f the community. An analysis o f
this 1986 Pima County case oAers insight into parAcular statements deployed on each
side, which I then connect to my larger project o f understanding the construcAon o f the
homosexual adoptive subject.
Turner, the journalist, continues by exqxlaining that Judge Philip Fahringer was very
concerned about the lack o f discussion regarding "wheAer the man had a sexual interest in
boys" (1986). D irectly undemeaA this statement about the concerns over sexual interest
in children, a bolded and enlarged subheading reads "Concerns called appropriate," that, if
a casual reader did not read on, could be seen as an afBrmaAon o f the above concens
about sexual molestaAon (T u rw r 1986)
I f one continues, he or A e w ill soon read that the court "was «qxpropriatdy
concerned about a child's reaction on learning o f his adoptive parent's bisexuality, the lack
o f spedAcs about the man's employment history, and the cause and degree o f depression
he sufkred in 1973 and 1974" (Tunm r 1986). A caseworker also "expressed concerm "
about the lack o f a support network, but that Ae peAAoner could "resolve Aiture problems
through counseling" (Turner 1986). Is there discussion o f this "depression" possiWy as a
reqxxnse to his disempowered posiAon, and lack o f A m ily support? Was this peAAoner
expected to attend counseling sessions (w h id i assumes the problan originates Aom him)
because o f his bisexuality? I w ill address these quesAons in a moment.
How concerned was the court about the petiAoners bisexuality? AAer tria l court
Judge Philip Fahringer, in the onginal hearing, "ceiAAed applicant as being unacceptable"
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to adopt, the applicant appealed his ruling. Despite supportive testimony given by the
caseworker and the in itia l rqxxrt ly the Arizona Department o f Economic Security that
recommended certiScation Axr adoption, in 1986 the Arizona Court o f Appeals court
found him (again) "nonaccqxtable." The Court o f Appeals o f Arizona also Aund, among
othe^ things, the "^ p lic a n t was bisexuaT (727 P.2d. 830). The appellate courts'
affirm ation o f the lower courts ruling rested upon the qxpKcants sexuality, as sear in this
excerpt:
However, we believe appdlant's ambivalence in his sexual preference was very
rqxpropriatdy a concern o f the court. As we have stated previously, A e prim ary
concern o f the court, to the exclusion o f all else, is the best interest and w dA re o f
a iy child. Certainly the sexual orientation o f one w iio petiAons to be cerAAed as
acceptable to adopt a child is a A ctor to be reviewed and evaluated by the court.
CerAAcaAons o f acceptability A r adopAon should not be lig h tly undertaken. (834)
BeAre I further amilyze statements about the generalized best interests o f "any
chnd," I o f^ ^xeciAc textual evidence o f the courts preoccupaAon w iA Ae applicants
sexuality The lowe^ and appdlate courts' concerns w iA his bisexuality are conmstently
placed as the Arst statement in a grouping o f concerns over his personal li& . "That
applicant is bisexual, that he lives alone and is onployed [...]" (833). His Asexuality is not
buned between the sakences about his enqxloyment and A m ily support system, rather, it is
blatantly placed above a ll other statements about his personal liA :
PaiAoner is a bisexual individual who has had, and may have in the future, sexual
rdaAonships w iA members o fb o A sexes; he presently lives alone and is enqxloyed
w iA [applicant's employer]. (832)
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The wording "Petitioner is a bisexual" is also very interesting in its apparent
assumpAon o f an essential state o f being based on sexual onentaAon. The word "a" in
Aont o f "bisexual" emphasizes bisexuality as a distincAve and useful category. This
constructs him as Arem ost and Andamentally a sexual being, which I argue runs counter
to the m ythical and Puritan noAon that parental Agures are (or should be as close as
possible to being) asexual.
As also evidenced in the language o f the Flonda's applicaAon A r adopAon,
heterosexuality becomes a deAult to which normal people A ll; this cat% oiy is naturalized
and not coded as exqxliciAy sexualized in companson to homosexuality and bisexuality.
Heterosexuals attempting to adopt posses a socially non-threatening sexual onentaAon
that is not viewed as an all-deAning characterisAc o f A e person; this deAuk category
(arguably perceived by adopAon agencies as almost asexual in companson w iA Ae
sexualized homosexual) raises no concerns over the possible molestaAon o f children who
may be placed in homes w iA "active" heterosexuals who "may have in the future" certain
sexual rdaAons.
A response to concerns over prejudice, Ae m ^onty opinion illustrates A e attempt
to distance A e ruling Aom any bias against a parAcular subject class, and instead states
that the ^p lic a n t was denied because o f his "conduct "
The A ct that appellant is bisexual is not unlawful nor, standing alone, does it
render him unAt to be a parent. It is homosexual conduct which is proscribed [...].
Appellant tesAAed that k was possible that he at some future Ame w ould have
some type o f homosexual relaAonship w kh anoAer man even wkh the placement
o f a child in his home. He also tesAAed that he did not believe the possibility o f
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continued homosexual activity would have an adverse eGect on a child that he may
adopt. It would be anomalous fo r the state on the one hand to declare homosexual
conduct unlawful and on A e other create a parent aAer that proscribed model, in
effect qiproving that standard, inim ical to the natural A m ily, as head o f a statecreated fam ily. (835)
Here I And concern w iA "future" sexual activity "even w iA " a child in the home.
Again, this concern does not carry over to heterosexual sex "even w iA " children residing
in Ae same house. This indicates a bias in gaze that renders homosexuals deviant, then
justifying certain denials o f legitimacy.
Presiding Judge Howard dissented, and argued that Ae ^p lic a n t's bisexuality was
Ae reason fo r his unacceptability, and that Ae applicant's sexual orientation should not
have carried such signiAcance. He discredited Ae sentiment that the applicant's bisexuality
was not a prim ary consideration given it is blatantly stated that "the state may not "create"
a A m ily w iA a homosexual parent" (835).
Certain mkAonAgj

dk/fmzkzAoM explicitly and bluntly express Ae nuyority

opinion and argue that the state w ill not do anything that may be construed as "approving
that standard" o f homosexual adopAon because it is not only in conAict w iA Arizona's
statutes against sodomy, but also that homosexual adopAon is hostile to the "natural
A m ily ." The discourse o f the natural A m ily refers, in reality, to a very lim ited form that
JudiA Stacey argues is in decline. As Aese auAoriAes dismiss the new A rm as "hostile,"
they in eSect characterize Ae postmodern fam ily as hostile to Ae modem A m ily Arm .
This debate is larger than a dAate over a single petiAoners denial o f the nght to adopt, it
speaks to Ae generalized surface that would not legitim ate A e postmodern A m ily.
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So far I have shown this unacceptable subject is Armed by a

that Avors

A e nuclear fam ily and noAons o f bisexuals as boA overly sexual and deviant. The noAon
that the state Aould not purposefully mold a A m ily w iA homosexual parental Agures
lends to A e argument that Ae discourse o f A e state, as promoting an idealized and
legitim ated Arm , clashes w iA the discourse o f A e homosexual who is deviant.
Again, we see the deploym oit o f A e modem nudear A m ily as Ae ideal type, this
is not surprising given that this parAcular A m ily A rm is normalized in this current
histoncal moment in American sodety. B ut, as Stacey points out, this modem fam ily
structure can be cnAqued A r gender essentialism (in the division o f labor), contributing to
economic inequaliAes (through inheritance laws) and ulAmatdy A r Ae underlying
assumpAon that it is the only viable A rm (1990). Can a fam ily based on an alternative
structure bond as w ell as the children and parents w ithin a nuclear Am ily?
Judge Philip Fahringer is unsure, according to his statements. A t one point during
the review hearing, the judge stated: "I'm more concemed w iA Ae bonding or whatever
you want to call it, relaAonship that might ultim ately exist or not exist because o f the
sexual situaAon" (837). The noAon that "bonding" only occurs between parAcularly
molded Am ilies (based on sexual Aes) explicitly speaks to Ae intersecAon o f sex and
gender as criAcal indicators o f a legitim ated fam ily. Is being a member o f a parAcularly
molded (heterosexual) A m ily always best A r children? Through his gaze, this applicant is
not only a sexual threat to children but also lacks the ability to bond. Are his concerns w iA
"bonding" reliant upon some essenAalzed noAon o f gender by which women are better
able to bond w iA children? W ould he have the same concerns if a lesbian peAAoned to
adopt?
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I now turn to a discussion on Ae oAen cited 'best interests o f Ae child' criterion in
order A analyze its deploymok. This criterion has been ciitiqued A r its vahie-laden
assumptions. "The largely vacuous and vahie-laden best interests o f the child standard
enables courts A deny adoptions by lesbians and gays based A le ly on grounds o f sexual
orientaAon" (AppeH 2001:77).^ This very subjective oite non has been criAqued as being
deployed as a rationale w hor in A ct, hidden bias nmy be at w oA . "Because the bestinterest argument clearly lacks applicable standards, the choice is leA to social woAers
and the judiciary-w iA p o ta itia lly honaopbobic attitudes, not necessarily the child's best
interest, guiding the placem ait decision" (Ryan 2000:519).
"Gay agenda" is set as opposing the w dA re o f the child, as described by dissenting
Judge Howard. "The judge eqrressed concern w iA three main topics: wheAer appdlant
would "prosdyAze" homosexuality A a child and whether he is invrkved in gay rights
organizaAons; wdieAer an rqipropriate parent child bond could be created w iA a bisexual
or homosexual adoptive parent; and wheAer appdlant's interest in children includes an
unnatural o r abnormal sexual interest o r intent" (Howard 1986:837).

^ The Nexus test is a more egalitarian to o l A r evahiaAon: "The nexus test, used in the
best interests o f the child analysis, requires the establishment o f a dear connecAon or
"nexus" between a parent's or prospective parent's acAons and harm to the child. Thus,
the parent's sexual orientaAonper se, should assume no relevance in a custody,
visitation, or adopAon rqrplicaAon determinaAon" f www. lambdaleeal.orel This assumes
the best interest o f the child is not directly rdated to a caretakers sexuality, which
depicts a merging o f these once opposiAonal noAons.
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As Judge Howard points out. Judge Fahringo^ interacted w ith the petitioner in
such a way as to indicate his construction o f this man as a sexual pervert. Through
Fahringer's gaze, the petitioner became ovedy sexualized. W ould a heteusexual man
attemptin g to adopt a daughto" be subjected to such scrutiny? Because bisexuality is
associated w ith overt sexuality, Fahringer's contemptuous gaze indicates the
fAsKMszow between notions o f sexuality and o f d n ld re i Heterosexuals can be sexual
w ithout ever colouring such imagery.
In orda- to deny that the applicant engaged in activiAes commonly associated w ith
'deviant sexuality,' testimony was ofkred directly addressing such concerns. This
testinaony also served A carve out a new subject posiAon o f one wdio is diGerak Gom Ae
Gamboyant homosexual; Aere now exists one who is not A e sexualized homosexual,
which, Gom a FoucaulAan perspective, depicts the ever growing complexity o f the gndk q f
o f the homosexual species.
I And it very signiGcark that the witness tesAGed the appdlant was not ovaAy
sexual, was not pmmiscuously or GamboyanAy homosexual, did not Gequent any bars, and
was not active in gay nghts groups. W ould the sim ilar statements need A be uttered if a
heterosexual was attempting A adopt?
Appellant tesAGed that he believed it in^ipropriate A display sexual activities in
Gont o f children or A inGuence the child's sexual onentaAon in the manner suggested by
the court. [...] The cm irt's concerns r^a rd in g acAvism or proselytizing were not borne
out o f the evidence in this case, rather, may serve to hold the Good walls regarding
normaAve sexuahty. 'T te st^eotype o f gays as sex-crazed maniacs GmcAons socially A
keep im iividuals' sexuality contained" (M ohr 1988:25).
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The increasingly specialized mechanisms o f social control, in a way Foucault
would And revealing, can be seen in the stated need to continue to m onitor A e applicant
and subject him to speciAed testing. "The court noted that alAough the appellant was
w illin g to seek professional "guidance" if it were necessary to help an adopted child "deal
w iA " appellant's sexual orientation, Aere would be "no meAod by which A e court or any
state agency could require that such guidance be sought" once the adoption had been
Analized (NAshra 1996:117-8). Extremely unusual actions were taken by the court,^
illustrative o f speciAc and increasing structural obstacles Ae applicant deemed a deviant
was Arced to survive, as noted by Ricketts and Achtenberg:
Upon discovering that the department had recommended an admitted bisexual, Ae
judge took the unusual step o f appointing independent counsel to represent boA
the court and the class o f children that could potentially be adopted by Ae
^p lica n t. The judge's actions appeared to be premised on Ae threat to children
Wnch he believed was posed by Ae ^rplicant because o f his sexual orientation.
During A e hearing, the judge asked Ae qrplicant whether he would molest a child
placed in his custody or would attempt to "convert" a child to homosexuality. [. ..]
He also asked [the agency w orker] to And out i f Aere was a test that could be
given to the applicant to determine wheAer he would molest a child. This line o f
inquiry seemed to have been prompted solely by the judge's antipathy toward

^ The Court o f Appeals o f Arizona found that in the original case private counsel
should not have been hired by the juvenile court, but that this error was "harmless" and
should not discount A e Anding o f unacceptability.
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homosexuals as a group, by his obvious dislike o f Ae applicant, and by his total
ignorance o f issues o f sexual orientation as they relate to one's qualiAcaAons to be
a parent (or, in this case, an adoptive parent). (1987:94-5)
As quoted by disserting Judge Howard (who pointed out the inheent bias in the
C ourt's line o f questioning) the Court also inquired "D o you feel that you have any
unusual urge or any unusual sexual attraction to younger boys? Do you feel A e absence o f
any urge toward younger boys?" The court was highly interested in administering tests, if
Aey existed, to see if he had a sexual interest in children. This desire A r some
standardized, legitimated sequence o f questions that would somehow pinpoint Ae devil in
Ae midst, needed only because Ae ^rplicant is bisexual, shows A e discom Art w iA the
newly Armed mold o f the bisexual adoptive parent and the mechanized and increaangly
bureaucratic response to what is perceived as deviant.
From an archaeological stance, this desire to require certain 'deviants' to pass tests
not administered to the norm al' is evidence o f particular authorities who have the power
to locate subjects according to a structural hierarchy; this specialized treatment o f sexual
deviants is based on deep Aunded constructions o f the danger Aey pose to societal order
(in that they do not abide proper sexual regulations) and to children in particular.
Mechanisms o f control are wielded by the Judge; he calls A r a standardized test to
determine the levds o f deviance. This insistence A r increasingly rigorous testing can be
seen in a FoucaulAan light (1977 Discipline and Punishl.
Aterestingly enough, in A e next case (/»

M zAer

Ae

q/" CAwJgf

B ) the judges also wished to incorporate specialized mechanisms o f control to handle the
melange o f possible problems that may arise i^ in the hypoAeAcal, a homosexual was to
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adopt a d iild . The judges even refer to the Pima County case as evidence that it would be
diAScult A standardize AUow-up evaluations o f Ae situation once the adoption was
Analized A make sure the participants aigage in counseling ( if necessary). Again we see
Ae medianisms o f social control Foucault emphasizes in his w ork in Ae constant attempt
to m onitor, A r extended periods o f time, those deemed deviant.

Adoption and Hmnosexuality as Clashing Formations:
The Case o f Charles B
The only national coverage o f the Charles B case was a A^v short sentences in
[A&4 Tbdby on September 22, 1988, unde the general Ohio news secAon:
NEW ARK - State Appeals Court next wedc wiA hear Licking County
agency's objecAons A homosexual's adopAon o f boy, 7. Court records
id e n tic chAd as Charles B, homosexual as M r. B. ..
This case involves one man's struggle A adopt a young boy w iA leukenna and
learning disaWAAes.^ A fter bang ^p rove d in tria l court, on appeal M r. B was denied the
right to adopt Charles based on arguments given by The Licking County Department o f
Human Savices.
In the F ifA D istrict Court o f ^rpeals o f Ohio, the Dqrartm ent argued, "A s a
matter o f law, it is not in the best interest o f a seven (7) year old male chAd to be placed
A r adopAon into the home o f a pair o f adult male homosexual lovers" (1988 W L 119937).

^ Ar the M zAer q f the
re

q/^CAw/cf E. (1988 W L 119937 (Ohio App. 5 D ist ); In

q/^CAw/ef B (50 Ohio St.3d 88, 552 N.E.2d 884).
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The same sentence could also sound disturbing if it was w ritten: As a matter o f law, it is
not in A e best interest o f a seven (7) year old male child to be placed A r adoption into the
home o f a pair o f adult male and Amale sexual lovers. This also strikes one iniûally as
breaking the w all o f intergeneraAonal sex (Rubin 1993), and seems that the child w ill be a
part o f or at least exposed to some A rm o f sexual acts. We see A e emphasis placed on
sexuality in the original sentence about the "male homosexual lovers." The repeated (and
uimecessary) use o f the word "male" in A st describing the "male child" and then Ae "male
homosexual lovers" draws a connection between A e child's sex as Ae same as that o f the
homosexuals, that Aen inqrlies concerns about sexual molestation. Again, as in Ae Pima
County case (when A e appellant was questioned about his interest in children), I And
concerns raised about homosexuals that would not be raised about, A r example, a
heterosexual (who is actively sexual) attempting to adopt a child o f the opposite sex.
Heterosexuals, as belonging to the normative group, are immune to sexual stigma while
homosexuals are Aminized and sexualized.
One cannot place Ae word "sexual" in A e same sentence that so bluntly
emphasizes the child's age w ithout generating w orry over in^ypropriate cross-generational
sex. This indicates a cultural anxiety about sex in general, and spedAcally about sex in
relaAon to children. Sex must be regulated by the fam ily unit, and must be perceived as
properly controlled. Homosexual caretakers are seen as breaking sexual boundaries. Those
who do not engage in proper sex and gender perArmance, Aen, are not seen as
legitimated gatekeepers o f children's sexuality. Questions emerge regarding how
children's sexuality w ill be managed in homosexual homes, while in heterosexual
(normaAve) homes this process often remains unarAculated, and concerns do not anse.
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D uring the appeal, Ae Department also argued that M r. B did not At Ae mold
created by the agency; he could not meet their individualized and highly stringent
requirements that Chades be placed w iA "a fam ily o f tw o parents w iA older siblings, at
least one o f which would be male; a A m ily w iA a child-centered life style; a couple w ith
deAnite parenting experience, prefdably w iA adopAon expenence; parents w iA proven
ability w iA dealing w iA behavior disorder issues; a fam ily that is open to counseling; and a
fam ily that demonstrates an ability to deal w iA learning disabiliAes, speech problems, and
medical problems" (887). The appellee oGered only one witness, and she argued that M r.
B did not meet Ae above requirements. These requirements are obviously indicaAve o f our
current ideal o f Ae modem nuclear fam ily. This lis t o f requirements are also value-laden
w ith assumpAons about gender, as seen in Ae statement requiring Charlie to have an older
sibling that is "preferable male." Is this really the best, and only, fam ily structure A r
Charles, or is it possible that he could thrive w iA M r. B? I f we agree that alternate (to
modem) Aunily forms can inspire rewarding relaAonships and A ster the development o f
children, this Avors a postmodern view o f fam ily as able to be expressed in many ways
(through numerous non-nuclear forms). A shiA in modernist noAons o f gender, sexuality,
and fam ily is Aen in order.
A Ae

dÿ&sgngroM, are the discursive statements about homosexuality

(that focus on overt and deviant sexuality) actually "hostile" and "inherenAy m utually
exclusive" to the discursively constructed concepAons o f adopAon (that stnve A r idealized
fam ily structures fo r A e best interest o f the child)? Apparently, according to A e ^zpellate
court's esAmaAon o f A e issues involved in Ae Charles B case, "A our opinion, the
concept o f homosexuality and adopAon are so inherently mutually exclusive and
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inconsistent, if not hostile, that the legislature never considered it necessary to enact an
express ine lig ibility provision" (1988 W L 119937). This splitting o f homosexuality Gom
the natural fam ily indicates a sharp/wm r q f

that must be addressed if a new

space is to develop after this collision.
How w ill the court balance Ae converging yet desperate discourses o f Ae
homosexual and o f the proper adoptive parent? An indication is oGered, "The polestar that
must guide this court is what is best A r the child, not what is best A r the petitioner. A this
context, so-called "gay rights" are irrelevant. Our focus must be upon wdiat is best A r Ae
child" (1988 W L 119937 (Ohio App. 5 D ist.) This indicates a construction o f Ae "gay
agenda" as opposiAonal to A e best interests o f the child. Later, along a sim ilar line, it is
stated "The so-called "gay lifestyle" is patently mcompaAble w iA the manifest spirit,
purpose and goals o f adopAon. [. ..] Announced homosexuality defeats Ae goals o f
adopAon." This construcAon o f homosexuality as completely anAAeAcal to the goals o f
adopAon is depicted as so common-sensical that it was too incredible a scenario to even
have e q )licitly stated statutes against it. It was unthinkable; this scenario warranted no
dd)ate.
A this sentiment Aere exists an image o f Ae gay nghts acAvist who is so
consumed w iA self-realizaAon and self-e)q)ression that he o r A e becomes detrimental to
society (which must conGol sexuality through sublimaAon). This gay nghts activist, as a
sexual deviant, cannot logically provide proper and conGoUed sexual role-modeling.
ThereAre, we see the emergence m later cases, like the case currenAy m Honda (Lq/iow v.
Aeam ty), o f texts that acAvely produce Ae gay potential adopters as less sexual and as
concemed prim arily w iA caretakmg. The rhetonc o f the 'best interests o f A e child' is now
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(as evidenced on the website lethimstay.com) used in an argument that a child should stay
w ith homosexual caretakers, w hile historically this rhetoric was used to oppose these
arrangements.
In 1989 the case o f Charles B came before the Supreme Court o f Ohio. This
agency, as paraphrased in the judgement, stated (50 Ohio St.3d 88, 552 N.E.2d 884) "h
could never be in a child's best interest to be adopted by a person such as M r. B " (886).
The "such as" could only be in reference to his sexual orientation, fo r M r. B was an
afBuent pro&ssional in a stable relationship who had a personal bond established w ith
Charles. The "such as" must reference his only m inority status, which his entire existence
is then reduced to.
A fter debating the issue, "The Supreme court held that proposed adoption was in
the best interest o f the child, even though the adoptive parent was a homosexual" (884).
O f course, the choice o f the words "even though" obviously denotes that whatever follow s
is a detriment. Here again we see the statement wias "a homosexual" that assumes an
essential subject position based solely on sexual orientation. The court "im p licitly admitted
that it would be in the seven-year-old leukemia victim 's best interest to be adopted by his
gay psychologist" (The Editors o f the Harvard Law Review 135).
The assumption that a homosexual parent could not provide an ideal home was
realized to be 6 u lty in the case o f Charles B. Overwhelming evidence was presented about
the strong bond between M r. B and Charles, and o f the child's own wish to be placed w ith
the only consistent and supportive Ggure in his very difBcuk li& . Although M r. B and
Charles B were Gnally permitted to become a legal & m ily, the path leading to this
resolution was tumultuous. In this resolution I End the form ation o f a new space fo r M r. B
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as a supportive ûgure w ith a strong "bond" w ith a child, which emphasizes his ability to
care fo r Charles and downplays his sexuality; discourse has merged to produce a new
subject in the grwf

o f homosexuals.

O f course, not all were pleased w ith this outcome. In her biting dissent o f the
approval by the Supreme Court o f Ohio, Judge A lice Robie Resnick stated "When a
homosexual seeks to adopt a minor, a tria l court must have before it sufhcient evidence to
show that the prospective parent's homosexuality w ill not have an adverse effect on the
minor. The prospective parent must present evidence demonstrating that his or her
homosexuality w ill not harm the child. Likewise, the party opposing the adoption by a
homosexual must also submit evidaice establishing not only that the homosexuality o f the
adopting parent had or w ill have an effect on the child, but also that the ef&ct is or w ill be
harm ful" (890).
Judge Resnick's focus on homosexuality as what should be at the core o f aU legal
arguments runs counter to the deconstruction o f the category o f homosexual offered by
queer theorists. This adoption case should not be about the elaboration o f sexual
orientation debates, but the suitability o f the match between M r. B and Charles. To argue
that M r. B should defend his homosexuality is to pinpoint his m inority status as alldehnitive (as if being on the outside is part o f his essential nature), as if it is his most
im portant characteristic. As alluded, this reasoning is also based on the inside/outside
model currently challenged by some in academia. This kind o f identity reduction is
precisely what motivates queer theorists. Instead o f allowing the transformation o f this
subject. Resnick wishes M r. B to defend him self &om the fw sition o f previous codes
associated w ith the generalized homosexual.
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Judge Resnick then argued that certain evidence pointed to a speciûc harm M r. B 's
homosexuality would in flic t upon Charles. She stated, "To place Charlie in an environment
w ith a homosexual who is engaged in a homosexual relationship is not in the best interest
o f the child" due to an increased probability that Charlie could be exposed to HTV The
6 c t that H IV is not spread through casual contact was completely ignored, as was the fact
that M r. B tested negative. Despite this. Resnick argued that M r. B falls w ithin "a highrisk population fo r A ID S ," when in fact, he does not. Her dissent ignores his affluence,
education, relationship status and Endings that pro&ssional, monogamous homosexual
men actually have 6 r less incidence o f HTV infection than other segments o f the
population. Again, as the grrdk

denote a new type (and the fem inization

and stigma o f promiscuity attached to the sexualized homosexual loses ground) there must
be a shift in coding to recognize the homosexual as a safe fam ily man. Regardless, it is
ridiculous to argue that Charles has a higher chance o f being infected w ith a virus that M r.
B does not even have. She w rote "W hy place a child whose immune system has already
been altered in such an environment?" (891). It is as if she worries that the deviance that
characterized M r B w ill infect Charles. She also argues that Charles "M ental and physical
problems [. ..] could be exacerbated by this type o f a lifestyle" (891). What type o f
lifestyle? M r. B and his partner are research scholars. And in what ways could Charlie's
problems be exacerbated? She offers no further elaboration.
The Guardian Ad Litem , in arguing that Charlie be placed w ith M r. B, addressed
the issue o f the convergence o f sexuality and child-rearing, and stated, "Granted that a socalled "gay-lifestyle" is patently incompatible w ith manifest spirit, purpose, and goals o f
adoption, all adult male homosexuals do not pursue a "gay-lifestyle" anymore than all
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aduk male heterosexuals pursue a "swingers-ldestyle" (9). In other words, M r. B and M r.
K ., his partner, did not Gt the mold, and marked the beginning o f a new discourse on the
homosexual who is not characterized by sexuality. M r. B occupied a new subject position,
a contested stance never before seen in history that merges disparate notions in a unique
way. In the follow ing case^, I further analyze the power o f discourse in the framing o f the
sexual subject.

Against the Repressive Hypothesis:
The Cox Cases
P rior to the w idely publicized Lofton case, others have challenged the Florida
statute (on the grounds o f equal protection, due process, and the right to privacy) created
in 1977 that blatantly bars homosexuals &om adopting (but does not Earbid fostering).

^ The ACLU Erst challenged the statute in 1990 in Seebol v Farie, 16 Fla. L. W eekly C52
(16* Cir. Ct. Mar. IS, 1991). The ACLU later Eled Jbw cf IK
FTwzdb

wKf Jk/wAfAAtfrvg

v.

(627 So.2d atl215 n.6.)

which found the statute unconsEtuEonal. This was appealed and overturned in FTondü
7 q/"

& TgeAaAf/AüAve

v. Cox (627 So. 2d 1210). The ACLU

fq)pealed the Supreme Court o f Florida in 1995 w ith Cox v. D ept q/^.HeaAA *
(656 So. 2d 902), which favored the ruling o f the D istrict
Court but sent certain issues back to be discussed by the circuit court (and became
Cox 656 So. 2d at 903). In late 1995 the case was voluntarily dismissed by Cox (Terl
2000:824). For a thorough history o f related cases in Florida, please see Terl, 2000.
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AAer the C ircuit Court o f Sarasota County ruled in 6 v o r o f James W Cox's
petition to edopt,^ the state o f Florida ^pealed. A t issue was the term "homosexual," and
who exactly Et this classiEcaEon. The D istrict Court o f Appeal ofFlonda, Second D istrict
held that the statute in question was "reason^ly construed by state agaicy to apply only
to applicants who w ae known to aigage in current, voluntary homosexual activity, was
not unconstitutionally vague w ith req>ect to tenn "homosexual" (1210). The D istrict
Court reversed the C ircuit Courts decision, and in 1995 the Supreme Court o f Florida
Ervored the decision o f the D istrict Court, and denied that the tria l court had the authority
to challenge the controversial statute. Because Cox voluntarily disclosed his
homosexuality, his argument that his right to privacy was violated by statute 63 .042(3)
was argued to be not com piling. As queer theorist Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick (1993:47)

^ According to Terl (2000:825), Florida Erst granted a license to Easter to a lesbian
named Sharon McCradcen w ithout a court battle. This never resulted in a crmtested
court case, and involved the granting o f the care taking role to a woman, vh ich may
involve an entirely different discursive ErrmaEon than which affect gay males. It is
interesting to note her heavily gendered deployments, vdndi warrant a study in its d f
McCracken states to a reporter when speaking o f her ability to "m other" a H IV
infected child, "And I am very proud to be a female. I never wanted to be anything
dse. And I'm a lady" (Bounds 1992: IB R ). Could it be that Florida granted a licence to
foster to a non- heterosexual because she happened to be "a lady"? As the discourse on
homosexuality intersected the ideal Eim ily, did ha^ gaider performance as a "lady"
(already associated w ith care taking) inEuence the outcome?
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eSectively argues, the law creates a "double-bind" that leaves subjects constantly
questioning whether or not to disclose their sexual orientation. It is in te r^tin g to view this
debate as informed by the current queer challenge to Exed identity posiEons given "the
Flonda statute does not deEne the term "homosexual," and there was a dispute as to
whether the legislature intended it to mean same-sex "sexual desire" or "sexual activity"
(M ishral996:114).
Beginning w ith the perceived necessity to force all subjects into one o f three
arbitrary categones (hetero/bi/homo) based on sexual onentaEon, legislators then take up
the task o f adequately deEning the category that is given the least ^p ro va l. AuthonEes
must carefully describe each gareralized characterisEc o f the deviant, thus creating a
binary disEncEon between them and us (the possessors o f the privileged onentaEons). This
structural split, enhanced and reiEed through a system o f language providing deEnable
terms, also reinforces the hierarchical ordering o f certain pnvileged positions
(heterosexuality) over other deviant posiEons (bisexuality, homosexuality). As the D istnct
Court o f Appeal ofFlonda focuses on the speciBc deEniEon o f the deviant subject
posiEon o f being a homosexual, it inherently assumes, in an essenEalist and fbundaEonal
move, that subjects possess Exed and base states able to be ordered and judged.
Drawing Aom yet another insight Eom queer theorists, we realize that normative
sexuality is nonexistent w ithout the ever-more detailed descnpEon o f what it is not. O f
course, in Cox the judges would not precisely deEne homosexuality fo r citizens because
they "did not need a deEniEon to know the nature o f the conduct that was being regulated
in the best interests o f children" (1214 Ei6). These antAanEef

dlgEmifoEo» do specify

that homosexuals "engage in current, voluntary homosexual acEvity" (1215).
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An alternate reading, based on FoucaulEan insight, offers insight into the Court's
discussion o f how to defne "homosexual." Instead o f focusing on how adequate their
w orking defnition is (although one can, too easily, offer instances that confuse their set
boundaries) it is more interesting to realize that this panel o fjudges, as they sat and
pondered the term "homosexual," were actively constructing normative and deviant
sexuality. For example. Lehr's articulation o f situaEonal power can be applied to the
power to deEne as exercised by the judges in Cox:
The power to deEne norm ality and to control people is exerted in m ultiple ways
and w ithin mulEple instituEonal structures, including those that encourage people
to enter into a speciEc farm o f 6 m ily by constructing other alternatives as
abnormal or deviant. What is most criEcal about this power is that people rarely
feel it as the exercise o f power OAen, the exerEon o f powa^ takes place through
professionals, that is through the power o f "experts" who deEne and enforce that
which is natural and normal. (1999:22)
The power o f language to simultaneously re i^ and constrain certain sexed
poâEons is a concern fo r poststructuralist and queer theorists. BuEer focuses on the
dynamics o f legal legiEmaEons o f very rigid ly constructed space fo r the sexed individual:
SpedEcally, how does the capacity o f the law to produce and constrain at once
play its e lf out in the securing fo r every body a sex, a sexed posiEon w ithin
language, a sexed posiEon which is in some sense presumed by any body who
comes to speak as a subject, an " I," one who is constituted through the act o f
taking its sexed place w ithin a language that insistenEy forces the quesEon o f sex?
(BuEer 1993:95)
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Language insists on placing a given subject into a lim ited array o f sexed positions,
that then also lim it and construct certain legal subjects. B utler's discussion o f the
production and constrains, the actual carving out o f a speciEc sexed position, indicates the
inEuence o f Foucault as an intellectual inEuaice. Rather than a repressive structure, the
legal system guarantees the continual supply o f spedEcally sexed subjects. "In particular,
how do we pursue the question o f sexuality and the law, where the law is not only that
which represses sexuality, but a prohibiEon that gemerufgj sexuality or, at least, compels
its direcEonalityT (BuEer 1993:95). Many systems o f discourse, induding the legal and
linguisEc, come together to Earm very speciEc sexual sulgects; interestingly, this discourse
is then internalized by the subjects themsdves, and others vb o treat them based on
discursive construcEons.
In applying Foucault's repressive hypothesis IH istorv o f SexualitvL we then see
that each detailed clariEcaEon, each sentaice posiEoniog certain sex acts as homosexual,
is not, as commonly thought, the mere repression o f such deviant acts. By sitting around
vividly descnbing acEons o f "the sex organs o f one person and the mouth or anus o f
another person o f the same gender," (in their discussion o f the now repealed New
Hampshire statue barring homosexual adopEon) these judges involved in the Cox case
engaged in active reconstrucEon o f normative sexuality.
For example, if tw o persons o f the same sex routinely stimulate each others
genitals, through genital to genital contact, or hand to genital contact, or by means o f a
sexual toy, they would not, under this deEniEon, be considered to be engaging in
homosexual actively. Regardless, the Erct that these legislators are Exing their legitim ated
and legally enEarced gazes on spedEcally denounced sexual acts is o f most intngue:
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N ot only is proper gender identiEcadon o f concern Ear courts in Rorida, but also
that children have proper socialization "in the transiEon to heterosexual adulthood"
(1220). The judges in Cox argue that children w ill baieEt Eom hearing stones Eom their
parents about the parents "embarrassing" sexual stones w ith the "opposite sex." (1219).
The same statement, if altered a b it, is not available Ear deployment about homosexuals. I f
one imagines. Ear a moment, the same judges arguing that children w ill benefit Eom
homosexuals telling "embarrassing" sexual stones o f their eaqaloits w ith the same-sex, this
brings Earth vivid imagery w ith would be considered inappropnate Ear the innocent ears o f
children. Here again I End judges producing normative sexuality.
Poststructuralists, in their focus on the systems o f language, study the ways those
w ith power structure and deploy language in a way that deEnes and delineates certain
others into Exed subject posiEons. As Foucault argues, a certain gaze develops once a
group is objectiEed; those in the social posiEon o f legitimated power then deem those vbo
are unfortunate enough to be judged as the authenEc deviants, the manifestaEon o f the
ideal deviant form , and thus the ^p ro p ria te bureaucraEc sancEons are then legitim ately
applied. The D istnct Court denied Cox petiEon to adopt due precisely to the reiEcaEon o f
a parEcular subject type based on sexuality. Cox, as a subject produced and intertwined
w ithin a complex network o f discourses, thus became a manifestaEon o f the term
homosexual. How can he, then, argue he should not be treated as a homosexual (and have
pnvileges akin to those who are properly sexualized)? Given that he is a homosexual, he
may not adopt. The Court stated "In statute prohibiting adopEons by homosexuals, the
term "homosexual" was not unconsEtuEonally vague" (1210).
In a discussion o f statutes, the Court states "Legislature need not deEne every
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word in statute to survive constitutional vagueness challenge; it is merely necessary fo r
legislature to give adequate notice o f what conduct is prohibited by statute and to provide
clarity sufGdent to avoid arbitrary and discrim inatory enfbrcanent" (627 2d. 1210).
Vague terms that seemingly are otÿectively and A irly deployed can in actuality be
manipulated based on the whims o f certain powerful individuals. Here reason, rationale,
and legislative "cla rity" seem to And o ff the otherwise arbitrary nature o f their uses o f
power.

akZWtuEoM deEmd their right to legislate sexuality in maiqr ways. In

Cox, I End reArence (1217) to the 1986 A m ers case in which it was determined that
engaging in homosexual sex is not a protected right (478 U.S. 186, 106 S.Ct. 2841, 92
L.Ed.2d 140).
It is assumed by the judges in Cox that the more deEnable something is, the more
discourse that is produced around it, the more it is then located in space and tim e as a real
object. Foucault's epistemological stance criEques the noEon that discourse can ever
reveal w EnaUy uncover some dusive object or subject posiEon, rather, it is this very
discourse that produces the objects and subjects. This is not to say that objects do not
exist beAre discourse is produced about them, but that the cultural constructions
surrounding our every understanding o f phenomenon serve to Erst locate the phenomenon
embedded w ithin certain knowledges, arwl then to deem it meaningful. I f the homosexual
does not exist pnor to being linguisEcally distinguished, how can the judges in the Cox
case argue they "need not deEne" homosexuality?

Condusion
It is the codes and mearnngs g iv a i to the classiEcaEon "homosexual" that are o f
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most intw est in that the discursive Eamewodc surrounding particular subjects speaks to
their treatment. AAer reviewing pertinent l% al cases involving p o ta itia l homosexual
"stranger" adoptions aixl A staing, I And that each case can be viewed as depicting
particular discursive collisions serving to inA rm and challenge an interesting new subject
position not previously existent.
We see the Arm ation o f this new subject in the Pima County case as a witness
testiAes that the bisexual ^p lic a n t is not promiscuous or Aamboyant, and is not a gay
activist. Instead, there is an attempt to locate this applicant w ith new codes, indicative o f a
shiA in the griak

This ^p lic a n t is also constructed through Judge

Fahringo^'s concans over the ability A r a child to "bond" w iA him, and through the
mechanians o f power apparent in Judge Fahringer's deare to institute additional testing o f
this bisexual applicant. This new subject is contoured by a sw/bcc that Avors the nuclear
A m ily and rwEom o f bisexuals as boA o ve ly sexual and deviant.
As in the texts analyzed in c h ^ e r Amr, again in Ae Charles B case I And the
construction o f the welAre o f the d iild as positioned opposing the "gay agenda." A a
resolution, M r. B is characterized as supportive o f Charles and as having a pre-existent
bond w iA this child, w hidr evidences a transArm ation m the grzE

Aom

being coded as completely sexualized to being a caretaker o f children N ot all accept this
iK w subject, as depicted in Judge Resnidc's dissent o f his approval and her assodated
concerns w iA him transm itting H IV to the child (a virus neither parties have).
Sexuality was not rqnessed but produced as judged dd)ated the details o f sodomy
in Ae Cox cases. Judges encouraged heterosexuals to te ll children sAries about A e ir own
coming-oEage, in order to ensure proper "transition" into a hetaosexual aduhhood.
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M ost im portantly, this chapter piiqwinted certain authorihes o f delimitaEon vdio,
through A e ir particularly constructed gaze, denied basic privileges (in the Pima County
and Cox cases) to those attempting to adopt chilAen. A fter a long battle, M r. B was able
to take on Ae new role as a legitimated caretaker. A this case, certain auAorides were
w illin g to allow the adoption due to M r. B 's professional standing and previous bond w ith
Charles. Could it be that M r. B 's posiEon as a professional helped to break him Eom Ae
mold o f the deviant? BBs previous bond w iA Charles also put to rest any concerns over his
ability to "bond," as were eqrressed by Judge Fahringer in the Pima County case. He was
able to overcome the clashing o f Ascourses and successfully take on a newly Armed
subject posiEon. The next chapter synAesizes my Aidings here and in chapter A u r in
order to soundly arEculate A e contours o f this new subject and his ArmaEon.
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CONCLUSION
Realistically, I think Ae question becomes one o f determining what collective
identity is eiAer assigned to, or expressed by, gay and lesbian inAviduals in Ae
United States. It is ultim ately impossible A r A e courts, or anyone else, to w holly
determine the identity o f any person or group o f people because Ae human
experience is simply too shifting, complex, and ineffably multifaceted; however,
w ithin Aese sorts o f bounded possibilities, I do think it im portant to determine
how Ae courts have attempted to collectively identify gay and lesbian subjects
(Carleton 1999:37).
I have examined fv e legal cases, newspaper articles about these cases, a wd)site,
Florida's adoption application, and afnw eE m e special. This chapter A s t synAesizes my
Aidings into a cohesive argument about the contours o f the new homosexual subject using
Ae archaeological focus on

and gndk q

/

^

B

u

t

beAre I

fu lly articulate the discursive Arm ation o f this subject, I must furA er c la ri^ Ae
subjectivity o f particular mfEwnEgf q/^ckEmEüEwf. I Aen Ascuss A e current w r/üce,
inArmed by a modem ideal o f fam ily, and the connection between the new space A r
homosexuals as adopters and Ae rise o f A e postmodern Am ily.
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This thesis expands on Foucault's notion o f homosexuals as a distinctive social
qiecies by introducing contanporary queer insights. I presaA the main ddiates w ithin
queer theory about the usefulness o f m tiquing the inside/outside model. Axed idendty
posiEons, and how the noEon o f sex and genda perfbrmaEvity inArm s FtmcaulEan
poststructuralism. An archaeological analysis revealed speciAc awr/bcef o f emagence
upon which discursive statanents w ae deployed and the mdAonEes q f dkAnwEzEoM who
had the po w a to speak. I emphasize the

q f dksgMMO» that reveal Ae points o f

convergence o f coiAested discourse (W ndi speaks to the ArmaEon o f a new identity
based on this convagence). The gndk q f

diffaenEated a given object (hae,

A e homosexual subject) m increasir%fy speciAed and conqilex ways.
A chapta fbur I examine the intasecEon o f discourses o f genda, sex and
religion on the A m ily m o rd a to illum inate the

o r context, currently Aaming

noEons o f the idealized A m ily A rm Based on my analysis o f the Babets and Lofton cases,
I And construcEons o f homosexuals (by those who oppose pladng children w iA them) as:
prim arily sexualized; A c ta b le o f taking on the role o f caretaka m a A m ily; engaging A
unnatural aixi immoral acts that may cm rupt drilA en; and as A ilin g to display genda
idenEAcaEon propeEy.
A the mid-eighEes the controversy o v a the Babets case evidences the poim k q f
between overt sexuality and A e idealized caretaka o f chilAen, as evidenced A
stataneAs made by neighbors at the Eme. For example, A the Babets case, some
neighbors stated their allowance A r Babets nght to be homosexual, but Amnd the
placement o f children w iA him intolerable. I And this indicative o f the 'rig h t' A r mAoriEes
to egqness their deviance, but neva to attempt to cross into polite sodety.
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The LoAon case evidences current rhetoric and Anns the homosexual adopta, m
part, through the gaze o f Judge King. But evoi certain omAonEes o f deEwEEEoM are not
producing autonomous statements, ra tk r, Aey engage m the constant reiAcation o f
original texts. For exanqde, Judge King did not aeate the idea that only haaosexual
households properly genda their childrai, ratha, this is an argument the state ofFlonda
makes m o rd a to support statute 63.042(3) based on rational scrutiny.
Judge K ing's w ill is not entirely his own, although he chose not to challenge the
state on this pardcula issue. From a poststructural position, we see that thae is
hypostaAzaAon o f so-called onginal texts as each mEhorrty o f EkEmffoEon rehearses w ellAamed saipts and ediAed statutes. P ow a mcreases as a social network jusAAes particula
deployments by pardcula persons. L% itim acy is adrieved m a reArenAal process o f citing
certain original texts. Judith B u tk r notes this trend:
Hence, the judge who authorizes and installs the situaAon he names invariably crtef
the law that he ^)plies, and it is the pow a o f this ataAon that gives the
perArm ative its binding or conferring pow a. And th o u ^ it may ^ p e a that the
bindir% pow a o f his words is derived Aom the A rce o f his w ill or Aom a prio r
authority, the opposite is more true: it is tErougE the citaAon o f the law that the
Agure o f the judge's "w iH " is produced and that the "p rio rity " o f textual authority
is established. Indeed, it is through the invocadon o f convenAon that the speech act
o f the judge derives its binding pow a; that binding pow a is to be Aund nertha m
the subjea o f the judge nor his w ill, but m the âtaüonal legacy by vb ich a
contemporary "act" emerges m the context o f a chain o f birxling conveoAons.
(B uda 1993:225)
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H a poststructural view de-aophasizes the w ill o f the individual judge, deeming it
mconsequattial (and thus cutting o ff the head o f the local king). The act o f reciting, m a
presa Ashion, catain linguistic Aames o f reference is the most signiAcant aspect o f this
common social scene. Each statement necessarily is also a reflection o f the wielding o f a
w id a socio-historical discourse. "In this sense, no term or statement can AmcAon
paAarmaAvdy w ithout the accumulating and dissimulaAng histondty o f force" (B uA a
1993:227). Thaefbre, we must fbcus our aAenAon on the legitimaAon o f histoncallybound convenAons o f qreech and the construcAons enbedded w ithin these ataAons in
o rd a to best arAculate systems o f pow a. P ow a is seen through mulAple levels o f
legiAmaAon, is evidenced through m aterid pracAces and laAed instituAons, and is more
than merely the result oflinguisAcs. Discourse legitimates on mulAple levels.
It is this very process o f legitimaAon that so intngued Foucault, and he revded in
this new-Aund undastanding o f pow a. We must fbcus on the m iaopoliAcal network o f
local pow a rdaAons to analyze the discourses on the homosexual subject. For example.
Judge King has situaAonal pow a in deciding w hetha o r not a young boy w ill be taken
Aom his home, and on a la rg a scale, w h a h a or not Florida can sustain the statue barring
homosexuals Aom adopting. Does Bert, the young boy involved in the LoAon case, have
any pow a in deciding w hetha or not to stay in his home? As Foucault argues,
"Statements cannot come Aom anybody" (Foucault 1972b:51).
The regulaAon o f sex by certain uuEkvrEes q f EkEmAüEo» must then be viewed as
serving the interests o f the state. Judith Stacey argues that the legitim ated modem A m ily
A rm ensures the cominuaAon o f our parAcula economic structure through ensuring such
things as inheritance and the unequal division o f labor. It beneAts the status quo to ensure
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proper genda idenüAcadon so that little girls, A r exanqrle, naturalize their la ta
exploitation. Social ills a e attributed to the breakdown o f this modem fam ily, and oAen
are not seen as reflective o f the la rg a social policies. ThereAre, certain m/EronEef q f
EkEmEoEoM Acus on Ae regulation o f particular subjects' sexuality, and sanction Aem by
w ithholding their privilege to adopt.
A chapta Ave I focused on o A a oxEEonEef q f EkEmftEEo» and A eir reiAed
judgements that, in the Pima County and Cox cases, served to regulate sexuality to the
point o f discrim ination. This concan stems Aom the characterizaAon o f the applicant as
prim arily sexual, and the boundary between sex and children. Their gaze also activdy
produce normaAve and deviant sexuality (which speaks to Foucault's repressive
hypothesis). A A ct, judges encouraged heterosexuals to te ll children stones about A e ir
own commg-of-age, m o rd a to ensure propa "transiAon" mto a haaosexual adulthood. I
Aund, as m o th a cases, a construcAon o f the "gay agenda" as opposiAonal to children m
the ChaAes B case. I paid special attenAon to the d^>ate o v a the term "homosexual" m
Ae Cox case, and to Ae aaving o f Adge Fahringa m Ae Pima County case to impose a
test on the bisexual applicant to measure his propensity fo r molesAng children. This
inArm ed my research quesAon about Ae inAuence o f pow a on Ae ArmaAon o f idenAty
posiAons.

The New Homosexual AdopAve Subject
How do contemporary struggles o v a gay stranga adopAon and A staing
contribute to the Ascursrve construcAon o f the new gay male parenting subject? It is
important to note that homosexual subjects occupy vanous and shifAng positions, each o f
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which results &om a juxtaposition o f discourses produced about religion, genda, the
A m ily, sexuality, and id a itity . We are leA w ith, as A r as identity is concaned, Ae
fragmentation inhaent m our aneiging postmodern reality.
In this chapta I discuss a subject who represents a new griE q f^c ÿ îc a E o w A r
A e homosexual subject W io A s t became a distinct social q>ecies m the nineteenA century
(Foucault 1978:43). This new subject is partially shaped by the current

\A id i

interlocks anti-gay constructions o f Ae homosexual as a depraved sex-maniac (according
A a 1949 Newsweek article discussed m n y introduction), an activist A r gay rights (as
seen aA a Stonewall), one who cannot bond w iA chüdrai (stated by Judge Fahringer), one
who exists bdow the boundary o f acceptability (according A Babets nmghbors), one vAo
is promiscuous, Aamboyant, and H IV inActed (according to Judge Resnick), one vAo we
must "save our children" Aom (A nita Bryant), one vAo w ill not engage ch ild ra i m (xroper
gender or sex socialization (according to rehearsals o f Florida's rationale), one who
requires additional testing A determine his propensity A molest dnldrœ (according A
Judge Fahringer), one who requires counseling (as stated m the Pima County and ChaHes
B cases), one who cannot mimic the idealized versions o f naomn^ and daddy (according
A Randy B all), one who rqxresents the "breakdown" o f society (as stated o f the Babets),
one whose existence is hostile A the "natural A m ily" (as argued in the Charles B. case),
one

is deAted by sin (A niA Bryant), one who is not stable or saA (in relation A

married heterosexuals), and one who m ^ invoke social ostracism (a concan o f Judge
King). W hile these codes inAience his Arm ation, the new subject could not rdocate
him sdf on the grrdk q f

w iA only unAvorable coding.

There exists a new discourse that Arm s A e homosexual adopter by
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reappropriating A e to iic used by those opposing him. This new subject is characterized as
prim arily concerned w ith the well-being o f children, is bonded to particular children (as
w ith B ert and Charles B .), one who selBessly serves Ae community (as w iA Ae LoAons),
one who maintains stable and long-term relationships (as w iA M r B and his partner,
Babets and Jean, and Steve and Roger), one vAo is professional (Babets, M r. B, the
Loftons), one who is religious (Babets), and one w illin g to take on a new identity.
For example, Donald Jean and David Babets are described by the synqxathetic
journalist as baking ^)ple pies in the kitchen. This imagery remains one o f A e nuclear
fam ily, w iA Ae smell o f Aesh homemade pie in Ae oven. Babets and Jean represent a new
space A r Ae postmodern A m ily; this new A rm , like the new subject, must retain some
tradition in order to merge, instead o f collide, w iA previous codes o f A e nuclear Am ily.
Gender essentialism intersected w iA discourses on A m ily, and played a part o f the
form ation o f the new subject as this couple is described as raising farm animals and having
a hole in their hearts as they w ait A r chilAen. Babets and Jean are boA also seen as hard
workers who contribute to society, helping to reduce Ae postmodern threat o f disrupting
social order.
Just as I And

q f ÆssgnaroM between Ae noAons o f homosexuality and

children, I also And Ascord between postmodern fam ily Arm s that threaten the
"breakdown" o f society and noAons o f the "natural" nuclear A rm that Asters proper sex
and gender sodalizaAon. As postmodern A m ily Arm s begin to legitim ately co-exist w iA
A e "natural" Am ily, this new subject gains ground. Shifts in fam ily A rm inAuence noAons
o f gender; the postmodern fam ily A rm oAers a b it o f hope, a glimmer o f light, as a catalyst
A r the reducAon o f gender essenAalism. As A e ediAed molds o f mommy and daddy are
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critiqued, the homosexual as an adopter is relocated in a new, more legitim ate space.
C atain awAonEes q/^dgEmEEEow use their position to ^)eak on b d ta lf o f this new
subject. I And A etoric in support o f homosexuals as adoptive parents (as produced by
Rosie O 'D onndl and lethimstay.com) constructing homosexuals as putting children's
needs beAre A e ir own.
M ost inqx)rtantly, I And homosexuals as AAers who are "just happy to be their
dad" (Roger Croteau). As stated by Roger Croteau on frE w E m e, " I lost my identity
years ago. I'm som dxxly's dad, and I'm just h^)py to be A e ir dad." This statement
qntomizes the new homosexual subject position. The revolution depicts a shiA Aom a
declaration about sexuality to a declaration o f parental love. As seen espedally in the
current depicAons o f Steven and Roga^, these new subjects have commandeered
statonents about serving the best interests o f chilAen. I And Roger's statement indicative
o f a larger shiA in meanings attached to homosexuality.
A chiqAer Ave I see Ae ArmaAon o f this new subject in Ae Pima County case as a
witness testiAes that the bisexual ^pH cant is not promiscuous o r Aamboyant, and is no ta
gay activist. Instead, there is an attempt to locate this *q)pAcant w iA new codes, indicative
o f a shiA in the gndk q/^^cÿ!ca E o w .
A the Charles B case, catain auAorlAes were w illin g to allow the adopAon due to
M r. B 's proAssional standing and previous bond w iA Chailes. M r. B is characterized as
supportive o f Charles and as having a pre-existait bond w iA this child, which e^dences a
transArmaAon in the grE / q /^^cÿ!ca E o » Aom being coded as conqrletdy sexualized to a
caretaka o f children. M r. B was the only successAil ^rplicant (in terms o f being granted
acceptable) out o f all Ave cases analyzed in this thesis; the LoAon case is pending.
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I have Acused on numerous clashing discourses, including the dialogue about the
properly gendaed and sexed fam ily and the dialogue about gay men as sexually
dangerous, in o rd a to show that as these overarching systems o f knowledge collide, they
aeate a new historical posiAon fo r the gay adoptive paent. I have idenAAed Ae
between the agenda o f the active gay nghts movemart and Ae rights o f Ae
chilAen, which can be seen as an ultim ate point o f convagence whaeby tw o discursive
lines m ea and merge to A rm a new discourse o f the homosexual. This new line deemphasizes sexuality, and focuses on the children's best interests. H ae we have, A r the
A s t time in history, a new subject r;Ao is boA homosexual and a fam ily man.
As Ascourse fu rth a attempts to locate this subject, we see increasing complexity
in the gridk

o f Ae homosexual. It was only in the eigbAes that we Arst

began to naAonally debate this topic; it was here that certain Ascursive ArmaAons Arst
met and clashed, thus inArm ing the current subject. As a response to Ae clashing o f codes
o f the fam ily versus sexuality, the new subject, in a sophisAcated transArmaAon, is
depicted prim arily as Amily-onented.

Social Policy SuggesAons
InArm ed by Foucault's arAculaAons o f discourse as not simply speech or
communicated language but speciAc utterances by powerful inAviduals that directly
inA rm material pracAces and instituAons, I oAer this w ork as a challenge to A e commonsense noAons o f homosexuals. U ltim ately, by disrupting the reiAcaAon o f this subject I
hope to inAuence those w iA the situaAonal power to alter Ascrim inatory pracAces and
laws. This deconstrucAon is arguably best accomplished by explicitly pointing to the
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moments in tim e Wien homosexuals were identihed, and oAering an archaeological
analyâs o f Ae meanings attributed to homosexuals aAer this identiAcation. Once our
common-sense shiAs, Ae gaze through w h iA homosexuals are seen w ill shiA, thus
inAuencing all levels o f society Aom our juA cial institutions to statements made by
neighbors (o r more precisely, this w ill not be a topic o f interview).
Where do we go Aom here? In 1996, beAre Ae infamous LoAon case (Lq^on v.
Xeamey 157 F.Supp.2d 1372), Adams optim istically w rote,"P erh^s when Ae next case
proceeds to the Florida Supreme court, A e court w ill determine who A oA d be an
adoptive parent on a case-by-case bases, and w ill put an end to Ae categorical exclusions
based upon stereotypes and myths" (Adams 1996:621). ThereAre, I Arst suggest that
cases be judged on an inA vidualistic basis, and that no law or statute ouA ght deny certain
applicants based on A e ir sexual orientation (as w iA Ae Nexus test I referenced earlier).
Relatedly, Aose concerned w iA the issues presented here, including sociologists, must
w oA to raise awareness and inspAe poliAcal change. Babets and Jean, while they Ad not
retain the tw o boys, managed to spur A e instituAon o f a new A ster policy in
Massachusetts that does not disfavor members o f Ae g /l/b /t community. And, w hile I do
not know what w ill come o f A e LoAon case at this time, A en Aght has brought national
attœAon to Florida's Ascrim inatory policy.
Heterosexuality, as a deAuk category, must be illum inated as part o f a faulty
Achotomy. I advocate the criAque o f not only the lingAsAc binary ofhetero or homo, but
also o f the AsAncAon between sacred and mundane. As great meaning is attnbuted to all
that is sacred, and the "natural" fam ily is said to be sancAoned by God. This attribuAon
creates a hierarchy that marginalizes A e postmodern fam ily A rm , and jusAAes legal
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sanctions against it. Our current Judeo-Christian

reiSes a patriarchical A m ily A rm

w iA its assodated gender essentialism. I also suggest we make room A r postmodern
Am ilies through changes in our Aws and m our discourses. This necessitates Ae rdease o f
the modem A rm as ideal. A shiA in modamiA notions o f gende^, sexuality, and A m ily is
Aen in order. This shiA w ill occur as traditional noAons o f Aimily, gender and sexuality
intosect w iA noAons spurred by our postmodern mommt.
Finally, while debates wage on about identity poliAcs, I suggest a transgression o f
the rules governing the necessity A be deAned as either heterosexual, bisexual,
transsexual, or homosexual. Transgression speaks to intem q)ting the rules o f ArmaAon on
a parAcular plane, such as challœ ging t k genealized trend toward clasâ^fing sexual
onentaAon in a lim iting way. This larger challenge to the rules o f ArmaAon Aus
transgresses and goes beyond W rat I have accomplished here (a mere discussion o f the
codes associated w iA homosexuality).
In summanzing n y contribuAons and posiAon A queer Aeory, I must «rq)hasize
that my thesis o fk rs a post-structural arAculaAon o f meaning assodated w iA
homosexuals. The overtly sexualized codes have AiAed to tangible codes about Annly; I
And concrete examples o f Ascursive coding. This does not lead, then, to a logical
challer%e A identity poliAcs. It would seen I have only articulated a new qwce A r
homosexuals as adoptive parents, and evidenced very parAcular new codes. However, a
discursively located subject is only eviderced through the eveyday common-sense
language, pracAces, and instituAons inArm ed by this discourse. Herein lies my suggesAon
A r future research on the everyday ways certain people interpret, on a local level, these
ArmaAons and thus make them a social reality. An inducAve ethnography may be in order.
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It is here, aAer Anding Ae homosexual as now a A m ily man, that I pull Aom a
new, queer discourse o f the subject as undeAnable. O f course, saying that one w ill always
exceed linguistic Aames does not make A%e Aames inauAeoAc, or less real A A ct, this
new undeAnable subject is now located in queer q^propriations o f undeAnabihty, W iich
remains a discursive construction.
We, as a society, must critically examine our historically bound concertions in
order that we not lose sight o f the connection between power and the ability to subjugate.
To lose sight o f the emergaice o f discourse would most certainly result in the common
perpetuaAon arxl reiAcaAon o f cetain subjects as deviant, and ju sA ^ A e ir continued
m arginalizaAoii Once we undeistand the discursive marginalizaAon o f parAcular subject
posiAons, what is the next step? Gayle Rubin w rites, "W e have learned A chenA diAèrent
cultures as uinque erqrressions o f human invenAveness rather than as the in % io r or
disgusting habits o f savages. We need a sim ilarly anthropological understanding o f
diAerent sexual cultures" (1993:15). How can we learn to value diverse expressions?
The disjuncAon between the discourse o f the Aim ily man versus the discourse o f
homosexual male (as prim arily a sexual being) evidœces A e idea that no cat%ones or
roles can ever capture and AiHy deAne our Aagmented and constantly shiAing idenAAes.
This evidences the gap between the subject and the discursive production o f the subject;
Foucault terms this gap corre&Env /poce, and Deleuze explains that A e actual subject
posiAons are Arm ed as a result, and aAer the deployment o f statements about certain
subjects (1986:9). This discourse Amdamentally Arm s the subjects it endeavors to Axxis
on, thus creating a deAned and regulated subject pomAon through an interplay o f power
relaAons.
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U ltim ately, as I attempt A pinpoint the essence o f Ae discursively Armed subject,
here a homosexual as an adoptive parent, I engage in a Antless activity; Foucault aigues
that Aere is no essential nature to this subject position. The homosexual subject posiAon,
Wnch results from the convergence o f intersecting discursive statements, is constantly
shifAng as the statements produced about it are altered over Ame. M ost im portantly, this
position is not stable. I f we accept that the statanents made about homosexuals have
drasAcally shifted over Ame, we also must concede that the homosexual subject posiAon
has no essential component. One could study any topic, I venture, and discover that all the
discourse aimed at clari^dng some phenomenon, in reality, more tru thfu lly serves to
construct our pecqrAons o f the phenomenon, ra th * than exposing its 'tru e ' nature
There is no essential thing to be realized, rather, in the eaqilicit detail descnbing
and ever reaching A r the elusive nudeus o f the subject, the subject is thus Armed. I f this
is inevitable, it leads to tw o acAons. First, I strive A locate the homosexual subject in a
new Aame. Second, I hope to *rq)h8size that A e term 'AomosexuaT does rmt explain
rrmch about the subject. ThereAre, we must w ork to overturn Florida's statute as w ell as
other disoim inatory social polides that disempower parAcular people.
I view the current controversy over homosexual adopAon as a reûecAon o f the
gaps between q)eciAc discursive ArmaAons w iA Sawed, essenAalizing components.
Constraining categones (such as homosexual) exist which collapse idenAAes into speciAed
linguisAc binaries (such as in either honx) o r h e t*o ). We realize the incoherence o f
linguisAc binanes, and hence the dependency o f certain idenAAes on such incoherent
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binaries evidences an essentailizing, flawed component o f discourse/" These sexual
binaries then clash w ith the dichotomy o f 6m ily, which categorizes fam ilies as either
ideally nudear or not. Postmodern Am ilies are thus seen as "hostile" to the natural fam ily.
This problem is compounded as discourses, eadi informed by some essential reduction,
clash. Again, Foucaukian transgression can be applied here in an argument that no
categories can ever c ^ tu re and fu lly deGne our Gagmented and constantly shifting
identities. The lim iting nature o f language to express everyday reality is fundamental
w ithin contemporary dialogues w ithin queer theory (Butler, 1993; Halperin, 1990;
Namaste, 1994; Rubin, 1993; Seidman, 1996; Vance, 1987; Weeks, 1987).
W ith the idea that we cannot be deGned, that our consdousness w ül always
exceed linguistic identity boundaries, we are no doser to anything; we have only
constructed a more convindng dialogue o f the self Even the noGon that identity
categories and poliGcs are lim iting may be seen as a template fo r a new discursive subject
position that stands on the deconstruction o f all previous classiGcations. So, even if we
deny the usefulness o f identity politics on the m icro scale, are we th a t Geeing oursdves o f
the traps and collapses o f language? Or, are we immersed in a new discursive construction
o f ourselves as non-deGnable? When the discourses dash, and the collapsed language
categories fa il to adequately express the subject, \d ia t is leG? We begin to rebuild, to
daborate upon a new noGon o f the slippery nature o f identity, thus creating a complex and
interconnected w d) o f discourse on our elusive selves. Now we are Gee! Or, are we?
We cannot get closer or G rther Gom some essential seK but by realizing the lim its

^ Even this w ork is reliant upon the common terms.
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and the boundaries o f identity politics, we then may feel more Gee in rejecting normative
dualities and binary distinctions. We cannot escape discursive constructions o f identity.
Some discursive constructions may prove more useful, however, in particular local social
realities. "U ltim ately, the depth o f our conscious sense o f balance between autonomy and
relatedness, as w ell as our appredaGon fo r spiritual connectedness, w ill be inversely
related to the narrowness and ngidity o f our selfGeGniGons" (Pardie 1999:93). From a
Foucaultian perspecGve, idenGGes are ahwys bound by discourses. Once we see this, we
more clearly perceive the insGtuGons and situaGonal power relaGons inGuencing certain
discursive construcGons o f identity, thus enabling criGque and resistance through
transgression. As these discursive lines meet, intersect, and then continue to accrue new
codes and meanings, I present this thesis as an archaeology o f the present moment.
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